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ABSTRACT

The link between identity and action is a fundamental topic across the social sciences. A key site to investigate this relationship is social interaction, where identities and social relations are built and used to accomplish action. In this thesis, I used discursive psychology to analyse the relationship between identity and the action of help in recorded calls to a victim support helpline. Victim is a contentious identity, with feminists and other critical scholars pointing to the politics involved when certain people are categorised as victims and others are overlooked. The name of the organisation that was the setting for my research, ‘Victim Support,’ explicitly links a victim identity with rights to access the help the service offers. Drawing on concepts in discursive psychology and using conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis, I examined how participants oriented to the contentious questions of who victims are and how they should be helped. Drawing on contemporary interactional research which theorises the epistemic, deontic, and affective basis of human social relations, I examined how participants used self-other relations as a resource to build and interpret actions as help.

The findings provide evidence for the mutually constitutive relationship between identity and action. Counter-intuitively, most callers did not explicitly categorise themselves as victims when asking for help. My analyses show how call-takers understood callers’ identities as victims even when they did not say so directly. The act of asking for help from Victim Support constituted callers’ identities as victims; and their identities rendered their requests accountable.

Call-takers on the victim helpline act as gate-keepers, determining callers’ eligibility before providing help. I analysed how call-takers denied callers’ requests by implicitly or explicitly disavowing their identities as victims. Conversely, I showed that
offers of help constituted callers as legitimate victims. Yet even once participants had accomplished joint understanding of callers as victims, they negotiated their respective epistemic and deontic rights to determine what help was needed and how it should be provided.

The negotiation of how victims should be helped was particularly salient when callers sought help on behalf of others. Participants negotiated whether the moral obligation to help victims was associated with friends and family members, or institutions. The emotional support and practical advice offered by Victim Support is delivered by volunteer support workers, reflecting a common-sense assumption that these forms of help are normatively available to any competent person. My analyses attend to the dilemmas involved when callers sought help for others rather than providing it themselves.

The findings contribute to three main areas of research: conversation analytic study of help as social action; membership categorisation analysis research on categorically organised rights and obligations; and the re-specification of psychological phenomenon as interactional objects within discursive psychology. The mutually constitutive link between identity and help is consequential, as the provision or withholding support can have material effects when callers are highly distressed or in fear for their lives. Thus, studying real-life interaction demonstrates the practical ways identity matters for seeking help.
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1 PREFACE

On 15 March 2019, two mosques in Christchurch were attacked in the deadliest mass shooting in New Zealand’s history. In the aftermath, national self-reflection about the causes of such a devastating event and a shared sense of responsibility for the victims led to questions about what could and should be done. On the same day of the attack, Victim Support established an official donation page for the victims. At the time of writing, over 90,000 people had donated $8.3 million to support the victims of the shootings and their families (New Zealand Council of Victim Support Groups, 2019). This part of the national response highlights the intersecting role of victims, support services, and moral arguments about help.

Victim Support New Zealand – whose helpline calls I analyse in this thesis – is a community organisation that provides free services to victims of crime and trauma. Victim Support’s ideological approach to victims, exemplified in the response to the terrorist attack, is that victims have needs which can be met by members of a caring society (Mawby, 1988; van Dijk, 1988). Although meeting needs is sometimes conceptualised as a technical problem of service-provision, determining what victims need is a contentious and political undertaking (Simmonds, 2009). Alternative approaches are expressly political and focus on victims’ rights (Fattah, 2010; Mawby, 2007). Explicitly political support organisations like Women’s Refuge conceptualise society’s moral obligation towards victims quite differently (Walklate, 1989). A focus on rights rather than needs suggests citizens have moral claims to help which governments are obligated to provide (Mawby, 1988). For example, the Islamic Women’s Council argued that New Zealand government and society must address the systemic racism, Islamophobia, and security oversights that led to the terror attack (Rahman, 2019).
How members of society and support services recognise a moral obligation to help victims is influenced by whether victims’ relationships to help are conceptualised in terms of needs or rights. Yet determining how victims should be helped first requires an understanding of who victims are. This is no straightforward matter.

1.1 WHO IS A VICTIM?

Different academic disciplines, activist groups, and support services recognise different kinds of people as victims. The criminological subdiscipline of victimology largely treats victims as people harmed by crimes (Daigle, 2018). Yet defining which acts are crimes – and thus which events cause victims – is subject to the influence of society’s elite and powerful (Quinney, 1972). Critical victimologists point out that people can become victims as a result of natural disaster, war, and institutional oppression (Holstein & Miller, 1990; Walklate, 1989). Social psychology recognises that people themselves negotiate who is a victim. Social cognitive approaches examine how members of different groups compete for victimhood status to present themselves more favourably than others (Young & Sullivan, 2016). Discursive psychology, the approach I adopt in this thesis, demonstrates that claims of victimhood are deployed rhetorically in social interaction to account for certain stances and actions (McNeill, Pehrson, & Stevenson, 2017).

Theorising about who victims are, how they behave, and what they deserve is not limited to academia. ‘Lay’ or ‘folk’ reasoning about victims draws on common-sense knowledge and cultural assumptions. Just like academics, everyday people do not always agree on what makes someone a victim or how victims behave. Common-sense knowledge is made up of opposing pieces of folk wisdom which make it contradictory and inconsistent (Billig et al., 1988). Using discursive psychology, I examine how people use common-sense reasoning to determine who is a victim in social interaction. Describing or inferring someone as a victim does not
assert a simple fact about the world. Instead, such descriptions produce and constitute reality and someone’s identity in it (Potter, Edwards, & Wetherell, 1993). Like all descriptions, victim descriptions are *indexical*, taking meaning from occasions of their use and *rhetorical*, used for strategic ends, such as asking for help (Holstein & Miller, 1990; McNeill et al., 2017). Thus, establishing a victim identity is not a straightforward or automatic process, but an interactional accomplishment that can be assembled from strategically invoked common-sense for practical ends in the moment of interaction.

Victim support services contribute to, and construct, a “normative hierarchy of victims” (Fattah, 2010, p. 75). Most support services for victims are voluntary organisations, including Victim Support New Zealand. While Victim Support receives some government funding, it relies on volunteers to provide support to victims. Limited resources and close ties to government mean support services are restricted in who they can support and what kind of victims they recognise (Corbett & Maguire, 1988). A practical problem for support services is establishing who is a victim, an interactional process I examine in detail in this thesis.

Support services are often based on cultural assumptions about victims and their needs. One common-sense assumption is that victimisation causes psychological trauma and talking to someone is helpful (Gavey & Shmidt, 2011). A consequence of this assumption is that support workers treat clients who resist talking about their experiences as emotionally-repressed (Löfstrand, 2009a), which in the case of young victims can be linked to the possibility becoming perpetrators (Löfstrand, 2009b). Cultural conceptions of age and gender also shape support workers’ expectations of victims. Support workers expect women and elderly people to need support more than men or young people, and expect men to face difficulty talking about their feelings (Jägervi & Svensson, 2015). The provision of emotional support is based on white middle-class assumptions that crime
shatters individuals’ sense of a safe world (Dunn, 2007). But the world is not initially safe for everyone. For example, as Muslims and indigenous people have repeatedly pointed out, the impact of white supremacy has been felt long before the terror attacks brought it into the national spotlight (see Rahman, 2019). The limitations of cultural expectations about victims mean that the people most likely to be victimised (such as members of marginalised groups) often receive the least benefit from support services (Dunn, 2007; Fattah, 2010).

When identifying as a victim and asking for help, people can face a dilemma of stake (see Potter et al., 1993). The common-sense benefits associated with victimhood (i.e. public sympathy, access to support services, recourse to the criminal justice system) mean that claims to a victim identity can be dismissed as self-interested (McNeill et al., 2017). Conversely, a victim identity is associated with shame and suffering (Lamb, 1999a), but necessary to access victim support services. Young men navigate this dilemma by balancing victimhood and masculinity to highlight their agency rather than passivity when describing victimisation (Åkerström, Burcar, & Wästerfors, 2011). Likewise, clients of Victim Support present themselves as competent and self-sufficient, rather than weak and in need of help (Jägervi, 2014). People may reject a victim identity in favour of alternative categories like survivor to emphasise their agency (Jordan, 2013; Lamb, 1999a). Yet, attributions of agency can undermine a victim identity and the associated entitlement to help (Lindholm, Börjesson, & Cederborg, 2014). Thus, negotiating identity and help for victim support can be a fraught undertaking.
1.2 HOW SHOULD VICTIMS BE HELPED?

Who victims are understood to be is consequential for the provision of help. Contradictory though it may be, common-sense knowledge has demonstrable impacts on the delivery of justice and support. For example, the cultural conception of the ‘ideal victim’ – someone who is weak, defenceless, and engaged in a respectable action when set upon by a dangerous stranger (Christie, 1986) – has pernicious effects on whether or how victims are helped. In the case of violence against women, taken-for-granted expectations about victims shapes how women understand their experiences, for example as ‘rape’ or ‘just sex’ (Gavey, 2013), whether they deserve help or whether they ‘asked for it’ (MacLeod, 2016), and whether they should disclose domestic violence or stay silent (Towns & Adams, 2009). The same expectations shape police’s disbelief of women’s reports (Jordan, 2004), lawyers’ cross-examination of women’s actions (Powell, Henry, Flynn, & Henderson, 2013), and judges’ sentencing decisions that minimise perpetrators’ responsibility (Coates & Wade, 2004). Cultural common-sense remains pervasive because it is protected against induction (Schegloff, 2007a). People whose experiences differ from the ideal victim – a relationship with the perpetrator, for example – are judged against common-sense knowledge and frequently found wanting.

Categorising people (e.g. as real victims or not) is part of the “micro-politics of everyday and institutional life” (Baker, 2000, p. 99). Using categories reproduces social understandings of what is moral or normal (Stokoe, 2003). Nevertheless, categorical common-sense can be undermined or revolutionised (see Sacks, 1979). Social change can be observed when common-sense category knowledge shifts (Clifton, 2009; Stokoe, 2004). Much feminist activism challenges the links between victim identities and actions. For example, the idea that women are unharmed by rape has shifted significantly to new common-sense knowledge that rape causes psychological trauma (Gavey & Shmidt, 2011). However, social
change is slow. Alongside feminist attempts to highlight perpetrators’ culpability, the common-sense idea that women are responsible for sexual violence remains pervasive (Jordan, 2011).

The discursive approach I adopt in this thesis analyses how victim categories are used in interaction. In doing so, I shed light on the ways ordinary meanings about victims “become sedimented, and everyday relations of power are produced and become taken for granted” (LeCouteur & Oxlad, 2011, p. 6). Feminist activism played an integral role in victims’ rights movements which centred victims within the political agenda, established support services, and spurred a research tradition which continues to this day (Jordan, 2008; Lamb, 1999b; Walklate, 1990). My work contributes to the feminist project of interrogating common-sense understandings of victimhood by documenting how those understandings shape the delivery of social support.

Victimhood is marked by contradictory and politically-charged common-sense. For support services, victims may at once be seen as traumatised people who lack agency and deserve help (Lamb, 1999b; Wroe, 2018), and consumers of a service who should take responsibility for their emotional recovery (Löfstrand, 2009a; Svensson, 2007). Thus, determining who is a victim and how they should be helped is a contentious undertaking. As a routine part of their workday, call-takers on the Victim Support helpline are engaged in determining if callers are victims and whether they are eligible for support. Calls to the helpline thus provide a perspicuous setting (Garfinkel, 2002) to examine the relationship between victimhood and help because participants themselves are involved in determining who is a victim and what a victim identity means for help.
1.3 Navigating the Thesis

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. This prefatory chapter has broadly established why victim is a consequential identity to analyse and demonstrated how victim is a contested and political identity.

The Introduction which follows establishes the theoretical framework for the thesis by charting the different ways identity and help have been conceptualised in social psychology. I discuss developments in discursive psychology and how the methods of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis provide tools for analysing identity and help in social interaction. The second half of the Introduction examines how self-other relations and moral accountability can be observed in the social organisation of help.

The third chapter focuses on the empirical literature on identity and help in social interaction. I discuss how help configures social relations and contexts, explaining the grounded approach I adopt to analyse context. To the best of my knowledge, there are no interactional studies of the kind of victim support service I examine, so this study builds on the interactional literature on institutional help, particularly emergency calls and helpline interactions.

In a chapter on data and method, I describe Victim Support in more detail. I overview the process of data collection and data management, with a focus on ethics and confidentiality. The most substantive section of the chapter details my analytic process. I explain why social interaction in situ is important to study, how recordings are used for conversation analysis, how transcripts were produced, and how I identified and analysed the phenomenon in the chapters that follow.

The three analytic chapters are designed as stand-alone investigations. Together, they build an evidence base to support the
conclusions reached in the final chapter. Chapter 5 documents how a victim identity is part and parcel of asking for help. I show how asking for different kinds of help constituted callers’ identities in different ways. Chapter 6 analyses how call-takers invoked the relationship between identity and help when denying or offering help to callers. Chapter 7 examines how participants managed the rights and obligations associated with victims when seeking help on behalf of others.

The final discussion chapter draws together the analytic findings to propose a mutually constitutive link between identity and help. I consider what a grounded analysis of identity and action can provide for social psychology and sketch some practical applications for improving delivery of services.
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2 INTRODUCTION

“Identity is the pivotal concept linking social structure with individual action.” (Hogg, Terry, & White, 1995, p. 257).

The above quote illustrates a social psychological understanding of the fundamental link between identity and action. There is widespread agreement that identity shapes how people see themselves, relate to others, and engage with the social world (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006). In this thesis, I examine the relationship between identity and action by analysing recorded calls to a victim support helpline. The findings provide evidence for the mutually constitutive relationship between identity and action. The very name of the service – Victim Support – links a victim identity with accessing support. Even in this setting, a relevant question is how a victim identity matters for seeking or providing support. With detailed examination of the turn-by-turn unfolding of calls to the helpline, I show how callers and call-takers invoke links between a victim identity and the action of help.

In this introductory chapter, I discuss how social psychology has approached the relationship between identity and help. I first briefly discuss social psychology in the cognitivist paradigm, before introducing discursive psychology, the theoretical framework I adopt in this thesis. In the second half of the chapter, I discuss how self-other relations and moral accountability are configured when people ask for help in social interaction.

2.1 IDENTITY AND HELP IN COGNITIVE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

A social psychology of helping was spearheaded by Darley and Latané (1968) in response to public outcry surrounding the now infamous Kitty Genovese murder. The question of how ordinary people could stand by while a neighbour was murdered motivated anxious newspaper columns and psychologists alike. In experiments,
Darley and Latané documented a ‘bystander effect’ where individuals were more likely to help when alone than in the presence of others. Earlier social psychological theory predicted that people would help in emergencies, which made the bystander effect an anomaly in need of scientific explanation (see Latané & Darley, 1970). From their work, Darley and Latané proposed a decision-making model to explain whether a bystander would help or not. The stages of the model involve cognitive processes such as perceptions, beliefs, and intentions. If bystanders did not perceive the situation to be an emergency, believe they had a personal responsibility to intervene, or know what to do, they would be less likely to provide help. Like much of cognitive psychology, this model attempts to predict behaviour (whether someone will intervene) by determining the cognitive causes of their actions.

Darley and Latané (1968) were not directly concerned with identity, but subsequent research using social identity theory highlighted the role group membership played in helping behaviour. Social Identity Theory and Self-Categorisation Theory suggest that group membership prescribes how members should think, feel, and act, which shapes how people see themselves and others (Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). These theories conceptualise identity as an internal self-concept driven by cognitive processes (Hogg et al., 1995). Social identity theory predicts that bystanders are more likely to offer help when they share group membership with victims (Levine, Prosser, Evans, & Reicher, 2005). Conversely, seeking or accepting help from others can threaten social identity when it compromises individuals’ ability to evaluate their group positively against others (Farmer, Farrand, & O’Mahen, 2012; Täuber & van Zomeren, 2012). Thus, Social Identity Theory claims that group membership can affect individuals’ decisions to offer, seek, or reject help.

For social psychology within the cognitivist paradigm then, identity is conceptualised as an inner mental state and help as a behaviour influenced by underlying cognitive processes. The
relationship between identity and help can be analysed by examining how social identity influences individuals’ decisions to offer or accept help from others.

2.2 DISCURSIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Discursive psychology developed as a critique of the cognitivist assumptions within social psychology (see Potter & Wetherell, 1987). Potter et al. (1993) pointed out that psychologists attempt to identify characteristics within individuals or cognitive processes within the mind, while treating reality as something unproblematic against which to measure the behaviour of experimental subjects. For discursive psychology, however, reality is neither neutral nor pre-determined, but a focus for analysis. Discursive psychologists ask how certain versions of reality are constructed through language and deployed for rhetorical ends (Wiggins, 2016). For example, the story of 38 witnesses who did nothing while Kitty Genovese was murdered has since been revealed as a myth (Levine & Cassidy, 2009). Although details of the story have been debunked, the case remains a staple of psychological textbooks as a parable which sets powerful parameters on the psychological topics of investigation (Manning, Levine, & Collins, 2007). Different descriptions of the Kitty Genovese case – in news reports, witness testimony, psychological models, or textbooks – show how different versions of reality are constructed through language and how these versions can account for different actions such as intervening to help, or blaming those who did not (Edwards, 1997).

Influenced by post-structuralism, discursive psychology recognises that there are no objective or value-free descriptions of the social world. Poststructural theorists like Foucault argued that knowledge and identity are not objective phenomena stored in individuals’ minds, but fragmentary constructions maintained through processes such as social interaction and language (Benwell
Descriptions of people and events (such as describing someone as a victim) constitute the reality of identities, events, and social relations (Potter et al., 1993). In Taylor’s (2010, p. 29) words, “talk does not describe something which already exists,” rather, “talking is part of the process through which mental states and identities are being made.” Discursive psychology treats both reality and identity as social constructs that are built through language and social interaction.

Discursive psychology’s focus on language and interaction is deeply influenced by Sacks (1995), who argued for the primacy of social interaction in understanding social life (see Schegloff, 1989). Although Sacks was primarily concerned with his home discipline of sociology, the study of social interaction is inherently psychological (Edwards, 1995). The way people categorise themselves and others is a prime concern for psychology (Edwards, 1995). However, Sacks criticised social scientists for using categories such as sex, race, and age to divide up populations of people and make claims about their behaviour, arguing they “lack a warrant for the unanalysed use of membership categories in the conduct of their research activities” (Sacks, 1966, p. 34). The problem overlooked in such research is that every person can be categorised in a near-infinite range of ways. On what grounds can a researcher legitimately pick one category from this infinite line-up and ignore the rest? Sacks (1972a, 1972b, 1979) argued that researchers should not use pre-determined categories to make sense of people’s conduct, but analyse the categories people themselves use in interaction.

Studying social interaction allows discursive psychologists to examine the categories people use in everyday life to make sense of their social worlds (Edwards, 1995). Categorising people in different ways is a resource to construct different versions of reality (Edwards & Potter, 1992; Potter & Wetherell, 1987). For example, determining whether someone should be helped depends on who they are understood to be. Categorising someone (e.g. as a victim) is
always a choice from among alternatives (e.g. an attention-seeker or irresponsible person) which construct certain versions of reality in which helping or harming are rendered accountable (see Lamb, 1999b; Lindholm et al., 2014; Wroe, 2018). Categorisation practices are culture in action, where members of a culture constitute shared common-sense knowledge about who people are, how they behave, and what they deserve (Hester & Eglin, 1997).

In police interrogations, applying the categories victim and offender to people can carry heavy social, legal, and moral consequences. Shared cultural knowledge about what people are like and how they behave means categorising a victim (e.g. with a racial slur) can provide a motive for murder by trading on a suspect’s paired identity (e.g. as a white supremacist) (Watson, 1983). Describing a victim’s actions can also make relevant their categorical identity. For example, a man charged with murder described how his victim propositioned him for sex, categorising her as a ‘certain kind of girl’ to shift blame from his actions to hers (Wowk, 1984). Men convicted of domestic violence use the same kind of gendered moral reasoning, describing their partners in ways that implicitly justify their violence – even when they explicitly admit wrongdoing (LeCouteur & Oxlad, 2011). Thus, the link between categories, actions, and moral attributions of blame and responsibility can constitute common-sense knowledge in consequential ways.

2.2.1 Interpretative repertories and common-sense knowledge

The analytic tools of practical ideologies and interpretative repertories provide ways to examine common-sense meanings (or discourses) about the relationship between victims and help. Practical ideologies are “often contradictory and fragmentary complexes of notions, norms and models, which guide conduct and allow for its justification and rationalisation” (Wetherell, Stiven, & Potter, 1987, p. 60). For example, a practical ideology of victimhood is made up of competing common-sense notions about victims, which are
practically used to make certain actions, like seeking help, accountable in certain situations. The related concept of interpretative repertoires (Potter & Wetherell, 1987), likewise examines how social objects, like victims, can be constructed in talk and text in different ways to manage accountability and personal stake. Interpretative repertoires are both practical and ideological. Descriptions are deployed for practical ends, while also constructed as part of a social-moral order tied to historical and cultural context (Weatherall, 2016).

Interpretative repertoires can demonstrate how common-sense knowledge poses dilemmas for victims seeking help (cf. Billig et al., 1988). For example, women experiencing violence from male partners use contradictory common-sense maxims to reason about seeking help. Should they stay in violent relationships to protect their children and their family’s reputation; or should they leave to protect themselves and their autonomy? Common-sense maxims like ‘airing dirty laundry’ or ‘facing the music’ provide contradictory answers to that question; as do competing ideologies of patriarchy, equality, individualism, and collectivism (Towns & Adams, 2009). Similarly, women reporting rape to police use rape myths as a practical ideology to make sense of what happened to them. MacLeod (2016) showed that women displayed an understanding that their actions (such as where they were or how much they drank) could be understood as contributing to their victimisation, and so accounted to pre-empt blame from police officers.

The use of interpretative repertoires as analytic tools was a source of debate in the development of discursive psychology. This debate was particularly contentious for studies of gender and language (La, 2018; Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015; Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006). Rearticulating Sacks’ (1972a, 1972b) position, Schegloff (1997, p. 167) argued that analysts engage in “theoretical imperialism” when they treat their concerns as more relevant than participants. Just because participants can be categorised as men or women doesn’t mean these are legitimate analytic categories to make
sense of how they act. Analysts’ claims about identity are only justifiable, he argued, when identity is demonstrably relevant for participants and procedurally consequential for the interaction. However, Wetherell (1998) argued that interpretative repertories and ideological dilemmas provide a richer account of psychology in action than simply focusing on participants’ orientations. The things people do and say make sense – not only at the level of the interaction – but in terms of normative conceptions about the social world.

Although I adopt the methodology of conversation analysis to examine participants’ orientations to identity and help, the analytic concepts of interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas inform my analysis. These concepts have been largely overlooked by discursive psychologists who use conversation analysis, but I suggest they may be usefully deployed to analyse how politically charged common-sense about victims can pose dilemmas for those seeking help. Following Schegloff (1997), I undertake to demonstrate how participants treat victim (or other) identities as relevant and show how these identities are consequential for accomplishing help. Nevertheless, I am sensitive to the ideological contradictions that shape the relationships between victimhood and help (see Billig et al., 1988).

2.2.2 Ethnomethodology, practical reasoning, and social action

Alongside poststructuralism, the development of discursive psychology was influenced by ethnomethodology, a distinct sociological approach to the study of social life. Ethnomethodology recognises that members of society are engaged in figuring out who they are to each other and what they are doing as they go about their everyday lives (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970). Social actions, like asking for help, are built to be recognisable to other people – who have no access to each other’s inner cognitive processes, but nonetheless manage to make themselves understood and accomplish coordinated activities (Edwards, 1997; Garfinkel, 1967). The relationship between
identity and help is something members of society have orderly methods for understanding. In other words, people have means to determine who is a victim and how they should be helped. The related tools of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis provide systematic methods to document how participants use and understand the relationship between identity and action.

Conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis were developed by Sacks (1995) as an ethnomethodological study of social interaction. Sacks argued that social interaction was a key site where members of society made sense of social life, themselves, and others. In contrast to assumptions within sociology, linguistics, and psychology that real talk is too messy for systematic study, Sacks demonstrated the possibilities for rigorous empirical observation of talk. The subsequent development of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis have demonstrated the importance of social interaction as a “primordial site of human sociality and social life” (Schegloff, 1987, p. 101).

Early work in discursive psychology – and continuing in critical discursive psychology – analysed how people constructed versions of the world in interviews (Potter & Wetherell, 1987), or textual materials like news articles (Venäläinen, 2016). However, the widespread adoption of conversation analytic methods means discursive psychology has largely moved away from the use of interview data (Kent, 2016). Interviews are a situated context where participants’ investment in what they do and say differs from ordinary talk (Wiggins, 2016). In naturally occurring social interaction, participants have a genuine stake in the outcome of talk in a way that interviews, surveys, or re-enactments simply cannot replicate (Potter, 2012; Stokoe, 2013b). The way people use the link between identity and help is likely quite different when talking to a researcher about accessing Victim Support (Åkerström et al., 2011; Jägervi, 2014) than when asking for help from a call-taker on the Victim Support helpline.
Because identity is conceptualised in terms of action, conversation analysis offers a unique way to analyse the relationship between identity and action that fits well with discursive psychology. Likewise, membership categorisation analysis offers a way to explore members of society’s practical reasoning about the link between categorical identities and associated actions. I draw on both analytic approaches when analysing participants’ orientations to the relationship between a victim identity and help in calls to Victim Support.

Following the analytic mandate of the primacy of participants’ orientations (Schegloff, 1997), conversation analysis approaches identity as participants’ displayed understandings of who they are to each other (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). As part of the ethnomethodological approach, conversation analysis re-specifies identity from a one-person problem to a two-person problem (Sacks, 1995). In other words, individuals’ identities cannot be analysed in isolation. Identity in context shows that how one person identifies themselves is inexorably tied to who they understand their recipient to be.

Identity can be a resource to accomplish help in interaction. Conversation analysis examines how participants use different resources to build and interpret actions. Participants’ sense of who they are to each other is one resource for action. For example, requesting help inevitably displays a speaker’s understanding of their entitlement to help, their identity vis-à-vis their recipient, and the basis of the relationship between them (Levinson, 2013). Take for example, someone calling emergency services. By calling and requesting help, they show their entitlement to help as a citizen in an emergency (Drew & Walker, 2010). The call taker who dispatches emergency services ratifies this entitlement, treating the caller as legitimately in need of help (Larsen, 2013). Examining how participants use identity to accomplish action demonstrates how they understand the relationship between identity and help.
In the analyses below, I also draw on the tools of membership categorisation analysis to examine participants’ orientations to identity and help. Membership categories (e.g. victim) are stores of common-sense knowledge about what people are like and how they behave (Sacks, 1979; Schegloff, 2007a). Certain actions are category-bound activities which members treat as expectable and proper for incumbents of certain categories (Sacks, 1972a). For example, seeking help from Victim Support is a proper activity for victims, but not for members of other categories. Membership categorisation devices (collections of categories and rules of application) provide analytic tools to examine how participants build the link between identity and action. For example, the categories victim and offender are part of a collection of categories ‘parties to a crime.’ Rules of category-application mean categorising one person (e.g. as a victim) can infer the category membership of another. In police interrogations, categorising victims makes suspects’ own categorical membership relevant (Watson, 1983; Wowk, 1984). These categories are consequential for the allocation of blame, or the provision of support, by constructing different versions of reality in which these actions are accountable.

2.3 SELF-OTHER RELATIONS AND MORAL ACCOUNTABILITY

The relationship between the ‘self’ and an ‘other’ is a basic unit of sociality fundamental to much psychological research (e.g. Hoorens, 1995; Perloff & Fetzer, 1986). Interaction requires at least two people so is a key site where self-other relations are displayed, leading Edwards (1995) to argue that analysing conversation is social psychology. Conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis provide grounded empirical methods to examine self-other relations in social interaction. Self-other relations are inexorably tied to building joint understanding and accomplishing coordinated actions such as help. Conversation analytic research has used the terminology of ‘self’ and ‘other’ to document the methods participants use to resolve troubles of speaking, hearing, and
understanding in the social organisation of repair (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), and the methods participants use to seek and offer help in the social organisation of recruitment (Kendrick & Drew, 2016).

Seeking or giving help are actions which configure self-other relations. Participants in interaction treat the self-other relations of help as accountable in two different ways. First, self-other relations are a resource to make help intelligible. Participants design their actions to be recognisable to others. Garfinkel (1967) called this accountability in the sense of intelligibility of action. Participants can use their sense of who they are to each other to determine if someone is asking for help, or to understand certain actions as help. Second, help configures self-other relations in morally accountable ways. Participants orient to certain ways, times, and people to properly ask for help, with the possibility of improper help being called to account (cf. Robinson, 2016). In the section below, I first discuss the social organisation of self-other relations in terms of knowledge, power, and emotion. Next, I discuss how participants’ orientations to accountability can be observed in both the sequential and categorical organisation of help.

2.3.1 Social organisation of knowledge, power, and emotion

Participants’ sense of who they are to each other (their identities and self-other relations) are a central resource for building and interpreting actions. Stevanovic and Peräkylä (2014) posited that self-other relations are anchored in three orders: knowledge, power, and emotion. Briefly, the epistemic order refers to the connections between people based on knowledge. Participants negotiate who they are and what they are doing by managing their rights to own and express knowledge (Heritage, 2012; Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Mondada, 2013a). The deontic order refers to the social organisation of power or authority. Deontics refers to the relations between people in terms of “rights and obligations in requesting for, deciding about,
and performing actions in the world” (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014, p. 190). The emotional order refers to participants’ rights to own certain emotions and express them to others. This theoretical framework conceptualises the basis of self-other relations and links self-other relations directly to action.

The management of knowledge, or epistemics, has received the greatest analytic attention of the three orders. Participants negotiate who they are to each other through rights to knowledge, in what Raymond and Heritage (2006) called the epistemics of social relations. Participants reflexively constitute links between identities, rights, and responsibilities when they negotiate who can accountably know what, and their rights to articulate this knowledge. People are ordinarily understood to have privileged access to their own experiences, and the accompanying right to define their identities and experiences (Sacks, 1984). However, institutional representatives have category-bound knowledge and expertise which exerts rights to determine who others are and what help they need. Many institutional encounters are characterised by tensions between participants’ respective rights to knowledge. For example, in medical interaction, patients know more about their personal experiences, but medical professionals may know more about why patients feel the way they do and what is wrong with them (Heritage & Robinson, 2006). I explore a similar tension in calls to Victim Support, where what participants know and who they are carries consequences for access to help.

Knowledge is often closely related to power, and a burgeoning field of research investigates links between epistemics and deontics. Research has examined how deontic rights are negotiated when parents direct their children (Antaki & Kent, 2015; Craven & Potter, 2010), when patients and doctors decide how treatment should be carried out (Lindström & Weatherall, 2015), and when colleagues jointly determine upcoming work tasks (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2012). In institutional contexts, such as helpline calls,
institutional representatives routinely claim deontic rights to determine whether and how help will be provided (Butler, Danby, Emmison, & Thorpe, 2009a; Potter & Hepburn, 2003). Participants’ respective rights to determine what will happen are particularly salient in gate-keeping encounters, where institutional representatives enact authority to determine help-seekers’ eligibility (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a). These negotiations are a key focus of my analyses and are discussed further in the following chapter.

The role emotion plays in configuring self-other relations and accomplishing action is less understood than knowledge or power. However, there is a long history of discursive psychological research on emotion as a psychological state built through talk (Edwards, 1999). Discursive psychology has demonstrated how emotions like pain, upset, or surprise are interactional achievements rather than purely physiological responses (La, 2018; Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015; Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006). Documenting where and how emotions are displayed – such as how crying occurs relative to talk (Hepburn & Potter, 2017) – has demonstrated the way emotions are organised in interaction (see also Ruusuvuori, 2013). However, the nature of the links between social relations, emotion, and action are ripe for further exploration.

My analyses explore how participants negotiate their rights to own different emotions and display them to different recipients. Events in certain domains of experience are culturally expected to have certain emotional valences for people based on their social positions (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). For an event like victimisation, victims, witnesses, and news-readers have different emotional rights by virtue of their identities or social positions relative to the event. Victims’ rights to express emotions or receive emotional help likewise depend on who they are relative to their recipient. For example, Lamb (1999a) pointed out that victims of sexual violence are expected to display emotions of distress and trauma, while the expression of anger can impede victims’ access to
public sympathy and help. Conversely, victims who do not express emotions in the context of Victim Support can be seen as emotionally repressed and potentially at risk of becoming perpetrators (Löfstrand, 2009b). I further these lines of enquiry by examining how participants negotiate emotions when the help available is emotional support.

Negotiating the boundaries of knowledge, power, and emotion is an intrinsically normative and moral enterprise. When asking for help, participants negotiate who they are to each other, and the associated moral matters of need, imposition, obligation, and entitlement. Below, I discuss participants’ orientations to the accountability of how, when, and who to ask for help.

2.3.2 Sequential organisation of help

Sequential organisation displays participants’ orientations to the moral accountability of seeking and providing help to others. How participants ask for help, and when they do so demonstrate their understandings that help configures social relations in morally accountable ways.

A basic way help can be accomplished in interaction is through the social actions of requesting and offering. Conversation analysis has documented how help is sequentially organised in interaction through the mechanism of adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 2007b). For example, a request is a first pair part produced by one participant. This action makes relevant a second pair part from a recipient which can either grant or deny the request. The sequence of first and second actions can occur with or without verbal conduct (Clark, 2006; Drew & Kendrick, 2018; Mondada, 2014a) and appears to be a primordial form of social interaction shared with our ape relatives (Rossano & Liebal, 2014).

All first pair parts constrain recipients’ actions by making a second pair part conditionally relevant (Schegloff, 2007b). However, requests impose on recipients by constraining future actions beyond
the next turn of talk. Making a request thus claims deontic rights to direct another’s actions (Stevanovic, 2011). In some cases, the imposition posed by a request may be small, as a recipient can respond by simply handing over an object (Zinken & Ogiermann, 2013). In other cases, requests may involve elaborate future plans that involve substantial effort (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2012). Research has shown that requests vary systematically based on the kind of help sought (Drew & Couper-Kuhlen, 2014). In my data, callers request help in the form of emotional support or practical advice that will be provided later, by a different participant. Thus, the moral matters of constraint, obligation, or imposition vary depending on what is being asked for.

The preference organisation of adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 2007b) demonstrates participants’ orientations to the moral accountability of seeking and providing help. Different kinds of second pair parts (e.g. granting vs. denying a request) are asymmetrically structured. Responses which advance the action (i.e. granting a request) are preferred second pair parts. This preference is not a matter of participants’ motives or desires (in the vernacular sense of preference), but the structural relationship of different parts of the sequence. Structurally preferred responses tend to come without delay, while dispreferred responses like denial or rejection are typically delayed and mitigated. For example, granting a request can occur with a simple agreement token (“yes”) or by handing over an object (see Drew & Couper-Kuhlen, 2014). By contrast, denying a request is usually delayed, mitigated, and accounted for (see Schegloff, 2007b, pp. 64–65). The normative interactional preference is thus organised to promote social cohesion by making actions that further help structurally preferred and providing systematic ways for participants to minimise the social threat of denying another’s request.

Schegloff (2007b, p. 82) noted that, when “accomplishing the transfer of something of value – whether object, service, or
information – from one person to another, there appears to be a preference for offer sequences over request sequences.” He suggested that requests are dispreferred first pair parts that are regularly delayed, mitigated, or disguised as other actions entirely. In some cases, participants may ‘fish’ for an offer rather than making a direct request (cf. Pomerantz, 1980), or requests may be disguised as other actions entirely, such as offers or proposals for joint action (Levinson, 2013). Yet Kendrick and Drew (2014) challenged the evidence supporting Schegloff’s claims. Although Schegloff suggested requests are regularly delayed and mitigated in conversation, Kendrick and Drew showed that requests can frequently come in first position, such as the reason for a call. Likewise, in Chapter 5, I analyse callers’ requests for help that occur in their first turn of talk.

Instead of a straightforward preference, Kendrick and Drew (2014) argued that requests and offers have a symbiotic relationship. Requests index a problem facing the speaker and present the recipient with a solution to carry out. The conditional relevance of adjacency pairs means recipients face a normative obligation to grant or deny the request (and the solution to the problem contained within). Alternatively, speakers can report or display a problem, and recipients may offer possible solutions. Recipients thus have an opportunity rather than an obligation to help and can determine a possible solution to the problem themselves.

In subsequent work, Kendrick and Drew (2016, p. 2) proposed the concept of recruitment to analyse help in the form of “actions by one person that may resolve troubles or difficulties in the progressive realization of a practical course of action by another.” Verbal requests are the most explicit method of recruiting assistance. Requests are instances of self-initiated recruitment where the speaker identifies the solution and recruits a recipient to do it. Other recruitment methods, such as embodied displays of trouble, indicate a need for help without asking for it directly (Drew & Kendrick, 2018). These methods provide an opportunity for other-initiated
recruitment where recipients identify a need for help, determine a solution, and then provide it. Thus, different ways of recruiting help organise different relationships and obligations between participants.

Participants’ orientation to different times, or sequential positions in interaction, to properly seek help also displays their orientation to moral accountability. When others are present, participants regularly engage in self-help (such as looking for items) before asking for help (Kendrick & Drew, 2016). Publicly displayed attempts at self-help provide an opportunity for others to provide help, but if this does not occur, participants can accountably ask for help. Asking others without attempting self-help can be sanctioned (cf. Heritage, 1990; Robinson, 2016). The normative expectation for self-help is particularly salient in institutional contexts (discussed in more detail in the following chapter). When calling institutions for help, callers regularly describe their attempts at self-help to account for why they are calling (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007). These descriptions can be pursued by institutional call-takers who treat them as a necessary precondition before help can be given (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007). Thus, participants treat seeking help as morally accountable only after attempting to resolve the problem alone.

2.3.3 Categorical organisation of help

The moral accountability of help is grounded in rights and obligations associated with different membership categories. Sacks’ (1967, 1972a) seminal analysis of a suicide helpline showed that categories provide an organised system of moral accountability for help-seeking. In contrast to the immediate helping that takes place in co-present interaction, like passing an object or lending a hand (Kendrick & Drew, 2016), deciding who to turn to for problems like feeling suicidal involves consideration of categorical rights and obligations. The categorical organisation of help is key to my analyses, particularly in Chapter 7, and so here I detail Sacks’ categorical framework.
In a series of analyses, Sacks (1967, 1972a) examined how callers to a suicide helpline could claim they had ‘no one to turn to’ – even while talking to the call-taker. Callers’ claims indicated they had conducted a search for help, which Sacks argued, is normatively and morally organised through membership categories. The search for help is organised by a collection of relationship categories (R). This collection is made up of paired relational categories (e.g. husband-wife, friend-friend, stranger-stranger) which are standardised as “a locus of rights and obligations concerning the activity of giving help” (Sacks, 1967, p. 203). Some pair members have a proper obligation to provide help (denoted as Rp) and the right to be turned to by a pair member in need. Members of other relational categories lack these rights and obligations and are thus improper to turn to (Ri). By claiming they had ‘no one’ – no present or available members of Rp categories – callers accounted for seeking help from the call-taker, a stranger who would be normatively improper to turn to.

The rights and obligations regarding different kinds of help are organised with reference to different categories. Services such as helplines operate on the assumption that certain kinds of problems (such as suicide or victimisation) require professional help. Yet even though helpline counsellors may see themselves as professionals with proper knowledge and expertise about problems like suicide, callers can categorise them as strangers whom it is improper to turn to (Sacks, 1972b). The same dilemma is apparent in the case of caregiving. In some cases, caring for patients is an activity bound to professional membership, while in others, participants treat caring as a right and obligation of family members (Hunt, 1991; Izumi, 2017). Likewise, the kind of help Victim Support offers – emotional support and practical advice – can be bound to professionals who have the necessary expertise to deal with victimisation; or bound to friends and family members who have the rights and obligations to support someone after a traumatic experience. In the analytic chapters, I explore how participants orient to and manage this ideological
dilemma (Billig et al., 1988), particularly when seeking help on behalf of others.

2.4 SUMMARY

This introductory chapter has charted some of the different ways social psychology hasconceptualised the relationship between identity and action. In this thesis, I adopt the theoretical framework of discursive psychology, using the tools of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis to analyse how participants understand and use the link between a victim identity and help in social interaction.

Social psychology largely investigates the link between identity and help using Social Identity Theory and Social Categorisation Theory. These cognitivist theories explain how individuals’ membership in different groups influences how they understand themselves and perceive others when making decisions whether to help. Identities are internal states and cognitive processes (such as perceptions, beliefs, or categorisation schema) that have a determining influence on behaviours like help. In contrast, discursive psychology examines the relationship between identity and help by analysing how people display who they are to each other when building of intersubjectivity and accomplishing of action. Through talk in interaction, people construct psychological phenomenon like identities and use them to accomplish action. Rather than conceptualising help as intended or motivated behaviour, discursive psychology approaches help as action, and analyses how different constructions of identity are used to accomplish help in different ways.

Drawing on conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis, I examine how participants accomplish the link between identity and help in social interaction. Conversation analysis provides a rigorous empirical method to examine the
relationship between identity and help in interaction. Participants’ orientation to who they are to each other is a resource to build and interpret actions. Thus, identity – for participants – is inexorably bound to action. The action of help has been conceptualised in terms of requests and offers, and the organisation of recruitment in interaction. Membership categorisation analysis likewise provides a systematic way to observe how participants invoke the relationship between identity and action. Identity is conceptualised in terms of membership categories, which are linked to actions through category-bound activities, and the ways that participants use identity categories to accomplish and account for different actions.

The relationship between identity and help is inherently a moral one, and particularly so when the salient identity is victim. When participants invoke the link between identity and help in interaction, they orient to the moral accountability of help and the way that help constitutes self-other relations. Negotiating social relations in interaction is a fundamentally psychological enterprise, bound up with considerations of need, imposition, obligation, relationships, and so on. In the analytic chapters, I use the tools of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis to examine how participants constitute self-other relations in terms of the epistemic, deontic, and emotional orders, and use these self-other relations to render seeking, giving, or denying help as morally accountable actions.
3 LITERATURE REVIEW

In the previous chapter, I discussed how help configures self-other relations in morally accountable ways. Here, I extend that discussion to show how help can “constitute social relationships and social contexts” (Lindström, 2005, p. 213).

The ways help is accomplished and treated as morally accountable varies based on participants’ understanding of who they are to each other, what they are doing, and the social context of their interaction. Below, I first briefly discuss the relationship between help and identity in everyday, or mundane, contexts. Everyday encounters demonstrate that help is a basic part of social life (Kendrick & Drew, 2016). However, the data I analyse in this thesis are calls to Victim Support. These data are instances of institutional interaction, where participants orient to identity and help in different ways. In this chapter, I discuss how a grounded approach to context can demonstrate how participants use the relationship between identity and help to constitute social contexts such as the Victim Support helpline.

Although there are no interactional studies of victim support services to date, interactional research from a range of different institutional settings has demonstrated some of the fundamental challenges for accomplishing help. My analyses draw heavily upon insights from research on emergency dispatch and helpline calls. In the second half of the chapter, I discuss how participants’ orientations to knowledge, power, and emotion provide ways to examine the moral accountability of institutional help.

3.1 EVERYDAY HELP AND SOCIAL RELATIONS

Through everyday methods for accomplishing help, participants negotiate self-other relations and moral accountability. Different ways of seeking and providing help are resources for
participants to configure social relations between themselves and others. Research within the field of interactional linguistics has identified recurrent linguistic forms, or social action formats, for the actions of requesting and offering help (Drew & Couper-Kuhlen, 2014).

Even from a young age, participants are sensitive to the ways that self-other relations can be managed through different request forms. For example, Wootton (1981) demonstrated that four-year-olds distinguished between question request forms (e.g. “can I have that?”) and declarative statements (e.g. “I want it!”). After having an initial request turned down by their parents, children chose between alternatives in strategic ways. Using a question request form orients the recipient’s authority to grant or deny the request, while using a declarative denies the rejection and the recipient’s rights to make it. Likewise, different request forms can highlight a speaker’s entitlement to help, or the contingencies associated with granting it (Curl & Drew, 2008). Asking for help can be accomplished in different ways, and participants choose between alternatives to manage their identities, their relationship with their recipient, and their expectations about how help can be given.

When offering help, participants use different social action formats to foreground themselves as help-givers or recipients as help-receivers. Participants use different offer formats in different sequential positions to constitute self-other relations. Curl (2006) found that participants used conditional if-then formats to present offers as the reason for the call, interrogative formats when they determined a problem from prior talk, and offers matched to recipients’ needs if their recipients made this explicit. Designing offers in different ways displays participants’ orientations to their own and others’ needs, desires, willingness, and ability (see also Clayman & Heritage, 2014).
Through offers and requests, participants constitute who they are to each other. Likewise, different methods of recruiting assistance configure different self-other relations (Kendrick & Drew, 2016). Although participants demonstrably orient to the moral accountability of help in everyday interaction, these considerations are particularly salient (and consequential) in different social contexts.

3.2 **Constituting Social Contexts**

Just like identity, I conceptualise context as a participants’ phenomenon. Rather than treating context as a fixed property that shapes interaction, in this thesis, I treat context and action as interdependent. The ethnomethodological stance on context holds that context is both the project and product of participants’ actions (Heritage & Clayman, 2010c). In other words, participants orient to and constitute context through interaction. In this section, I discuss the mutually constitutive relationships between identity, help, and social context. I begin with research that highlights the link between identity and help in online support forums, before turning to institutional contexts with similarities to Victim Support.

3.2.1 **Identity and help online**

A growing body of discursive work has adapted the tools of conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis to examine how participants orient to the link between identity and help online. In online forums, participants use identity claims to seek membership in support groups, account for seeking help, and to provide support to others (Giles, 2006; Lamerichs & te Molder, 2003; Smithson et al., 2011a).

Specialised support groups define themselves by the kinds of people and problems that can be helped. Thus, for many online support groups, identity claims function as tickets to entry. For example, on a bipolar support forum, newcomers use their recent
diagnosis to account for seeking help (Vayreda & Antaki, 2009). On eating disorder recovery sites, users must accept their condition as an illness to get help (Riley, Rodham, & Gavin, 2009). Identifying in different ways, such as glamorising eating disorders or claiming not to have a problem, are treated as problematic for access to group membership (Stommel & Koole, 2010).

The ways forum members ask for help constitutes both their own and others’ identities. On suicide support forums, members face the challenge of presenting themselves as authentically suicidal to establish their legitimacy to belong. Claiming to be suicidal can be dismissed as a cry for help (see Sacks, 1972b), in much the same way that claiming a victim identity may be dismissed as a self-interested way to seek help (see McNeill et al., 2017). To manage this dilemma of stake (Potter et al., 1993), posts on a suicide support forum regularly avoided asking for help directly, and instead worked up a suicidal identity by demonstrating being psychologically ‘on the edge’ (Horne & Wiggins, 2009). Not asking for help lowered the obligation for others to respond, constructing their identities as potentially also ‘on the edge’ and possibly incapable of offering help. However, as is the case in many support forums, simply identifying in a relevant way was treated as seeking help, with other members responding with empathy, advice, and pleas to ‘hang on’ (see also Smithson et al., 2011b; Vayreda & Antaki, 2009). Negotiating moments of crisis by ignoring or acknowledging others’ responses allowed forum members to seek support while maintaining their own and others’ identities as authentically suicidal (Wiggins, McQuade, & Rasmussen, 2016).

Online communities construct identities for members through the collective maintenance of group norms and shared understandings (Giles, 2006). For example, Giles and Newbold (2013) found many posts on a peer mental health forum were concerned with what predicates could be associated with the category depression. By enquiring whether activities or experiences were
normal, members jointly constituted shared community knowledge about what it means to be depressed. My analyses likewise examine what predicates and activities participants build as normal for victims.

3.2.2 Institutional help

Identity categories – and their associated rights, obligations, activities and attributes – are a key resource for participants to accomplish help in institutional settings (Psathas, 1999), where “considerations of roles, responsibilities and entitlements are foregrounded” (Evans & Fitzgerald, 2016, p. 209). Below, I discuss how the relationship between identity and help is a key way institutional contexts are “talked into being” (Heritage, 1984b, p. 290).

Participants constitute institutional contexts through their understanding of the relationship between identity and help. For example, in the social context of caregiving, senior citizens and home-help providers jointly negotiate entitlement. Senior citizens make imperative requests to claim entitlement to help for some tasks, and question requests when the task may fall outside the remit of home-help’s role (Lindström, 2005). Negative interrogatives (e.g. “can’t you turn on the light?”) display an expectation the home-help can help and ought to have done so, while positive interrogatives (e.g. “may I ask to get a bit further into the chair?”) suggest the request is beyond the home-help’s domain (Heinemann, 2006). Thus, the format of requests displays participants’ understandings of who they are to each other in relation to the social context.

Participants’ orientation to institutional context is a resource to build and interpret requests. In some cases, people can be understood as requesting help even before they begin speaking. The inferential framework of emergency calls means that calling is treated as a request for help (Wakin & Zimmerman, 1999). Call-takers
display a default presumption that each call is a virtual emergency and may call-back or even dispatch units before hearing a caller’s request (Zimmerman, 1992). Because there is only one form of help available, and shared common-sense knowledge about when to call, emergency call-takers can determine what help callers need and how to provide it from a call alone. In other contexts, call-takers need more details to determine what kind of help callers are seeking. For example, helpline call-takers display an understanding that callers are seeking help even before a request is formulated. However, callers can resist this link between identity and action, such as by categorising themselves as ordinary people with everyday needs rather than seekers of institutional services (te Molder, 2005). Thus, the link between identity, help, and social context is an interactional accomplishment.

Participants can determine who they are to each other vis à vis the institutional context they are operating in. In emergency calls, call-takers typically ask questions and callers answer them (Zimmerman, 1992). Sometimes, however, such as the case of an ongoing forest fire, the flow of information between participants can be altered. Raymond and Zimmerman (2007) found that callers sought information and advice from call-takers regarding if they knew about the fire, where it was heading, and whether they should evacuate. Even though these requests reconfigured the relationship between participants, participants jointly oriented to them as deviations from the norm, re-instating the normative framework of the institution. Thus, institutional contexts do not determine participants’ conduct, but provide a resource to understand who they are to each other and what they are doing.

3.3 THE MORAL ACCOUNTABILITY OF INSTITUTIONAL HELP

As mentioned in the previous chapter, participants orient to the moral accountability of turning to strangers for help (Sacks, 1967). In this section, I first discuss how prior research has examined
the accountability of institutional help. Then I review how self-other relations can used to accountably seek and offer help in terms of knowledge, power, and emotion.

One well-documented way to accountably seek help is to present a relevant institutional problem. For example, medical help-seeking requires a ‘doctorable’ problem (Heritage & Robinson, 2006), calling the police requires a ‘policeable’ problem (M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990), seeking mediation services requires a ‘mediatable’ problem (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007), and so on. Participants orient to the moral accountability of help by treating institutional help as relevant only for people with certain kinds of problems.

When callers lack familiarity with the service, they may face difficulties in presenting a relevant problem (Stokoe, 2013a). A further tension, of particular relevance to the Victim Support helpline, is that participants do not always agree on what constitutes a relevant problem (Rønneberg & Svennevig, 2010). In calls to Victim Support, determining a joint understanding of an institutionally relevant problem can be difficult. Callers’ understandings of the help they are entitled to do not always align with call-takers’ understandings of the institutional limitations on the help that can be given.

Participants orient to the moral accountability of seeking different kinds of help from institutions. Problems like raising children, managing finances, or dealing with neighbours do not have the same common-sense status as medical problems or emergencies. One reason is that not everyone is encouraged to seek help in this context, with institutions instead targeted to ‘at risk’ individuals (Broadhurst, 2007). Another reason is that people are expected to manage their mundane problems in life, “at least before those troubles are medicalized or legalized or technicalized in some way” (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007, p. 10). Participants orient to the accountability of their problem when seeking help. For example, when asking to
renegotiate a student loan contract, callers oriented to the moral inferences that could be drawn about them (Ekström, Lindström, & Karlsson, 2013). Seeking help from Victim Support can pose similar dilemmas. On the one hand, feeling upset after a traumatic experience, or needing advice about what to do can be understood as mundane everyday problems that callers might be expected to solve themselves. On the other hand, victims’ need for support has been formalised in Victim Support’s mandate. My analyses examine how participants orient to the accountability of seeking this kind of help.

Presenting a relevant problem – particularly for an institution named Victim Support – is linked to callers’ identities. To accountably seek help, callers must present themselves as the right kind of person with the right kind of problem. Negotiating callers’ relevant identities and what help they need is a fraught moral enterprise when the relevant identity is victim. However, other institutions face similar challenges in establishing joint understandings of who callers are and what they need. For example, MensLine is an Australian relationship helpline that identifies clients as men and offers solution-focused counselling based on the presumption men want instrumental help rather than emotional support. Yet many callers claim they simply want to talk (Feo & LeCouteur, 2013). Similarly, the Kids Help Line identifies clients as children and offers child-centred counselling based on the presumption children can make their own decisions. Counsellors make these philosophies manifest when they let callers decide how to present their problems and avoid giving direct advice (Butler, Potter, Danby, Emmison, & Hepburn, 2010; Danby, Baker, & Emmison, 2005), but not all callers are seeking to be empowered, and some ask for help directly (Butler et al., 2010; Emmison & Danby, 2007a).

Self-other relations are a resource for participants to reason about the accountability of institutional help. Below, I overview research that has documented how participants’ orientations to
knowledge, power, and emotion shape the ways help is sought and provided.

### 3.3.1 Knowledge and rights to help

The epistemic order is a resource for participants to understand callers and their requests for help. For example, when seeking emergency assistance, callers regularly establish the basis of their knowledge (e.g. being within eye- or ear-shot) and their social relationship to the problem (M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990). Claiming different social identities makes relevant different motives and entitlement for seeking help. For example, a shop-keeper whose store has been vandalised, a resident who heard shouting from a next-door apartment, or a passer-by who noticed something suspicious are treated as having different motives for calling. Call-takers question callers about what they know and how, and may deny requests if callers cannot sufficiently account for their knowledge (Cromdal, Osvaldsson, & Persson-Thunqvist, 2008; Fele, 2014; Heritage & Clayman, 2010a).

Likewise, on a child protection helpline, young callers claimed first-hand knowledge to present claims of abuse as factual and accounted for seeking help by categorising themselves as friends (Hepburn, 2005). In contrast, adult callers claimed to be concerned third parties, disavowing first-hand knowledge of abuse that would potentially incriminate them (Potter & Hepburn, 2003). Call-takers use the social organisation of knowledge to reason about identity and accountability, such as whether a call is genuine or a prank (Emmison & Danby, 2007b; Hepburn, 2005). In the analytic chapters which follow, I likewise analyse how participants orient to their respective rights to knowledge when building and interpreting requests for help.

Common-sense knowledge is another resource to build understandable requests for help. The shared nature of common-sense means both callers and call-takers can reason about who callers are
and why they are seeking help. For example, on a radio counselling line, participants used normative meanings associated with age to jointly reason about callers’ problems and possible solutions (Thell & Jacobsson, 2016). Likewise, stage-of-life and family categories are resources for callers on the Kids Help Line to present activities like caring for other children or worrying about money as non-normative and burdensome when accounting for calling (Danby et al., 2015). Because expectations about normative activities for children are culturally shared, counsellors can use the same categorical reasoning to validate callers’ experiences and propose solutions (Cromdal, Danby, Emmison, Osvaldsson, & Cobb-Moore, 2018). Thus, common-sense knowledge about the link between identity and help is a way for call-takers to identify who callers are and the kind of help they need. However, common-sense is contradictory (Billig et al., 1988), meaning participants can draw different common-sense conclusions about victims and their needs for help.

In seeking and providing help, participants jointly negotiate their respective knowledge and expertise. Participants invoke their relative territories of expertise (and thus participants’ social relations) through the words they choose to describe problems. For example, callers to a software helpline presented themselves as competent technical users by recounting how they noticed the problem and what they attempted to do, while orienting to call-takers’ expertise to recognise anomalies and determine the cause of the problem (Baker, Emmison, & Firth, 2001). On a birth crisis helpline, a call-taker’s choice between technical or vernacular vocabulary likewise displayed expectations of what her recipient would know (Kitzinger & Mandelbaum, 2013). Using technical terminology constructed a shared social identity for caller and call-taker as experts, while vernacular descriptions displayed the call-taker’s expectation the caller would not understand, constituting her identity as a comparative novice (Celia Kitzinger & Mandelbaum, 2013). Thus,
different rights to knowledge can constitute participants’ identities and the social context of institutional help.

### 3.3.2 Determining how help will be given

Determining if or how help will be given involves deontic considerations of who participants are to each other. Participants’ deontic rights to determine interactional outcomes are often closely linked to epistemic considerations of who callers are and what they need.

Advice is one form of help which has received sustained analytic attention for the way it invokes self-other relations. In institutional contexts, deontic asymmetries between participants can be observed in the ways advice is sought, provided, or avoided. When callers tell their troubles, they invoke the reciprocal categories of troubles-teller and troubles-recipient (Jefferson, 1988). These categories provide rights, obligations, and relevant actions which are quite different from those associated with the categories of advice-seeker and advice-provider that often structure service encounters (Jefferson & Lee, 1992). Thus, when callers tell troubles, institutional representatives can be faced with a dilemma: focus on the problem and its properties by giving advice; or attend to the person and their experience by affiliating as a troubles-recipient. Call-takers handle this dilemma differently in different contexts. For example, call-takers on a peer mental health line respond to callers as troubles-recipients to present themselves on an equal footing (Pudlinksi, 2005). Likewise, counsellors on the Kids Help Line avoid giving advice to defer to callers’ authority to solve their own problems (Butler et al., 2010; Emmison, Butler, & Danby, 2011). Conversely, MensLine’s philosophy of solution-focused counselling means call-takers orient to their relevant identities as advice-givers rather than troubles-recipients (Feo & LeCouteur, 2013).
One recurrent dilemma for institutional representatives is managing requests that cannot be granted. The ways this dilemma is managed constitutes different institutional contexts and social relations. In commercial service encounters, call-takers specify or alter callers’ requests in ways that allow them to be granted (S. Lee, 2011), orienting to callers’ entitlements as customers. In calls to police or emergency services, call-takers deny requests if callers cannot sufficiently account for their need, orienting to their deontic authority to determine whether and how help is given (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a; Rønneberg & Svennevig, 2010). On helplines where call-takers are barred from giving advice, call-takers can invoke their categorical membership to account for the limits of their knowledge when callers ask for advice directly (Butler et al., 2009a), present courses of action as already known to callers (Moore, 2016), or suggest advice in mitigated ways, such as script proposals or advice-implicative interrogatives (Butler et al., 2010; Emmison et al., 2011). These responses allow call-takers to maintain their identities as supportive listeners and callers’ identities as autonomous individuals with the rights to decide what to do. Thus, in commercial, emergency, or helpline interaction, call-takers invoke relevant institutional self-other relations by responding to requests in ways that invoke the kind of help available in context.

When participants have different understandings of the nature of the help available and how it can be asked for, fateful consequences can arise. For example, in the infamous ‘Dallas call,’ a caller requested an ambulance, but did not describe the problem, displaying an expectation that his request alone was sufficient to demonstrate his need for help (J. Whalen, Zimmerman, & Whalen, 1988). The call-taker, however, treated a description as necessary before the caller’s request could be granted. The subsequent disagreement between caller and call-taker fatally delayed the provision of help, showing the life-and-death consequences of participants’ negotiation of the nature of help in institutional calls.
3.3.3 Displaying and responding to emotion

Institutional interaction is characterised by emotional asymmetry. Callers may be seeking help for a rare or urgent life-event, while call-takers are carrying out the routine tasks of their workday (Zimmerman, 1992). Displays of emotion show callers’ stance on the problem they are seeking help for and can account for why they are seeking help (Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015). However, displays of emotion regularly pose interactional difficulties for institutional representatives.

In institutional calls, participants display different understandings of the relevance of emotion. For example, in emergency calls, callers’ displays of emotion (such as swearing, shouting, or pleading) demonstrate their assessment of the seriousness of events and their need for help (Heritage & Clayman, 2010c). Yet callers’ emotional displays can impede their ability to talk – stalling the progress of the interaction and the call-takers’ ability to provide help. Call-takers treat emotion as a barrier to institutional tasks when they label callers ‘hysterical’ to account for their inability to record the necessary details (J. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1998).

Research has demonstrated the different strategies institutional representatives use to respond to callers’ displays of emotion. On a child protection helpline, call-takers use ‘take your time’ responses to encourage callers to return to description after they are overwhelmed by crying (Hepburn & Potter, 2007). Call-takers’ displays of empathy or sympathy accounted for callers’ rights to their emotions, while nonetheless orienting to the relevance of ongoing institutional business (Hepburn & Potter, 2017). Yet in other institutional contexts, such as a dispute resolution service, call-takers avoid responding to callers’ emotional displays. Callers use emotion to legitimise their complaints, but call-takers edit out emotion when reformulating callers’ problems (Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015). Call-
takers’ orientation to their (lack of) emotional rights is a key way the neutrality of the institution was talked into being (Weatherall, 2015).

Interactional research has largely examined the difficulties emotional displays can pose for accomplishing institutional help. However, in my analyses, I examine how emotional displays – and participants’ orientation to emotional rights – constitutes identities and self-other relations that make help accountable.

3.4 **SUMMARY**

Interactional research has documented how help is accomplished in different settings. In this chapter, I have reviewed some of the ways help can constitute participants’ sense of who they are to each other and the context they are interacting in. In my analyses, I adopt a grounded approach to context to analyse how participants orient to the institutional character of their interaction. In line with interactional research, I aim to show how participants’ orientation to identity and help is central to their understanding of the institutional context.

Determining who participants are and their relative entitlement and obligation to help is crucial to the interactional work of institutions. Although some research has addressed how participants’ sense of who they are to each other shapes their understandings of what they are doing, rarely is the link between identity and help explicitly treated as a fundamental part of the work of institutional helplines. In this thesis, I aim to demonstrate how participants orient to the link between identity and help. I focus on how a victim identity is invoked and used in consequential ways to seek, provide, or withhold help. In doing so, I shed light on an under-examined activity that is essential to the work of all institutional helplines.
4 DATA AND METHOD

In this chapter, I provide a background to the setting of Victim Support and the organisation of the Contact Service from which data were drawn. I overview the data collection process, how ethical issues were managed, and the way I managed the data. Discursive psychology has a distinctive analytic mentality, and in the last section I detail the analytic process, including why and how social interaction is studied, the analytic status of recordings and transcripts, and the way I identified and analysed phenomenon in interaction.

4.1 BACKGROUND TO THE SETTING

Victim Support is a New Zealand community organisation that provides free services including emotional support, practical advice, and advocacy to victims of crime and trauma. The organisation aims to restore victims’ wellbeing and aid their journey to recovery, treating victimisation as an abnormal event that shatters victims’ expectations about the world (Dunn, 2007).

The organisation is made up of paid and voluntary staff. Volunteer support workers provide services throughout the country, including at the scenes of crimes and in victims’ homes. Paid staff members include contact service workers who answer calls to the helpline. Like other victim support services around the world, the distinction between paid technical work (managing incoming calls) and voluntary emotional work (providing support) obscures the way these forms of work are regularly combined (Roose, Verschelden, Vettenburg, & Vanthuyne, 2012). As my analyses show, the work accomplished during a call is more complex than what is usually glossed as ‘technical.’ Although the organisation formally recognises call-takers’ roles in technical terms only, empirical analysis of their work in action demonstrates a range of activities, supposedly straightforward technical tasks, and other actions that might not be expected.
Although the organisation’s definition of victim is not limited to crime, Victim Support is closely aligned to the criminal justice system. The organisation developed out of police recognition that criminal justice services overlook victims (see Taylor, 2006), a trajectory quite different from other support services with more explicitly political agenda, such as Women’s Refuge (Walklate, 1989). Victim Support has close organisational links with Police. Support workers have office space in police stations and the national Contact Service is located in the Police Headquarters building. Nearly 80% of referrals for support are made by police officers, and the organisation uses police reference codes to classify incidents. Thus, even though the organisation nominally recognises victims of trauma, trauma is codified as incidents such as witnessing a traffic accident, experiencing a natural disaster, or losing a loved one to suicide. People with experiences that cannot be neatly categorised as incidents (particularly salient in the case of domestic violence or other ongoing patterns of behaviour) face difficulty accessing support, as my analyses later in this thesis show (see also Tennent & Weatherall, 2019).

The data site for my research is the Victim Support Contact Service, a comparatively recent development in the organisation’s provision of support. Volunteers have been providing support to victims since 1986, with the service nationalised in 2004. The Contact Service was opened in 2010 to manage increasing demand. The Contact Service was designed to reduce the burden on volunteers with a paid team of trained call-takers to manage incoming calls. The Contact Service operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week and manages phone lines for police, staff, and members of the public.

The two public phone lines managed by the Contact Service are the Victims of Crime Information line and 0800 Victim. Victim Support manages the first of these two lines under contract for the Ministry of Justice. The Ministry provides court victim advisors to victims whose cases are progressing through the criminal justice
system, and the information line is a way for callers to contact their court victim advisors to receive information about their cases. Victim Support call-takers answer the phone and transfer callers to their court victim advisors. The second phone line is Victim Support’s own phone-line, with the ‘0800’ number designating a free phone line. Although advertised as a helpline, call-takers are not trained to provide support during calls. Instead, call-takers connect callers to support workers, transfer callers to other agencies, or allocate new clients a support worker who will contact them later.

The Contact Service is receiving an increasing number of calls. When my research began, the Contact Service manager reported over 77,000 calls were managed in 2014 with call volume increasing by 2% each month. In the most recent Annual Report, the organisation reported 128, 807 calls answered in 2018, with demand continuing to grow (Victim Support, 2018). During my meetings and observation of the Contact Service, I noticed that management and staff expressed concern at the large number of calls that were being transferred to other services. Once I began analysing data, I noticed a paradox. Although most calls are transferred, call-takers do not treat this as the proper work of the organisation. In the extract below – even while offering to transfer the caller – the call-taker (CLTKR) treats her action as accountable.

4.1.1 Molly 2

01 CLTKR: no, that’s all good.–and I’ll pop you through to
02 CALLR: Help now um just a: just [a note just in]=
03 CLTKR: [ thank you: ]
04 CLTKR: =future reference we don’t generally transfer
05 CALLR: victims to: other agencies apart from the
06 servi- <um support workers, but I know
07 you’[re in quite a dire situation so ]
08 CALLR: [oh okay it happened this morning] so I
09 CLTKR: didn’t [know] that (. ) so y’know thank you 
10 CALLR: [yeah] [so that’s alright w-]
11 CLTKR: that’s alright >we just try t<- we just try
12 not to do it because we don’t want to become
13 like a: transfer s:service?
The Contact Service was designed to reduce administrative burden on volunteer support workers. Rather than contacting volunteers directly, clients call 0800 Victim, are screened by contact service workers, and then transferred to support workers. In 4.1.1, the call-taker treats this as the proper business of the phone line. Although she is about to enact a transfer to Help, a specialist sexual violence support agency, she orients to this activity as beyond the normative framework of help in this setting.

4.2 Data Collection

The Contact Service routinely record calls for training purposes, while volunteers’ calls are not recorded. After amending their privacy agreement to allow recordings to be used for research, the Contact Service manager provided call recordings for the research. Data were collected in three samples. In total, the data set consists of 396 calls to the victim helpline, answered by 14 different call-takers. The data comprise 23 hours and 34 minutes of recording.

The first sample was collected in late 2015 as part of a summer research project. The aim of the project was to document how organisational work was accomplished during calls and some of the barriers to successful delivery of service. The Contact Service manager provided 36 recordings of calls answered by three different call-takers. The sample consisted of incoming calls to two different phone lines: 17 calls to the Victims of Crime Information Line and 17 calls to the 0800 Victim line.

After completing the summer research project and embarking on doctoral research, I collected a broader sample of call recordings. The initial sample was dominated by two call-takers and my aim was to collect more data to allow more credible claims about participants’ practices and possible implications for practice. The variability of calls to the victim helpline, coupled with the fact it is the organisation’s dedicated phone-line meant I decided to focus
exclusively on calls to 0800 Victim in the second sample. The Contact Service manager provided another 23 call recordings, from eight different call-takers. With an eye to balancing a representative sample with a manageable amount of data for detailed analysis, the second data collection brought the sample of 0800 Victim calls to 40, totalling nearly three hours of recording.

The third data collection phase was a purposeful sample which I organised in consultation with the Contact Service manager. Rather than allowing the Contact Service discretion to decide which calls would be interesting for research (as the manager had admitted to doing), I decided to collect all incoming calls across a week. The Quality Assurance manager identified all recordings of incoming calls to the 0800 Victim line from Monday to Sunday. I visited the Contact Service three times during the week to collect data on an encrypted USB drive. This third data collection yielded 356 calls, handled by 14 call-takers. Calls range in length from 15 seconds to up to 20 minutes, although over half of the total sample are less than two minutes long.

4.3 **ETHICS AND CONFIDENTIALITY**

The research was granted ethical approval by the School of Psychology Human Ethics Committee under delegated authority of Victoria University of Wellington. The Contact Service amended their pre-recorded message and online privacy statement to inform callers that recordings could also be used for university research. Before their call was answered, callers heard a message informing them their call would be recorded. Callers could request recording be halted at any point. Only in three cases in the data did callers refer to the recording, and despite two offers by call-takers, they consented to the recording continuing. Call-takers provided written consent to have their call recordings included in the research sample. I informed call-takers that the research would focus on patterns across interactions rather than individual behaviour, and that data would not
be used for performance evaluation. Call-takers were given the option to remove call recordings they did not wish to be included in the samples.

After collection, data were subject to two-fold anonymisation. First, I edited identifying information like names, addresses, and contact information from the sound-files. Rather than replacing the identifying talk with white noise, I reversed selected aspects of the sound-file. This has the same effect of de-identifying the data, while maintaining temporal aspects of speech (i.e. length of time; number of syllables spoken). Second, I anonymised transcripts by replacing identifying information with pseudonyms. I choose pseudonyms with the same number of syllables as the edited talk. Numbers were rearranged (e.g. seven becomes zero as they are both two syllables). I used invented names for most place names. In doing so, I maintained a distinction between English and Māori names (e.g. Westlake street might become Highland road while Hawera becomes Menara) to retain details of potential relevance to participants.

4.4 DATA MANAGEMENT

Each call was listened to, logged, and assigned a unique identifier. Unique identifiers consist of call-takers’ pseudonym and the number of the call (e.g. Samuel 1; Claire 12). These appear in the extract names in the analytic chapters that follow. After listening to each call, I logged details in a catalogue, such as the key content of the call and a break-down of the overall structure of the call. I also listed call details in an index file. In the index, I recorded the length of each call, glossed the reason for the call, noted the incident type if mentioned (e.g. burglary, assault, arson, etc.), the outcome of the call (transfer, referral, other), and where the call was transferred to, if so (volunteer support worker, police, court victim advisor, so on).

Conversation analysis treats demographic information as irrelevant unless discussed by participants themselves. However, I
noted the apparent gender break-down of callers in the index so as to identify phenomenon of interest (such as female callers experiencing violence, see Tennent & Weatherall, 2019). Determining callers’ gender from their voices alone is not infallible (see Wilkinson, 2011), yet is the same amount of information available to call-takers who can and do attribute gender to callers. Excluding some unclear cases, 284 callers were recorded as ‘female voice’ and 108 as ‘male voice’. Even though the service is not gendered (in contrast to other services like Women’s Refuge), female callers appear to make up nearly three quarters of the research sample.

Using the call log and index file, I identified calls of interest to transcribe. For example, I was interested in which calls were transferred to external agencies, and which calls resulted in referral. In total, 200 calls have been transcribed, totalling 11 hours and 21 minutes of recording. The average length of each call is three and a half minutes, although the longest lasts over 20 minutes.

4.5 ANALYTIC PROCESS

4.5.1 Analysing social interaction

For discursive psychology, social interaction is the object of analysis. Sacks’ (1995) work challenged widely-held assumptions that real talk is too messy for systematic study and provided a rigorous empirical method for analysing talk as it occurs. Not only is it possible to study social interaction in a systematic way, social interaction is a fundamental site where psychological matters like identity, help, and social relations are built and managed (Edwards, 1995; Edwards, 2012).

In this thesis, I analysed recorded interactions between callers and call-takers on the Victim Support helpline. These calls allowed me to analyse the relationship between the psychological phenomenon of identity and help in “their home environment of live unconstrained interaction where the parties have a genuine and
practical stake in outcomes” (Potter, 2012, pg. 447). Calls to Victim Support are instances of naturalistic data. The calls are naturally-occurring interactions, although the term naturalistic recognises that recorded interactions are as close as possible to interactions as they would occur. My data pass the “dead social scientists’ test” (Potter, 2002, p. 541), because the interactions between caller and call-taker were not shaped by my research agenda and occurred without my intervention.

Recordings are used for conversation analysis because they ideally capture what occurred in the same amount of detail as participants themselves experienced in the moment of interaction. Rather than relying on a researcher’s recollections or field notes, recordings preserve a representation of an interaction as it occurred that can be paused, repeated, and shared with others. Recordings can be repeatedly examined without changing and are thus integral to conversation analysis’ observational method (Sidnell, 2013). Recordings allow analysts to produce an endogenous account of participants’ displayed orientations by preserving the temporal dimensions of interaction and the level of detail participants had access to (Mondada, 2013b). Recordings are the primary data, while transcripts represent on the page the details of a recorded interaction.

Sound files for the extracts presented are available on request. Please contact either emma.tennent@vuw.ac.nz or ann.weatherall@vuw.ac.nz.

4.5.2 Transcription

Standard orthographic transcription (the ‘verbatim’ kind used in much social science research) misses many of the basic features that research has demonstrated are central to understanding activities in interaction (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017). The way talk is delivered – faster than usual, louder, drawn out, high-pitched, and so on – is fundamental to how participants build and interpret actions
(Levinson, 2013). Slight changes to these features can make the difference in what an utterance is taken to do or mean. Because these features are relevant for participants to determine what an action is action and how they should respond, analysts must also treat them as relevant and important if they are to produce an account of action (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017).

The study of action requires transcripts that represent the sequential unfolding of talk. Transcription in conversation analysis is an iterative process which is also the first phase of analysis. Conversation analytic transcripts aim to capture as much detail as participants had access to in the moment of interaction. The transcription notation developed by Jefferson (2004) includes temporal and sequential aspects of talk; features of speech delivery and intonation; and features which accompany talk. Temporal and sequential aspects of talk include moments when people talk at the same time as each other (overlap), when turns are delivered without discernible silence between them (latching) or when silences occur within or between turns of talk (gaps and pauses respectively). Silences are precisely timed – not by absolute measurement, but relative to the participants’ own tempo of talk. Features of speech delivery include volume, speed, pitch, and voice-quality, as well as the intonation of words and turns. Transcription is not limited to verbal conduct, but also includes non-verbal features such as breathing (in-breaths and out-breaths), laughing, and crying (Hepburn, 2004). A list of transcription conventions used in the analysis is included in the Appendix.

4.5.3 Analysing phenomenon

Conversation analysis is an observational science. I began by repeatedly listening to the call recordings and reading (and refining) transcripts in a process called unmotivated looking. Rather than beginning with a hypothesis, or searching for a specific phenomenon (such as participants’ gender identities; see Schegloff,
1997), unmotivated looking enjins analysts to approach the data with an open mind and “pose those problems that the data bears” (Sacks, 1995, p. 471). Although I was interested in how a victim identity might be relevant for callers seeking help, I did not presuppose where or how this would occur (cf. Speer, 2002). Instead, I set out to examine how callers asked for help and whether identity was a relevant for doing so. As the analysis shows, victimhood is not the only identity participants treat as relevant for helping and identities can be invoked in quite different ways.

Once I noticed a phenomenon (such as callers referring to themselves as victims, call-takers offering transfer, or callers describing where they were), I looked for other instances of it. The process of collection-building allowed me to refine my understanding of the phenomenon by examining variation across different instances in interaction (Hoey & Kendrick, 2017). Just as biologists collect different specimens of butterfly, conversation analysts collect different cases of ‘requests’, ‘offers’, ‘reasons for calling’, ‘identifications’, and so on (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1999). Starting with a broad and generic description, I collected multiple instances of similar or slightly different phenomenon (Sidnell, 2013). As I decided whether each new case was a candidate for inclusion or exclusion, I revised my preliminary description of the phenomena.

Participants are constantly engaged in making sense of each other, and so there is an orderliness to talk available for analysis (Sacks, 1984). Resources such as composition (how the turn is built) and position (where the phenomenon occurs within the turn and sequence), allowed me to build an analytic description of the practices in question (Sidnell, 2013). The aim of my analysis is to show how participants used and oriented to phenomenon such as identity and help.

Participants display their understanding of what an action is through the way that they respond to it. In analytic terms this is
referred to as the next turn proof where the next turn displays how a participant has understood the prior action (Sidnell, 2013). For example, when someone says *my house was burgled*, are they providing information, telling a story, making a complaint, asking for help, telling a joke? The list is potentially endless. Rather than pondering the possibilities in the abstract, conversation analysts examine how participants there-and-then made sense of such an utterance (Schegloff, 1986). By saying *oh dear*, someone can show they have understood the talk as an unfortunate story; while responding with an offer of service treats the talk as a request for help. Thus, participants display their understanding of actions, in the first instance to each other, and to the overhearing analyst.

The analyses presented in Chapter 5 are drawn from a collection of 104 cases where callers presented their reason for calling. I limited cases to those where callers were seeking help for themselves, with ‘seeking help’ conceptualised in the broadest terms. In the analysis, I document how callers’ requests for help invoke their identities in different ways. In Chapter 6, I analyse how call-takers invoked the link between identity and help when denying or offering help to callers. I analysed the different ways call-takers responded to callers’ reasons for calling in the 104 cases and documented the sequential position of subsequent offers call-takers made. Chapter 7 examines the phenomenon of help-seeking on behalf of others, and the different ways participants orient to identity for this kind of help. The analysis is based on a smaller collection of 32 calls in which callers identified as seeking help on behalf of others. For each case, I analysed how callers referred to themselves and the person they were calling for, and how they accounted for calling. The analysis demonstrates participants’ orientations to categorically organised rights and obligations for help.
5 ASKING FOR HELP

The central argument of this thesis is that identity and help are inextricably linked. In this first analytic chapter, I show how asking for help makes relevant participants’ social identities. Below I analyse four different kinds of help to demonstrate how the nature of the help sought is part and parcel of participants’ identities. When asking to speak to a support worker, seeking emotional support, requesting practical advice or requesting information, callers configured identities and self-other relations in different ways. In the four sections below, I analyse how callers sought these four kinds of help. For each case, I analyse how identity (participants’ shared sense of who they are to each other) was a resource to build and interpret actions as requests for help. Self-other relations can change from moment-to-moment, but are characterised by participants’ relative rights to knowledge, power, and emotion (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). In the analyses below, I examine how participants’ identities and self-other relations are constituted through their orientation to epistemics, deontics, and affect when asking for help. I also use the relationship between help, identity and self-other relations to examine how participants orient to and constitute the social context of the call (Lindström, 2005). Asking for help displays callers’ understanding of the kind of help available, and the way rights and obligations to help are distributed between themselves and their recipient.

5.1 SEEKING A SUPPORT WORKER

In this first section, I present three cases where callers requested transfer to a support worker. Callers who ask for help in this way invoke the social context of the Contact Service, constituting social relations between themselves and call-takers (Lindström, 2005). I analyse how callers’ requests are intelligible through their identities as clients (whose legitimate victimhood is already established) and morally accountable through their knowledge of
institutional processes and entitlement to access support. Callers who present transfer requests as their reasons for calling display their understanding of the call-taker’s identity as a contact service worker who can connect them to their support workers. Institutional policy mandates that volunteer support workers are not to give their contact details to clients directly. Instead, to access their support workers, clients call 0800 Victim, are verified by contact service workers, and then transferred. In the cases below, I analyse how callers’ requests display their understanding of the relationship between identity and help and configure self-other relations.

In 5.1.1, both participants orient to the way the caller’s request invokes identities for herself and the call-taker. The call opens with the standard institutional greeting, including the Māori greeting “kia ora” (line 1).

5.1.1 Samuel 52

01 CLTKR: kia ora victim support Samuel speaking,
02 (0.8)
03 CALLR: kia ora Samuel, can you please put me through to
04 Peter? My name is (. ) Lydia: Ahī Wharau.
05 (0.4)
06 CLTKR: .h I ca:n yep if you just uh hear with me I’ll um
07 (. ) tch I’ll give him a call for you Lydia.
08 (1.2)
09 CALLR: thank yo::u.

The caller’s first turn of talk displays her understanding of where she has called, who her recipient is, what his institutional role entails, and her own entitlement to help. The caller’s request displays her understanding of who she is to her recipient and who he is to her (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). She displays her entitlement to help by designing her request with the modal verb “can” (line 3) in an interrogative question (Curl & Drew, 2008). She also displays an expectation that her request alone is sufficient to provide a warrant for help (cf. J. Whalen et al., 1988). Asking to be transferred displays
her knowledge about the kind of help available, and the call-taker’s role in providing it.

The caller’s references to herself and others display her understanding of the relevant social relations. She refers to the person she wishes to speak to by first name, while identifying herself with first and surname (line 4). First name references are a way to display someone known in common between speaker and recipient, while full names do not convey the same expectation of recognition (Schegloff, 1996). Thus, the caller displays that Peter is someone she knows and expects the call-taker to know, while she does not expect him to recognise her by her first name alone. The caller thus orients to – and constitutes – the institutional context of the call (Heritage & Clayman, 2010d). She displays an understanding that her full name is relevant to progress the institutional business (call-takers access clients’ files by searching their name in the database), while treating Samuel and Peter as members of the same collection ‘named employees of the organisation’ (Psathas, 1999).

Although first name reference invokes Samuel and Peter’s joint membership in the category ‘Victim Support’, the caller distinguishes between them. As someone the caller knows and has a relationship with, Peter can be inferred as her support worker. By asking the call-taker to “please put me through” (line 3), the caller invokes Samuel’s identity as a contact service worker. She treats transfer as a kind of help he can provide, displaying her knowledge of institutional procedures and the nature of the help available. Displaying this knowledge is one way the caller identifies herself as a client. As a client, the caller has already accessed support where presumably, she first had to establish her legitimacy as a victim. As a legitimate victim, she is entitled to speak to her allocated support worker. This entitlement is coupled with knowledge about how to access support by calling the helpline and requesting transfer. Thus, the caller’s epistemic rights to know how to ask for help display her identity as a client.
The call-taker’s identity as a contact service worker – which the caller orients to in the design of her request – is associated with an obligation to grant the caller’s request and connect her with support. His response (lines 6-7) ratifies the caller’s claimed entitlement to help and confirms transfer is something he can do. Both participants thus orient to transfer as the relevant help in this case (cf. Watson, 1986). By doing so, they jointly constitute the social context of the helpline as a conduit to service.

Requesting transfer to a support worker is enough to constitute callers’ identities as clients and established victims. However, in 5.1.2, caller and call-taker display different understandings of the relationship between identity and help. The caller displays an expectation that her request is sufficient to demonstrate her entitlement, and orients to her relationship with the support worker as the relevant basis for identification. The call-taker however, displays that the caller’s request is contingent. To resolve the misunderstanding, participants make explicit reference to the caller’s identity as a victim.
5.1.2 Molly 49

Caller and call-taker display different understandings of the link between identity and help. The caller treats transfer as the kind of service for which her request alone is sufficient to warrant help (cf. J. Whalen et al., 1988). The caller begins by categorising herself as “a: friend of Anna-lee” (line 3), displaying an expectation that this turn is sufficient as a reason for the call. The call-taker however treats this turn as an identification, initiating a how-are-you sequence in overlap with the caller’s explicit request (lines 5-7). The request is projectable as I was wondering if I could speak to her, a declarative format that orients to the contingencies associated with granting (Curl & Drew, 2008). However, after overlap is resolved, the caller reorders her talk to “could I speak to her please” (lines 6-7). Modifying
the request from a declarative to an interrogative format presents the request as if it came in the ‘first slot’ despite its sequential position as her second turn of talk (Fox & Heinemann, 2017). Likewise, the subsequent reference “her” (line 7) displays that the caller’s project has, from the outset, been to speak with Anna-lee (Schegloff, 1996).

Calling to be transferred displays the caller’s understandings of her own and others’ identities. As in 5.1.1, requesting transfer displays the caller’s understanding she has called the Contact Service and that the call-taker is able to transfer the call. The design of this request displays her understanding of her recipient’s identity as a contact service worker. The caller displays an expectation her request is understandable to her recipient, and sufficient to be granted based on her claimed identity as a friend. The call-taker, however, displays a different understanding of the relationship between the caller’s identity and her access to help.

The caller’s request is a first pair part of an adjacency pair which makes relevant granting or denial (Schegloff, 2007b). The call-taker responds with “yeah” before launching a request of her own (line 9), an action which is understood differently by the participants. The caller understands the turn as granting her request and asking how to introduce her once the call is transferred. She displays this understanding in her next turn of talk, where she directs the call-taker to “just tell her it’s her young twenty one year old” (line 11). The call-taker, however, understands the turn as an insertion sequence, which must be dealt with before she can respond to the caller’s request (see Schegloff, 2007b). The participants’ different understandings of the action display different understandings of social relations and social context. The caller treats the call as a straightforward conduit to service and displays the presumption that her request will be granted. The call-taker treats the call as a gatekeeping environment, where granting requests is contingent on institutional procedures (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a).
In the above extract, participants display different understandings of which self-other relations are relevant. The caller orients to her relationship with her support worker as relevant. In response to the call-taker’s identification request, she uses an alternative recognitional reference (Stivers, 2007), “he:r young twenty one year old” (line 11) which she claims will make Anna-lee “laugh” (line 14) and be sufficient for her to “know exactly” who she is (line 15). This reference displays the caller’s expectation that, by drawing on their shared relationship, the support worker will be able to identify who she is. The call-taker, however, orients to her relationship with the caller as relevant. She displays that the caller needs to identify herself to the call-taker to progress the institutional business. The caller’s alternative recognitional may very well be sufficient for Anna-lee to recognise her (and laughter at line 16 displays affiliation with the caller’s stance on this as a joke), but it is insufficient for the call-taker’s present purposes.

The call-taker displays that (contrary to the caller’s displayed understanding) the request has not yet been granted. She describes the practical process of carrying out a transfer (accessing the support worker’s details through the caller’s case-file) and orients to her own and the caller’s identity. By describing constraints on her institutional role, the call-taker orients to her identity as a contact service worker, whose ability to carry out the request rests on the caller’s compliance with institutional procedures (i.e. identifying in an institutionally recognised way). This description makes explicit the link between the provision of help and the caller’s identity. The call-taker claims her ability to grant the request is conditional on the caller’s identity as “one of her victims” (line 18).

The caller’s entitlement to the service and her knowledge about her support worker are not enough for the call-taker to grant her request for transfer. Instead, the caller must also identify herself in institutionally relevant ways. To resolve the breakdown in intersubjectivity, both call-taker and caller use the explicit
categorisation *victim* to establish the caller’s entitlement to help and accomplish an institutionally relevant request. Here, both participants conflate victim and client category membership. The relevant predicates of victimhood – for these participants at this interactional moment – are having a case-file in the database and the relevant entitlement to call for a support worker. Thus, what it means to be a victim is bound up with the kind of help asked for.

In the call below, the call-taker proffers a categorisation of the caller as a victim, displaying an understanding of victimhood in terms of its institutional relevance. The caller, however, displays a different understanding of victimhood. The call opened with the caller’s request for transfer and here, the call-taker is searching for her casefile.

5.1.3 Adrian 32

```
01 CLTKR: "just having a quick look." (1.6) for the right
02 (0.2) file?
03 (0.4)
04 CLTKR: .h so Holly just if I can ask are you the primary
05 victim in the: s: in the: situation?=
06 CALLR: =YES
07 CLTKR: yep?
08 (0.6)
09 CALLR: #yeah I hate that fuck(h)ing word but yeah I’m
10 the primary survivor of this one# .h [.snih ]
11 [gotcha]
12
13 CALLR: sorry 'scuse my language.
14 (0.4)
15 CLTKR: that’s okay
```

By searching for the caller’s file, the call-taker treats her as a client whose details are stored on the institutional database. His quieter talk (marked by ° in line 1 of the transcript) is indicative of the kind of online commentary participants can use when engaging in another activity, such as interacting with the computer (Näslund, 2016).
Much like in 5.1.2, the call-taker conflates the categories victim and client. Due to the name of the service, someone who is a client of Victim Support is, by definition, a victim. The call-taker’s request for information proffers a categorisation of the caller as “the primary victim” (lines 4-5). In institutional terminology, a primary victim is the person who directly experienced victimisation, while secondary victims are those who are indirectly affected by the event (e.g. family members). On the institutional database, multiple victims can be entered on the same case file and ranked in this way. The call-taker is designedly vague about what the caller has been a victim of, referring to it as “the: situation” after some perturbations in talk (line 5). The design of his request displays he is not asking about the caller’s victimisation per se but attempting to secure an institutional classification of the caller. The caller displays an understanding the call-taker is asking about her category membership relative to the incident recorded in the database. In quite pragmatic terms, will the casefile be listed under her name, or someone else’s? The call-taker is involved in the practical task of finding the caller’s case-file, so he can connect her to her support worker. The caller initially orients to the call-taker's project, providing confirmation in the adjacent turn (line 6).

However, the caller then displays a different understanding of her relevant category membership. After the call-taker’s request for confirmation (line 7), she takes up an emotional stance towards the category she has just accepted, claiming to “hate that fuck(h)ing word” with marked emphasis on the expletive (line 9). This negative emotional stance accounts for her modified repeat of the call-takers’ initial question, “yeah I’m the primary survivor of this one” (lines 9-10). By taking up an emotional stance towards the word victim, the caller claims the rights to identify herself with an alternative category term. The categories victim and survivor are associated with different common-sense knowledge, activities, and predicates. A victim identity is associated with weakness, passivity, and shame, while a
survivor identity is associated with strength, agency, and resilience (Jordan, 2013; Lamb, 1999a). However, in this case, the relevant predicate for accessing help (having a case-file listed under her name) remains the same, which the caller indicates with her repetition of “primary” (line 10). Thus, although she displays an understanding that her category membership as a victim can be ascribed by others, she claims the rights to define her own categorical identity.

Even while identifying in an institutionally-relevant way to get help, this caller orients to the relevance of who she is and who can determine her identity. The call-taker displayed an understanding that the nature of the caller’s victimisation was not relevant for accessing help. Although the caller does not describe her experience directly, she displays that her experience is relevant for determining who she is. The category survivor has common-sense associations with sexual violence (Lamb, 1999b). Using the indexical reference “this one” (line 10) to refer to the call-taker’s description “the situation” (line 5) infers the caller has had multiple experiences of victimisation. While for the call-taker, the caller’s identity as a primary victim is relevant for his practical task of locating her case-file, the caller makes inferentially available the nature of her victimisation, orienting to her entitlement and need for help.

The three cases presented above demonstrate how participants configured links between identity and help when callers requested transfer to a support worker. Requests for transfer were sufficient for callers to establish their identities as victims and clients of the service. In this institutional context, the categories victim and client are conflated, with participants orienting to clients as people whose status as legitimate victims was already established. Callers constituted their identities as clients by displaying knowledge about institutional procedures. By requesting transfer, callers claimed deontic rights to determine how help would be provided. However, call-takers oriented to their greater deontic rights to determine how or whether requests could be granted. When participants displayed
different understandings of how help could be given, call takers made callers’ categorical identities as victims explicit. Although callers understood victim categories as indexing client membership, they also claimed emotional rights to define their own identities.

In the following section, I examine how participants linked identity and help with reference to emotional support.

5.2 SEEKING EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

Emotional support is a key form of help offered by Victim Support. Volunteer support workers provide emotional support to victims in face to face meetings or over the phone. Contact service workers can enter new clients into the institutional database and allocate a support worker to make contact. In this section, I analyse how callers are understood to be seeking emotional support. In the first case, the link between the caller’s experience, identity, and the help allows participants to establish a mutual understanding of the caller as a victim seeking emotional support, while in the second, participants are unable to establish joint understanding of the help the caller needs.

In the case that follows, caller and call-taker jointly link the caller’s experience with her identity as a victim and her need for emotional support. In contrast to clients who request transfer, first-time callers like this one do not always produce direct requests for service. Here, the caller simply describes her recent experience. Nevertheless, the call-taker understands that description as asking for help.
5.2.1 Tom 1

In contrast to the callers in the previous section, who treated the service as one for which requesting alone was sufficient (because their entitlement to service had been previously established), this caller treats help from Victim Support as accountable. Narrative descriptions have been documented as formats that allow callers to manage issues of motive and knowledge in emergency calls and helplines (Potter & Hepburn, 2003; Zimmerman, 1992), and here the caller uses a narrative to account for seeking help. She begins what is recognisable as a story by recounting recent events (Mandelbaum, 2013) that took place “on: .hh Sunday night” (line 4). This call takes place at night two days later. Thus, the caller’s story is a description
of recent events, which are demonstrably still impacting her. She describes a trespassing event (lines 4-8) and demonstrates the traumatic nature of this experience when crying overwhelms her ability to speak (line 8).

The caller displays (without saying so directly) that she is seeking emotional support. Her emotional display comes as a flooding out of talk (Goffman, 1961) which displays her social position relative to the events described. The display of emotion demonstrates her identity as a victim affected by her experience. In a context where emotional support is a relevant form of help, this emotional display is a key resource for building and interpreting the request for help (see Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). The caller displays her understanding of the help available by explicitly formulating her husband’s and her own emotional states. Although he is “doing really ~well~” (line 23), she both claims (“~↑but I just can’t~” line 23) and demonstrates (with a second flooding out at line 24) her inability to cope.

The caller’s narrative description displays her understanding of the kind of people and problems Victim Support can help. Both participants orient to the criminal nature of the events described, with the call-taker’s question (lines 15-17) displaying his understanding of the policeable character of the events. By describing an experience of a crime, the caller invokes her category membership as a victim, and claims the associated rights to seek help from Victim Support. Claiming the rights to own and display emotions regarding the events positions the caller as a traumatised victim entitled to receive emotional support from the service.

Although the call-taker treats the caller as a legitimate victim entitled to receive help from the service, he orients to his deontic rights to determine how help will be provided. By telling her story to the call-taker, the caller displayed an expectation he has the knowledge and competencies to meet her needs (Psathas, 1999). It is
not unreasonable to assume that someone who identifies as a member of Victim Support (line 1) can provide support to victims. Yet rather than providing support, the call-taker uses “look” (line 25) to indicate his next action is not directly fitted to the caller’s prior turn (see Sidnell, 2007). The call-taker orient to potential misalignment between participants by naming the category “a support worker” (line 30) and characterising his actions as details-gathering. In this way, he partitions the organisation into two categories: support workers and contact service workers (see Sacks, 1972a). The activity of providing emotional support is bound to the category support workers, while contact service workers only have the category-bound rights and competencies to allocate support workers. In this offer of help, the call-taker formulates the Contact Service as a conduit to help, clarifying that help in the here-and-now takes the form of arranging support rather than providing it directly (cf. Watson, 1986).

Describing an experience and displaying emotion can be sufficient to build a request for emotional support. Yet, as 5.2.2 shows the link between a victim identity and help is a negotiated accomplishment.
5.2.2 Sharika 2

01 CLTKR: kia ora victim support Sharika speaking,
02 (1.8)
03 CALLR: hello?
04 (0.8) {(music playing in background)}
05 CLTKR: hello this is Sharika speaking at victim: support?
06 (1.6)
07 CALLR: hi it’s Madeline here,
08 (1.4)
09 CLTKR: hello how can I help you: }
10 CALLR: [(I w)] sposed
11 (0.8)
12 CALLR: .hh hh well I ›DIDN’T KNO:W how you can help me but
13 (.) I got assaulted today by a man with a bucket of
14 water,
15 (0.6)
16 CLTKR: .h okay,
17 (1.2)
18 CLTKR: alright so you’re wanting some support in regards
19 to the assault?
20 (1.4)
21 CALLR: well I don’t know what I can DO I was hoping to open
22 the bedroom window when I go to bed!

The way the call-taker responds to the non-normative opening of the call displays her understanding of her identity and the social context of the institution. The routine call opening (line 1) and the repair (line 5) identify the call-taker as a representative of Victim Support. Opening turns like this are deployed on other helplines to let callers decide how to present themselves and their reason for calling (cf. Danby et al., 2005). Yet when the call-taker pursues a reason for the call by asking “how can I help you:” (line 9), she displays that there are limitations on what callers can relevantly do. The call-taker’s question displays the presumption that the caller is seeking help and implies a request is a relevant way to ask for it. The call-taker’s action invokes her identity as a help-provider and projects the caller’s identity as a help-seeker.

Yet the caller challenges the presumption that calling the helpline is linked to her identity as a help-seeker. Rather than producing a type-fitted response (Schegloff, 2007b) to the call-taker’s
question (such as a request for service), she claims she lacks knowledge about what help she needs or how she should ask for it. She claims the reason she is calling is because she “got assaulted today” (line 13). This description makes her categorical identity as a victim inferentially available. Yet by disavowing knowledge of how the call-taker (or organisation) can help her, the caller inverts the relationship between victims and help seen in 5.2.1. Although the caller identifies as a victim, she displays that she lacks the necessary knowledge about help available to be able to ask for it. Thus, her lack of epistemic access means she lacks the deontic rights to determine what help she needs or how it should be given.

Nevertheless, the call-taker treats the caller’s description as a request for help. Her request for confirmation displays her understanding that the caller is “wanting some support in regards to the assault” (line 18-19). Using the definite article “the”, the call-taker transforms the caller’s description into categorisation (Stokoe, 2009), treating assault as a relevant institutional problem. Someone with a relevant institutional problem for victim support is, by definition, a victim. Rather than asking are you wanting some support? the declarative format “you’re wanting some support” (line 18) displays the call-taker’s understanding that this was the action of the caller’s turn, which she is now merely confirming, rather than proposing for the first time. This displays the call-taker’s understanding of an accountable reason for the call: having a relevant experience for the institution (victimisation) and seeking a form of help that is available (support). This request for confirmation attempts to shift the caller into a service-encounter framework (Jefferson & Lee, 1992) by formulating the reason for the call in terms of a service that can be provided.

The caller neither confirms nor denies the call-taker’s understanding that she is seeking support. Well-prefaced turns indicate that the following talk will privilege the speaker’s desires, knowledge, and experience (Heritage, 2015), and are often used to
signal an answer to a question will not be straightforward (Schegloff & Lerner, 2009). Here, the caller’s well-prefaced turn (lines 21-22) rejects the call-taker’s understanding that she is seeking support, claiming the epistemic rights to formulate her reason for calling. She treats her problem (opening the window) as not straightforwardly associated with support. Presenting mundane needs is one way helpline callers can claim identities as ordinary people rather than clients in need of help (te Molder, 2005). The caller’s response challenges the call-taker’s displayed understanding that she (and the organisation she represents) can help the caller. Although both participants orient to the caller as a victim entitled to help, they negotiate just what form this help should take.

These two cases demonstrate the consequential link between identity and help. In 5.2.1, caller and call-taker establish a joint understanding of the caller as a victim seeking emotional support. The caller’s identity as a victim renders her narrative description intelligible as a request, and accounts for her entitlement to seek and receive emotional help. In 5.2.2, the call-taker likewise treats description of victimisation as a request for help. But in this case, the caller claims a lack of knowledge about the help available. Participants do not accomplish a joint understanding of the caller or her project, demonstrating that the link between a victim identity and help is a joint accomplishment.

This section has shown that describing a recent experience can be enough for callers to be understood as victims seeking help. Why then, would callers categorise themselves as victims explicitly? The following section shows that callers use victim categories when seeking practical help.
5.3 SEEKING PRACTICAL HELP

Callers seeking practical advice and advocacy explicitly categorised themselves as victims to account for seeking help from Victim Support. Self-categorisations can license blaming or complaints by presenting callers as lacking help they are entitled to (Watson, 1978).

The case below demonstrates the three-part structure callers used to identify themselves and ask for help. The caller self-categorises as a victim (lines 4-6), describes the problem (lines 9-17), and requests help (line 20). The analysis attends to the ways that explicitly identifying as a victim displays the caller’s understanding of the relationship between identity and help.

5.3.1 Samuel 16

01 CLTKR:  kia ora victim support you’re speaking with (.)
02  Samuel
03 (1.2)
04 CALLR:  hello um (.) tch I’m a (.) victim to- with a
05  domestic violence (0.4) thing with my (0.4) um
06  (0.6) ex-partner,
07  (0.4)
08 CLTKR:  yes?
09 CALLR:  he’s in jail (0.2) and um I have a dilemma with
10  (0.2) um Housing New Zealand and MSD,
11  (0.6)
12 CALLR:  I’ve taken his name off the (.) tch tenancy
13  agreement.
14 (1.2)
15 CLTKR:  [ oh r- ]
16 CALLR:  [because] I can’t afford to keep on: um paying just
17  because his name’s on there (.) you know?
18  (0.4)
19 CLTKR:  yes
20 CALLR:  and [I need] some he:lp
21 CLTKR:  [ oka- ]

The caller explicitly identifies as a victim in her first turn of talk. The categories victim and perpetrator have common-sense links as a standardised relational pair, where mentioning one is enough to infer the other (Sacks, 1972b). When the caller refers to herself as a victim and refers to a third party as “my (0.4) um (0.6) ex-partner,”
(lines 5-6), the ex-partner can be categorised as the perpetrator. Common-sense knowledge about domestic violence is that perpetrators and victims have a ‘domestic’ relationship (i.e. as spouses, partners, or family members). Here, the reference term “ex-partner” (line 6) displays that the basis of that relationship is over. Thus, in her opening turn the caller establishes relevant self-other relations between herself as a victim and her ex-partner as a perpetrator.

Although the caller uses the category term domestic violence to present her experience in an institutionally relevant way, her formulation, “a domestic (0.4) thing” (line 5) indicates this category does not quite fit. Her problem deviates from common-sense understandings of domestic violence because the perpetrator of the violence is not the direct cause of her current problem. Her ex-partner is in jail (line 9), an outcome that can be associated with ‘success’ for victims of domestic violence (Newbold & Cross, 2008; Powell & Murray, 2008). Unlike the caller in 5.2.1, she is not seeking emotional support directly after her experience of victimisation. Instead, the causes of her “dilemma” (line 9) are the social services designed to help her (MSD is an acronym for the Ministry of Social Development). She has removed her ex-partner’s name from the tenancy agreement, but state agencies are forcing her to obtain his signature and he is refusing to co-operate (not shown).

By categorising herself as a victim, the caller presents herself as “heir to the relevant category-bound entitlements” (Watson, 1978, p. 108). As a victim, the caller is entitled to receive help. Arguably state housing providers also have an obligation to help victims of domestic violence but, upon encountering trouble with those institutions, the caller has turned to Victim Support. Categorising herself in her request demonstrates the caller’s understanding that her identity as a victim entitles her to help from Victim Support.
In the case below, the caller also self-categorises as a victim in his first turn of talk. Rather than coming as part of a narrative description before the reason for the call, here, the caller’s category comes in a first pair part where he explicitly enquires about the organisation’s ability to help him. Both caller and call-taker draw explicit links between his identity as a victim and his rights to help.

5.3.2 Molly 5

01 CLTBR: kia ora victim support Molly speaking,
02 (1.2)
03 CALLE: yes hello. um just a query please um am I at the right
04 place: (0.4) for victim support as I was a victim on
05 a:h assault (0.4) that happened to me in about June
06 or July?
07 CLTBR: .h yes this is victim support so yeah what we do is
08 we provide e-emotional support and practical advice
09 to victims of crime and serious trauma?
10 CALLE: .hh [ um ] yeah if you were assaulted then yep we’d=
11 [right]
12 CLTBR: definitely be able to support you .hh
13 CALLE: just what I wondered was um:: er- hh .hh (0.4) the
14 court case has been, ((continues))

The caller categorises himself as a victim as part of his “query” about whether he has reached the right place for victim support (line 3). This first turn of talk indicates a potential misalignment between caller and called (Schegloff, 1986). Although he claims to be uncertain about whether he has reached “the right place:” (lines 3-4) for Victim Support, he identifies as a victim and claims to be seeking support. By categorising himself as “a victim” (line 4) he presents himself as the kind of person entitled to access support. By describing events that “happened to me” (line 5), he minimises his agency or intent (see Wooffitt, 1992), invoking the common-sense notion that victims are not responsible for their experiences (see Lindholm et al., 2014). The caller specifies that the assault occurred months earlier (this call takes place in November), which indicates he is not seeking help to deal with the immediate effects of victimisation (cf. 5.2.1), but a different kind of help.
The call-taker’s response explicitly links a victim identity with support. She first re-issues the institutional identification “this is victim support” (line 7), before specifying the nature of the help available. Using the plural pronoun to speak on behalf of the organisation (Heritage, 2004), the call-taker describes “what we do is we provide emotional support and practical advice” (lines 7-8). These two forms of help are explicitly linked to the identity category, “victims of crime and serious trauma?” (line 9). Thus, the caller unpacks both aspects of the organisation’s name – who the victims are, and what the support is. The name of the organisation is, in this case, also a description of the activity. The call-taker makes explicit that the caller’s experience makes him eligible for support, ratifying his claimed identity as a victim and his entitlement to the service. When she claims, “we’d definitely be able to support you” (lines 10-12), she treats him as a potential client of the service, using support as a verb now that the nature of support has been specified.

The following two extracts are from the same call. They provide further evidence that callers invoke the link between a victim identity and help in strategic ways. In these cases, the caller categorises herself as a victim to display she is not receiving the help she is entitled to.

5.3.3 Samuel 9

01 CLTKR:  kia ora victim support Samuel speaking,
02          (1.2)
03 CALLR:  ah yes good after Samuel ah good afternoon Samuel
04 I was um a victim of a (0.4) burglary and at my
05 house at last year, .hh and I requested
06 information through the um New Zealand police?
07          (0.6)
08 CALLR:  >but it< it’s not quite accurate?
09          (1.0)
10 CLTKR:  oh right the the information’s not accurate,
11          (1.0)
12 CALLR:  NO: and I don’t know what to do,
The caller’s self-categorisation as “a victim of a (0.4) burglary” (line 4) accountably provides for her entitlement to receive help. Like the caller in 5.3.2, the time reference “last year” (line 5) indicates she is seeking help some time after her experience of victimisation. Rather than seeking emotional support, she is seeking practical help to deal with the institutions she has encountered since becoming a victim. The caller’s social identity and relationship to the problem provides for her entitlement to help (M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990). As the victim, she has ‘ownership’ of the burglary, and thus the associated rights to make requests of police, expect information to be stored about the event, and provided upon request. Claiming category membership can make relevant blame-allocation techniques like accusations and complaints (Watson, 1978). By categorising herself as a victim, the caller treats receiving inaccurate information as potentially blame-worthy. As a victim, she is entitled to help from police. With this help noticeably absent, she can accountably turn to Victim Support.

There are two paired sets of categories which the caller treats as relevant. The relationship between the categories victim and police are a locus for rights and obligations (cf. Sacks, 1972b). Victims are entitled to receive help from police and police are obligated to provide it. The caller treats information about the burglary at her house as the kind of help she is entitled to ask for. That the information is inaccurate suggests police have failed in their category-bound obligations. The caller also orients to the relationship between incumbents of the categories victim and Victim Support. Like police, members of Victim Support have obligations to help victims. The caller displays that her rights as a victim have not been fulfilled by police, and so she is now turning to Victim Support for help, as is her right.

The caller makes her entitlement to help explicit in the following extract. In the intervening lines, the call-taker has offered to transfer the caller to police, which she rejected. Below, the call-
taker indicates he is not sure who to transfer the caller to if not police. The caller’s response explicitly invokes her rights to help as a victim.

### 5.3.4 Samuel 9a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>CL/TKR:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>CALLR:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>CL/TKR:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>CALLR:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>a facility for you to like (1.4) HELP?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The call-taker displays his understanding that police are the relevant organisation to help the caller with her problem. He claims that, since she has rejected his earlier offer, he is unable to determine who else she would “need to speak to” (line 2). The call-taker orients to his deontic rights to determine how help will be given, treating transfer as the kind of help that can be provided. He recognises an obligation to help the caller in terms of connecting her with the relevant agencies, but as she has rejected his suggestion of police, he is left unable to help her.

The caller, however displays that transfer is not the kind of help she is seeking. As the call-taker begins what is projectable as advice (line 6), she once again categorises herself as a victim. She claims that, “being a victim of a crime” (lines 7-8), she is entitled to greater help than that she is currently receiving. She formulates her victimhood as a state of being which grants her the entitlement to help from Victim Support. The flipside of this entitlement is the call-taker’s obligation to provide it. She explicitly links her victim identity with her expectation that he would (and should) help her. The caller displays her deontic rights to determine whether the services on offer are an acceptable form of help. Invoking her category-bound entitlements draws attention to the noticeable absence of the help she is entitled to which is associated with blame-allocation and complaint (Watson, 1978). The noticeably absent feature, “HELP?” comes after
a significant intra-turn delay and is markedly louder (line 9), displaying the relevant thing the caller is seeking, but has yet to receive.

Through self-categorisation, callers claim categorical membership as victims, and the associated entitlements that accompany it. Callers oriented to help from Victim Support as a category-bound entitlement. Categorising themselves displayed their understanding of this entitlement, which could be used to accountably seek help, or comment on the noticeable absence of help they were entitled to. Below, in the final section of this chapter, I examine how seeking different kinds of information could constitute, or in fact disavow, callers’ identities as victims.

5.4 SEEKING INFORMATION

In this section, I demonstrate participants’ orientations to the relationship between identity and help when callers requested different kinds of information. In the first two cases, seeking information about a perpetrator makes a caller’s victim identity relevant. The next two cases display callers’ orientations to certain kinds of help which *disavow* a victim identity. For each case, I demonstrate how participants use the link between identity and help to make their requests intelligible and accountable.

The caller’s request for information below displays her orientation to the link between identity and help. The caller uses identity (for herself and others) as a resource to accountably build her request for help.
5.4.1 Ellie 6

01 CLTKR: kia ora victim support you’re speaking to Ellie,
02 (0.9)
03 CALLR: hi uhm: (0.2) I was just wondering if my ex-
04 partner: (1.5) uh::m (0.7) is still in custody?
05 (1.2)
06 CALLR: he- uhm my victim support (0.2) uhm Wayan Yeld
07 (person) she’s (. ) away on holiday? she told me
08 to ring the oh eight hundred number?
09 (1.0)
10 CLTKR: oh we wouldn’t be able to tell you this >so it w-<
11 police would be able to tell you, .hh he’s in: (1.6)
12 CALLR: yeah no she said cos she normally updates me she
13 normally texts me or rings me but .hh I text her
14 and she told me she told me to ring thuh oh eight
15 hundred number.

The caller presents the reason for the call as a declarative request for information. The nature of the information she seeks invokes her identity as a victim. Although she does not refer to herself or her experience directly, the caller’s reference to her “ex-partner” and his possible location “in custody” (lines 3–4) invoke her identity as a victim. People held in custody have (allegedly) committed a crime, so the caller’s reference to this location invokes her ex-partner’s identity as a perpetrator. Perpetrator and victim are categories organised in a standardised relational pair. Following the rules of consistency and economy, if one member is categorised in one way, others should be too (Sacks, 1972a). If one (ex-)partner is the perpetrator, then the other (the caller) can be categorised as the victim. When the same people can be categorised as ex-partners and victim and perpetrator, common-sense inferences mean the crime can be understood as domestic or intimate partner violence (see Tennent & Weatherall, 2019).

By directing her request to the call-taker, the caller displays her understanding that, as a victim, she is entitled to seek this kind of information from Victim Support. When no response from the call-taker is forthcoming (line 5), she explicitly accounts for calling. Her account displays that her request has been licensed by a third party
who directed her to call (lines 6-8). The call-taker, however, claims that Victim Support are unable to provide the information the caller seeks (lines 10-11). The extract below picks up a few turns later, when the participants establish that the person the caller is seeking is not a Victim Support worker, but a court victim advisor. Here, the caller explicitly invokes her experience to account for her request.

5.4.2  Ellie 6a

The inferences available from the caller’s initial description (5.4.1) are now explicitly referenced. The description “he assaulted me” (line 7) categorises the caller as the victim of her ex-partner’s violence, while the claim “I put him in jail” (line 7) makes clear the ex-partner is imprisoned because of his violence against her. The caller presents this as an explicit reason “why” (line 9) she is seeking information about his location. If the caller is understood merely as an ex-partner, she lacks the category-bound entitlement to know the whereabouts of someone she is no longer in a relationship with. Yet, if the caller is understood as a victim, she does have category-bound rights to know whether the perpetrator is still in custody. After all, this information can have life or death consequences (see Jordan, 2008).

Just as the caller in 5.3.4 explicitly categorised herself as a victim, the caller here uses a category-implicative description to invoke her identity as a victim and her entitlement to help precisely when help is not being offered. Despite the caller’s claimed
The kind of help the caller is seeking, and the way she asks for it, disavow her identity as a victim. The caller is seeking advice
about how to “get a charge dropped” (line 6). Laying charges against someone is a method by which institutions (such as police and courts) formally recognise (alleged) victims and perpetrators. By seeking help to drop charges, the caller seeks to revoke a prior claim to victimhood.

The design of the caller’s request also inverts the link between help and victim identity. Her use of reference forms manages the inferences that can be drawn about her from her request for help. The non-recognitional reference “someone” (line 5) is regularly used when speakers presume their recipients do not know (or need to know) the person referred to (Schegloff, 1996). By deviating from the unmarked reference “I” (line 3), the caller displays that she is not necessarily seeking help for herself, thus pushing back on the inference that seeking help from Victim Support makes her a victim. Likewise, using the indefinite article to refer both to “a charge” and “a person” (line 6) neutralises inferences that would otherwise be available about the problem and the people involved (cf. 5.4.1).

Even though the caller disavows a victim identity, she displays an expectation that her problem is a relevant one for institutional help. Directing her enquiry to the call-taker – and the institution she represents – displays the caller’s expectation that Victim Support can provide help for these kinds of problems. However, the call-taker displays a different understanding of how the caller can be helped. Rather than answering the caller’s enquiry, the call-taker provides advice. The design of the advice, “>it would be< best to talk to the police” (line 8), matches the caller’s design of her request, presenting the advice as general course of action rather than something the caller specifically should do (see Emmison & Firth, 2012; Vayreda & Antaki, 2009). The call-taker moves from advice to offer in the same turn of talk, presenting transfer as a relevant form of help in the here and now. For the caller, advice about dropping charges is a form of help Victim Support could provide; but for the call-taker this help lies in the deontic realm of police. Thus,
participants negotiate which institutions can provide different kinds of help.

In 5.4.4, the caller likewise manages the link between a victim identity and help, and the moral inferences that can be drawn based on this relationship.

5.4.4 Jenny 2

The caller begins by indicating a potential misalignment between caller and called, displaying her understanding that Victim Support may not be the “right department” (line 4) to provide the kind of help she seeks. Before she even presents her problem or asks for help, the caller suggests that the nature of her problem (and identity) are not straightforwardly fitted to the kind of people and problems the organisation can support.

The caller’s description of different versions her problem (lines 4-10) demonstrates the consequential ways identity and action
can be linked (see Cuff, 1993). The caller first describes complaining about stolen money (lines 6-7), an activity which makes her identity as a victim relevant. This identity is associated with entitlement to seek help from police. However, the caller’s second description, of having “found” the money (line 10) re-categorises both herself and her problem. If the money was not stolen, but lost, her problem is not a crime. And if the caller has not experienced a crime, she is not a victim. Furthermore, if she is not a victim, she is not entitled to police help. Complaining to police about stolen money is a victim’s right. Complaining to police about lost money makes different inferences available about her identity and motives (see Jayyusi, 1984). Thus, different versions of reality make different inferences available regarding the caller’s identity and her rights to help.

Caller and call-taker display different stances on the accountability of the caller’s action. The caller treats her actions as morally accountable through an incomplete account (line 13), explicit apology (line 14), stance marker “gosh”, and perturbations in talk (line 15), which display her emotional stance of upset. The call-taker, however, uses the multiple saying “no no no” (line 17) to cut short the progression of the caller’s apologies (Stivers, 2004) and explicitly claims “that’s not a problem” (line 18). The call-taker treats the caller as entitled to ask for help and offers to transfer the call (lines 17-23). The design of the call-taker’s request presents transfer as a form of help the caller is entitled to. She minimises the costs of her action with the preface “all I’ll do” and the description “pop you through” (line 18) to display that granting the caller’s request is no imposition, but a form of help she can readily provide (Clayman & Heritage, 2014). In this way, she invokes her identity as a service provider, and establishes the caller’s reciprocal entitlement to request and receive services from the organisation (although ultimately the resolution of her problem lies with police).
5.5 **SUMMARY**

Participants invoke and negotiate the link between identity and help in different ways when callers seek different kinds of help. Different ways of building a request for help display callers’ understandings of who they are to their recipient, and participants’ relative entitlement and obligation to help.

Requesting transfer to a support worker is a kind of help that invokes callers’ identities as clients. After all, having a support worker is a predicate of being a client of the service. In these calls, callers do not need to claim or demonstrate their identities as victims, because as clients they are already established as legitimate victims who have been recognised by the service. Although transfer requests can be sufficient to identify callers as clients and victims, when trouble arises, call-takers make explicit reference to victim categories to establish a joint understanding of who callers are and the kind of help they can be given. Callers display their understanding of the institutional relevance of a victim identity in this context, but display that other identities are relevant for how they understand themselves and their relations to others. Thus, whether identifying as a friend of a support worker, or as a survivor, callers display different stances towards a victim identity. This demonstrates some of the practical trouble callers face in managing their identity when seeking help from Victim Support, a theme I will return to in the Discussion.

Participants oriented to the link between help in the form of emotional support and callers’ identities as victims of recent experiences. This link is one way that the common-sense assumption victimisation causes emotional trauma (see Gavey & Shmidt, 2011) is made manifest in interaction as a practical resource for participants to build and interpret requests for help. As other work has shown, requests are not delimited by linguistic forms like questions (Fox & Heinemann, 2016; Lindström, 2005; Stevanovic, 2011). In certain contexts – and based on certain relationships between participants –
statements, descriptions, or displays of emotion can be understood as seeking help. After all, what counts as a request is, in the first instance, a matter for participants to determine. On the Victim Support helpline, participants treat descriptions of victimisation as requests for emotional help. Although in some cases, this link is treated as taken-for-granted, callers can challenge the assumption that their identity as victims means they are seeking help. In fact, the link between a victim identity and help is a negotiated accomplishment that can be invoked and used by participants strategically.

When seeking practical advice or advocacy for problems resulting from victimisation, callers invoked their identities as victims explicitly to establish their entitlement to help. Self-categorisations present callers as the kind of people whom the organisation claims to support – even if they may not have an institutionally relevant problem. Furthermore, categorisation invokes callers’ rights and entitlements as victims, and Victim Support’s comparative obligations to help. Categorisation is a resource for callers to advance complaints that the help they are entitled to receive has not been provided.

Seeking information also invoked callers’ identities. The kind of information sought, and how it was asked for, made common-sense inferences available about who callers were and what they had experienced. Asking for certain kinds of information (such as someone’s potential release from prison) invoked callers’ identities as victims. Conversely, other kinds of information (such as how to drop charges) disavowed caller’s identities as victims. Even while seeking help from Victim Support, callers can challenge or undermine the link between identity and action.

For an institution named Victim Support, one resource for callers seeking help is to categorise themselves as victims to establish their entitlement to support. In the cases above, callers’ claimed victim identities were also ratified by other institutions such as police
and courts. Thus call-takers do not contest their identities as victims, but when the help requested falls beyond their institutional remit – as is often the case – they may reformulate the kind of help callers need and which institutions are obligated (and able) to provide it. I examine this dilemma for call-takers in more detail in the chapter which follows.
6 OFFERING AND DENYING HELP

This chapter further explores the relationship between identity and help by examining how call-takers make relevant callers’ identities when offering or denying help. Call-takers are institutional gatekeepers who have the deontic authority to determine if callers are eligible for service (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a). In this context, eligibility is predicated upon a victim identity and a relevant institutional problem fitted to the kind of help available.

I examine how call-takers constitute callers’ identities when responding to their requests for help. I begin with cases that show two different ways call-takers denied callers’ requests for help. Then, I analyse how identity is a resource for call-takers to make offers. I discuss two kinds of help: enlisting callers as clients to receive support and transferring callers to other services. Transfer is by far the most common form of help provided on the helpline, with 80% of the calls in the sample transferred. Yet callers do not always orient to transfer as an acceptable form of help. I examine how callers and call-takers negotiate what callers need and how it can be provided. These negotiations rest upon understanding who the caller is relative to different institutions. In the analysis, I attend to participants’ orientations to their relative epistemic and deontic rights to determine who they are and how help can be given.

6.1 DENYING HELP

Just as callers orient to the link between victim identity and help when making requests, call-takers orient to this link when denying them. For a service entitled Victim Support, denying a request for help implies the caller is not a victim who can be supported. Call-takers use two different resources to render denials accountable. First, I show how call-takers can formulate callers’ problems as beyond the institutional remit. Denying callers have a relevant problem for Victim Support denies that they are the kind of
people who can be supported. This claim inevitably counters the position callers have taken by calling the helpline (namely that they are victims entitled to support). Second, I show how the link between identity and access to support is made explicit when callers categorise people to deny requests for service.

In the case below, the caller’s request for police help displays her understanding of her problem as criminal victimisation. The call-taker’s denial of this request reformulates the caller’s problem as one which neither police nor victim support can help with. This formulation of the caller’s problem has implications for her identity as a victim.

6.1.1 Samuel 89

The caller displays an understanding that she is entitled to help from Victim Support and police. Declarative requests display
speakers’ understanding of their entitlement to help (Fox & Heinemann, 2016). Here, the caller’s request, “I’d like the police to come and talk to me” (line 1) formulates her desires and displays her expectation of the request being granted. Even when a response is not forthcoming, she orients to the relationship between service-providers as a relevant contingency (lines 9-10), rather than her entitlement to ask for help. One basis for the caller’s entitlement is her identity as a victim.

The call-taker, however, orients to the caller’s category-bound entitlements to make requests of the service. After marked perturbations which display a difficulty in responding (line 12), he formulates her problem to account for denying her request. He describes the problem as one that the caller believes she has (lines 12-14), rather than an objective state of affairs (e.g. you’ve been burgled). The caller agrees (line 15), asserting primary epistemic rights to her own experience (see Heritage & Raymond, 2005). However, the call-taker then assesses the caller’s problem in terms of institutional considerations, claiming her problem is not “something” (line 16) Victim Support can help with. The plural pronoun “we” (line 17) identifies the call-taker as a member of the organisation and claims the deontic rights to determine what problems can be addressed (see Heritage, 2004).

The link between the caller’s problem and the organisation’s ability to help her is spelt out with a lexically-marked account (line 18) where the call-taker draws on two competing descriptions. The first, “it’s not a nice thing for you” (line 19) describes the caller’s negative stance towards her problem. The second, which parses as it’s not a crime (lines 20-21), describes the absence of an institutionally relevant category (crime) which would make the caller a victim entitled to help from Victim Support and Police. People are generally understood to have the epistemic rights to formulate their experiences (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). The perturbations in the call-taker’s talk (lines 19-21) orient to the delicacies of formulating the caller’s
experience, while nevertheless asserting epistemic rights to assess and categorise her problem. By deleting the mitigating claim “exactly” (line 20), the call-taker’s repaired talk directly disavows the problem is a crime. The category term “cri:me?” (line 21) comes after a micro-pause and is intonationally marked as the institutionally-relevant criteria missing from the caller’s problem. The commonsense link between victims and crimes makes inferentially available that if she has not experienced a crime, she is not a victim.

The call-taker claims that the caller does not have an institutionally relevant problem and that, by extension, she is not the kind of person Victim Support or police can help. Instead, he suggests “the medical people” (lines 25-26) as alternative help-providers. Rather than formulating a specific occupation (such as nurse, general practitioner, etc.), this category refers to relevant people who can help with problems like the caller’s. If she is a victim of crime, the caller may be entitled to help from Victim Support and police, but as someone who believes she is on the wrong medication, she is in fact entitled to help from members of the medical profession.

The participants here orient to competing versions of reality, or different interpretative repertoires. The caller’s request constructs her as a victim who is entitled to seek help. In this version of reality, the action of seeking help from Victim Support and police is accountable and they are obligated to provide it. Yet in the version of reality described by the call-taker, the caller’s identity and entitlement is constructed differently, and a different action – denying her request for help – is rendered accountable. If she is not a victim with a relevant institutional problem, she is not entitled to help from the service and he is not obligated to provide it. Thus, different versions of reality – what has happened to the caller, who she is relative to her problem and who is obligated to help her – are consequential for access to support.
In 6.2.2, the call-taker likewise orients to the link between a victim identity and a relevant problem to accountably seek help. The caller’s partner has been temporarily removed from the property by police and she is seeking a mediator to be present when he returns. The call-taker orients to the caller and her partner as having different entitlement to support by virtue of their actions and identities.

6.1.2 Monica 16

01 CALLR: um: (0.6) tch .hhhhhh I just want to know if
02 there’s anybody I can contact that could
03 ~come around here~
04 (0.4)
05 CALLR: I’m in nortonburt in moorland, um could come
06 round here (0.2) ~bout nine thirty in the
07 morning to- just be here when he comes and
08 (0.4) talk to him.
09 (0.4)
10 CALLR: .Shih (1.0) HHuh
11 (1.0)
12 CLTKR: okay u:m so victim support [only ] supports=
13 CALLR: [.snih]
14 CLTKR: =victims of cri:me so: um our support workers
15 wouldn’t be able to: provide support fo:r
16 your partner?
17 (0.8)
18 CLTKR: um: but what I could [do is ] have them to=
19 CALLR: [(br)HH]
20 CLTKR: =provide support for you;,-but I’m just trying
21 to sc:ck .hh I’m just trying to: work how-how
22 I’d put you into our system,
23 CALLR: .snih
24 CLTKR: so um (. ) has he committed an offence? of any
25 sort!
26 CALLR: .hhhhhh -um not that I’m aware of.-

The caller’s request for “anybody I can contact” (line 2) displays her understanding that the call-taker may be able to refer her to other services. The help she requests is a visit from someone who can “just be here” (line 7) and “talk to him” (line 8). The call-taker treats this request as ambiguous regarding whether the caller is seeking help for herself or her partner. Her response distinguishes
between the caller’s and her partner’s different identities and associated rights to receive help from the service.

The call-taker makes explicit the limits of service, claiming that “victim support only supports victims of crime” (line 12-14). This explicitly links access to help with an identity (victim) and a relevant problem (crime). The upshot, marked by “so:” (line 14) is that the caller’s partner is not eligible for support. The call-taker thus displays her understanding that the partner is not a victim of crime. Call-takers can use plural pronouns to identify they are speaking as members of the institution (Heritage, 2004). Here, the call-taker uses the plural pronoun “our” (line 14) to present the denial of help as an institutional constraint on entitlement. The call-taker thus displays to the caller that if she was seeking help on behalf of her partner, her request cannot be granted.

As a counterpoint, marked with “but” (line 18), the call-taker suggests the caller may be eligible for support. The call-taker’s offer, “what I could do is have them to provide support for you:,” (lines 18-20) uses the personal pronoun “I” to refer to the call-taker’s actions directly, while the modal verb “could” marks this offer of help as contingent. This offer suggests that the caller, unlike her partner, is the kind of person the organisation can support, namely a victim of crime. However, in a latched turn constructional unit (line 20), the call-taker displays trouble entering the caller into the system (lines 21-22), treating the caller’s identity as non-straightforward.

Despite the caller’s earlier description of police removing her partner from the property (not shown), the call-taker displays that she has not understood that description as referring to a crime, which is made explicit with her interrogative (line 24). The caller’s negative response (line 26) likewise displays her understanding that the events she has previously described do not constitute “an offence” (line 24). The participants here jointly orient to the activity of committing an offence as bound to the category crime. Based on the call-taker’s
earlier definition of the limits of service (lines 12-14), if the caller has not experienced a crime, she is not a victim, and thus ineligible for Victim Support.

Thus, when denying requests for service, call-takers disavow that callers are victims with relevant problems for Victim Support. These denials are instances of gate-keeping (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a) where call-takers reinforce the boundaries of the appropriate relationship between a victim identity and entitlement to help. In contrast, the cases analysed in the following section demonstrate how call-takers can ascribe callers’ identities as victims to offer them help.

6.2 OFFERING REFERRAL

The first case below demonstrates the straightforward way call-takers link callers’ identities and experiences when offering to take a referral and enlist them as clients. The second case shows how the link between identity and help is procedurally consequential for offering referral and demonstrates some of the difficulties in ascribing the caller as a victim with a relevant problem.

In 6.2.1 which follows, the call-taker reformulates the caller’s experience to account for offering referral.
6.2.1 Samuel 61

Like the caller in 5.2.1, the caller is seeking emotional support after a recent experience of victimisation. She produces a declarative request (lines 1-2) and describes her experience to account for seeking help (lines 5-6). The call-taker’s request for confirmation links the caller’s experience of being “abused” with her request for support (lines 9-12). The call-taker’s turn displays his understanding of who the caller is and why she is calling. Requests for confirmation like the call-taker’s display an orientation to recipient’s primary epistemic rights to describe their experiences (Heritage & Raymond, 2005).

After the caller’s confirmation (line 14) and the insertion sequence to record the caller’s location (lines 17-22), the call-taker
produces the referral offer. He uses the plural pronoun “we” to propose a joint activity, “do a new referral” (line 24) which will require the collaboration of both participants as the call-taker asks questions and records the caller’s answers on the database. He indicates the distribution of benefits in the upcoming action (Clayman & Heritage, 2014), by designing the offer to include “for you” (line 24) and explaining that the referral process will result in a local support worker contacting the caller (line 25-26). Thus, his offer is designed to facilitate the kind of help the caller requested by arranging someone for her to talk to (lines 1-2). Notably, the specification of the category term “support worker” (line 25) indicates that the call-taker’s role is to arrange support, rather than provide it during the call itself (cf. 5.2.1).

In the following case, the call-taker likewise links the caller’s experience with her access to support. However, in this case (which is a continuation of the call presented in 6.1.2), formulating the caller’s experience in an institutionally relevant way requires some interactional effort. Although caller and call-taker earlier established that the caller’s experience was not a crime, the call-taker has undertaken to enlist her as a client. Two minutes after the previous extract, the call-taker directly links a formulation of the caller’s problem with the organisation’s ability to help her.
6.2.2 Monica 16

01 CLTKR: 'okay"
02 CALLR: .h[hh  h  .shhh ]
03 CLTKR: [so what I’ll do is] I’ll put (0.2) I’ll put
04 this in our system a:s a: verbal dispute just
05 so that it’s kind of got like some sort of
06 criminality to it- to it?
07 (0.2)
08 CLTKR: .hh (.) [ um ] and then that way we can get a=
09 CALLR: [yeah]
10 CLTKR: =support worke:z (0.4) um to make contact with
11 you, .h I just wanna reiterate that our support
12 workers aren’t drug or h- alcohol trained or
13 anything like that,=so the only thi- provi- the
14 only support they’ll be able to provide for you
15 is: (0.2) .h emotional and practical support!
16 (1.0)
17 CALLR: okay.
18 (0.2)
19 CALLR: no that-that’s what I need I jus:t cos I-I c-
20 have got nobody to talk to.

The call-taker ascribes a category for the caller’s experience to accountably render her as the kind of person the organisation can support. She announces that she will enter the caller’s problem “a:s a: verbal dispute” (line 4). This category is one of many police codes that call-takers can select when enlisting clients for support. The call-taker links the predicate of “criminality” (line 6) with this category, which is tied to the institution’s ability to allocate support workers (lines 8-11).

By categorising the caller’s experience as a crime, the call-taker constructs the caller’s identity as a victim. This version of reality allows the call-taker to manage accountability and personal stake (Potter & Wetherell, 1987). The call-taker renders her action of offering referral accountable by ascribing the caller’s identity as a victim of crime. If the caller is a victim of crime, she is entitled to support, and the call-taker can accountably enlist her for support. Alternative descriptions of who the caller is and what she is doing (i.e. someone seeking help for troubled partner) render other actions
(such as denying the request) accountable and reconfigure the rights and obligations between participants (see 6.1.2).

Having rendered the caller’s problem as an institutionally relevant one (and by extension, her identity as a victim), the call-taker attends to the nature of the help available. She disavows that support workers can provide help related to drug and alcohol problems, referring to the caller’s earlier categorisation of her partner as a drinker (not shown). Instead, the call-taker asserts that institutionally relevant help is “emotional and practical support” (line 15) for the caller. After accepting this restriction (line 17), the caller accounts for why she needs this kind of help (rather than the specialist alcohol and drug counselling) by claiming that she has “nobody to talk to” (line 20). She thus treats emotional and practical support as accountable kinds of help to seek from an institution, warranted only when other help-providers are unavailable (Sacks, 1972b). The ways callers account for seeking institutional help will be picked up in the following chapter.

Call-takers oriented to their personal stake when offering referral. As gatekeepers to the service, call-takers’ decisions to offer or deny the service are available to scrutiny from other institutional representatives. To justify referral offers, call-takers draw on interpretative repertoires that construct callers as legitimate victims and themselves as institutional representatives obligated to help. These descriptions are at once practical – accounting for the local course of action – and ideological, constructing a version of reality in which certain people are recognised as legitimate victims within a broader social-moral order. Thus, call-takers demonstrate that the link between experience, identity, and help is procedurally consequential for access to Victim Support services. In the section below, I analyse call-takers’ offers for a different kind of help.
6.3 Offering Transfer

Offers of transfer recognise callers’ entitlement to help, but deny that Victim Support can help them. In many cases, these offers counter a position that callers have taken by calling the helpline, namely that they have a problem relevant for Victim Support. Below, I analyse how participants negotiate the formulation of callers’ experiences and identities to determine what they need and how they can be helped. In the following three cases, call-takers offer help in the form of transfer to police. These offers display call-takers’ understandings of callers as people with what Whalen and Zimmerman (1990) called a ‘policeable’ problem. In other words, offers to transfer to police treat callers as entitled to police help. Callers negotiate both how to understand their identities relative to their problems and the nature of the help they need.

In the following case, participants negotiate the kind of help the caller needs, displaying different understandings of the caller’s rights to help from different service-providers.
6.3.1 Molly 60

The design of the caller’s request displays her understanding that her problem may not be one that Victim Support can help her with, but that the call-taker can inform her of “who” she needs to contact (line 2). In a similar way to transfer requests (analysed in 5.1), this request constitutes the social context of the call as a conduit to service. The call-taker responds by providing advice and then offering transfer. The advice, “that would be straight through to the police” (lines 7-8), treats the caller’s problem as a straightforward and relevant policeable matter (see M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990). The nature of the caller’s problem infers her identity as a victim. Protection orders are granted by New Zealand family courts in cases
of domestic or family violence. Having a protection order is a predicate of being a victim, granting the caller entitlement to seek police help. Offers designed as interrogatives display that speakers have educed a problem from prior talk (Curl, 2006). Here, the call-taker begins her offer with “did you want” (line 8), indicating that she has determined the problem (needing to talk to police) and is offering transfer as a solution.

Yet the caller does not display the same understanding of her problem as a policeable matter. Rather than accepting or rejecting the transfer offer, she describes her problem. She first disavows that it is “something urgent” (line 11), displaying an understanding that transfer to the police is inapposite for non-urgent problems. As a counterpoint, she transforms her initial description (lines 1-4) into categorisation, “it’s (0.6) just a breach?” (lines 11-12) including the minimising token “just” to disavow that her problem is serious. Thus, caller and call-taker draw on two different interpretative repertoires. The call-taker’s offer displays her understanding that a breached protection order is a relevant matter for police intervention. By contrast, the caller described her problem differently to account for why she has called Victim Support rather than police.

The call-taker disagrees with the caller’s stance on her problem, upgrading her claim that the problem is a policeable matter. She reformulates the caller’s description (“just a breach”) as “breaking the law” (line 17). This description invokes the category crime, a kind of problem with common-sense links to police. If a law has been broken, and a crime committed, the caller can be understood as a victim. However, the call-taker refers to “you or whoever it is: .h that holds the protection order?” (lines 18-20), using an or-prefaced repair to suggest that both reference terms (the caller or anyone in her situation) are technically correct (see Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015). Nonetheless, she agrees that the caller’s problem is not an urgent police matter, specifying that the offered transfer is to the general police line. Neither caller nor call-taker treat the breach as an
emergency. Her subsequent offer suggests the caller can “have a chat to them about it?” (line 23), characterising the caller’s actions in a mundane way (rather than alternative like report it, or make a complaint) to pursue acceptance (Davidson, 1985), which the caller later provides (line 30).

In the following case, participants likewise negotiate how to understand the caller, her problem, and her accompanying rights to help.

6.3.2 Samuel 83

01 CLTKR: .hh so um: if you feel you could benefit from ah emotional support that’s absolutely fine:ne we can ah .h make a referral for you, .hh but ah: (y-) I would definitely encourage you to report what they did to the police,
06 (1.0)
07 CALLR: .h do you (.) do you think it is a crime or do you think it’s just a: a malfunctioning person .hh (. ) just taking advantage of somebody,
10 CLTKR: .hh (n-) we’ll I think um you you (.) .h if you:=
11 CALLR: [cos-]
12 CLTKR: entrusted somebody to look after your house while you were away, .hh and you um you had a right not to expect anything broke:n, and not to expect ah anybody that wasn’t supposed to be there to go in, .h
17 (1.0)
18 CLTKR: .h [so ] no I think (.) I think you’ve got every=
19 CALLR: [yep]
20 CLTKR: right to >you know y-< you- as you say you were taken advantage of and you were violated, so ah .hh >I’d I’d< very much encourage you to talk to the police yes,
23 (1.2)
25 CALLR: thank you,

Caller and call-taker displays different understandings of the caller’s identity and her associated rights to help from different institutions. The call-taker’s offer to make a referral (lines 1-3) displays his understanding that the caller is a victim entitled to emotional support from Victim Support. His advice that she contact police (lines 3-5) displays his understanding that, as a victim, she is also entitled to report her experience to police. The caller, however,
treats the status of her problem and identity as a victim as yet to be determined, asking the call-taker for his opinion.

Rather than accepting or rejecting the advice, the caller provides the call-taker with two versions of her problem formulated as yes/no interrogatives. The first, “do you think it is a crime” (line 7) displays her understanding of a relevant problem for police help. The second, “do you think it’s just a malfunctioning person just taking advantage of somebody” (line 7-9) displays her understanding of a problem that does not warrant police help. The principle of contiguity (Schegloff, 2007b) suggests the second option is designed for agreement, and is the caller’s understanding of her problem. If the caller’s experience is a crime, the person responsible is a perpetrator and she is a victim. Within this interpretative repertoire, reporting to the police is accountable. However, if the caller’s experience is simply unfortunate, the person responsible is “malfunctioning” and she is merely “somebody”, she is not entitled to report what happened to police. People who seek police help without a relevant policeable problem can be morally (or even legally) sanctioned (M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990) and the caller displays that she cannot accountably accept the call-taker’s offer of transfer.

Rather than selecting either of the caller’s options, the call-taker formulates the caller’s experience and identity in a different way to invoke her moral rights to seek help. He describes how she “entrusted” her home to someone (line 12), invoking a trust-based relationship between the caller and house-sitter. That relationship is a locus of rights and obligations, whereby the caller (as homeowner) has the rights to expect her property unharmed and her rules upheld (lines 14-16). The fact the house-sitter broke this agreement amounts to the caller being “violated” (line 21). This description accounts for his renewed recommendation – although notably he advises she “talk to” police (lines 22-23) rather than report the crime. This allows him
to defer to the police’s rights to judge events as crimes, while nevertheless arguing the caller is entitled to turn to them for help.

In this case then, participants display that different ways to understand the caller and her problem provide for different rights and entitlements. Although the call-taker does not make the caller’s identity as a victim explicit, he uses her relationship with the housesitter to invoke her rights to seek help. In the following chapter, I further explore how participants orient to relationship-based rights and obligations when understanding victimhood and how to respond. First however, I present one final case where the call-taker’s offer is not accepted. Despite the call-taker’s displayed stance on the caller’s identity and entitlement to help, she treats other aspects of her identity as relevant for understanding her problem and seeking help. This case demonstrates how the link between identity and help is procedurally consequential.
The call-taker’s transfer offer displays his understanding of the caller’s identity as a victim of crime who is entitled to police help, but in her rejection, she orients to a different identity as relevant. She invokes her racial identity with the self-categorisation “I’m a (. Indian” (lines 12-13). Using the plural pronoun “we” to speak as a category member, she specifies the relevant predicate, “we can’t go to the police” (line 13). The caller suggests that if she were to violate this category-restriction by taking up the call-taker’s offer to talk to police, she could be killed for doing so (lines 14-16). That these
threats come from the caller’s husband (whose shared racial membership can be inferred) demonstrates Sacks’ (1979, p. 13) argument that “systems of social control [are] built up around these categories which are internally enforced by the members.”

The call-taker’s request for confirmation (lines 18-19) display his orientation to the relevance of the caller’s victim identity rather than her identity as an Indian. Instead of accepting her rejection of his offer, he uses her disclosure of threats as a resource to begin a modified offer for the same kind of help (Davidson, 1990). After clarifying the threat (not shown), he formulates the caller’s problem, “your husband has threatened to kill you” (lines 35-36), and categorises it as “a serious crime,” (line 38). This shift from description to categorisation displays his understanding of what activities constitute serious crimes (see Stokoe, 2009). By formulating the caller’s experience as a serious crime, the call-taker invokes her identity as a victim and reasserts her entitlement to seek police help. His advice about what she “should do” (line 42) is based on his categorisation of her experience, making it projectable as a subsequent offer of transfer to police. The caller displays her understanding of this projected action, producing another rejection before he has finished speaking (lines 42-43).

Rather than offering an alternative categorisation of her problem and herself (as the callers in 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 do), the caller invokes her husband’s identity to provide another reason why she cannot turn to police. She claims that “people don’t believe me,” (lines 43-44) and ties this attribute to his membership in the categories “a politics person” and a “big business man,” (lines 44-45). For the call-taker, the caller’s disclosure of a serious crime justifies her seeking police help. For the caller – regardless of the criminal nature of her experiences – her husband’s identity invalidates her seeking any kind of help. It is not only police, but “people” in general who doubt the caller. She attributes this doubt, not to aspects of her identity, but his – because he is a politician and businessman, people
will not believe him capable of crimes. The link between gendered violence and disbelief has long been documented by feminists (see Jordan, 2004), and the caller’s category-based account presents her fear of disbelief as culturally recognisable. The ideological dilemmas of seeking help as a victim of violence are further explored in the following chapter.

The call-taker treats the caller’s problem as the institutionally relevant aspect in determining what kind of service should be provided. If she has experienced a serious crime, she is a victim, and thus entitled to seek help from police. The call-taker disregards the caller’s orientation to racial and occupational identities for herself and the perpetrator. Notably, the caller does not disavow her identity as a victim nor the status of her problem as a serious crime. Yet, she indicates that the link between identity (as a victim) and action (talking to police) is not straightforward because other aspects of her identity provide conflicting norms about how to act and who to turn to.

Despite the caller’s claims that her and her husband’s identities are relevant for determining who to turn to, the call-taker does not treat these as institutionally relevant reasons for rejection. In the final line of this extract, he bids for the floor and offers transfer once more before the caller disconnects the call (not shown). The call-taker’s disregard of the caller’s reasons for rejection ultimately result in the call ending without the caller accessing help from police or Victim Support. This outcome demonstrates the consequential nature of how participants understand one another. The negotiations during the call can carry real-world implications for callers’ safety, wellbeing, and access to support.
6.5 SUMMARY

This chapter explored participants’ orientations to the link between identity and help by examining call-takers’ practices. Call-takers act as gatekeepers to determine whether callers are eligible for services. Although callers have primary rights to their experience (knowledge of what happened and how they feel), call-takers oriented to their rights to determine whether such experiences meet institutional requirements (cf. Lindström & Weatherall, 2015). In performing the institutional task of gatekeeping, call-takers necessarily make judgements about caller’s experiences, identities, and entitlements (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a).

When denying callers’ requests for help, call-takers treat callers as neither victims nor clients. In other words, they are not the kind of people with the kind of problems the organisation recognises an obligation to help. Although calling for help displays callers’ understanding that they are a victim entitled to support, call-takers have the deontic rights to ultimately deny callers’ requests. Thus, the link between identity and action is procedurally consequential. If participants do not establish a joint understanding of callers as victims, call-takers can accountably deny them access to the service.

Conversely, offering referral displayed call-takers’ understanding of callers as eligible clients of the service. These offers treated callers as relevant people with relevant problems for the institution. Call-takers formulated caller’s problems in ways that constituted their identities as victims and demonstrated the institutional relevance of their problems. Call-takers thus rendered their offers of help accountable by invoking callers’ identities as relevant clients for support.

Offers of transfer likewise displayed call-takers’ understandings of who callers were and what they needed. In some cases, call-takers treat callers as victims entitled to help from Victim
Support and other services. In other cases, call-takers treat callers as victims, but deny their potential identities as clients. Although callers negotiated the nature of their problems and the kind of help needed, call-takers oriented to their greater deontic rights to determine how help was provided.

Through the different kinds of help they offer, call-takers display their understanding of who they are relative to callers. When call-takers offer to enlist callers as clients, they act as institutional representatives who are obligated to help victims in need of support. Yet by formulating callers’ problems and identities in different ways, call-takers provide for the relevance of other help-providers. If callers are not victims, or their problems fall beyond Victim Support’s institutional remit, then the organisation (and the call-taker) are not obligated to help them. Thus, negotiating the link between identity and help is procedurally consequential for the outcome of calls and the delivery or withholding of support.

In the following chapter, I extend my analysis of identity and help by focusing on callers who seek help on behalf of others. In this circumstance, categorising the problem and the person in need is also accompanied by categories for callers, which manage their rights and obligations to seek help on another’s behalf.
This chapter explores participants’ orientation to the link between identity and action when callers seek help on behalf of others. This kind of help-seeking invokes different kinds of relationships between identity and action. Callers orient to their own identity, and that of the person in need, as relevant for seeking help. Establishing someone’s need for Victim Support, as documented in the previous chapters, invokes their identity as a victim. When seeking help on another’s behalf, callers orient to their relationship with the victim and the rights and obligations this relationship provides to seek and provide help. I analyse how participants balance relationship-based rights and obligations with the rights and obligations associated with victim categories. In my analysis, I draw upon Sack’s (1967, 1972a) important work on the categorical organisation of help-seeking. Below, I briefly discuss his key findings, before turning to my analysis. The analysis examines how callers establish others as victims with no one to turn to, how participants distinguish between seeking and providing help, and how rights and obligations are made salient when a request is denied.

Common-sense knowledge about category members and their respective rights and obligations structure the social organisation of help. Sacks (1967, 1972a) argued that rights and obligations to help are organised through standardised relational pairs. Some members of relationship categories are proper to turn to in a search for help (Rp), and others are improper (Ri). Sacks argued that people who turn to institutions for help use relationship categories to understand institutional representatives as strangers whom it is improper to turn to. For example, callers to a suicide helpline accounted for talking to strangers by claiming they had no one to turn to. Even though call-takers treated themselves as proper help-providers because of their specialist knowledge about suicide, callers understood the activity of help-seeking in terms of relationships.
I analyse how participants orient to the categorical organisation of help when seeking help on behalf of others. Sacks (1967, p. 220) noted that “the restriction to use of Rp is an obligation the suicidal have to Rp,” so that members of Rp, “on being turned to for help may themselves seek out a professional” as a proper help-provider. In this chapter, I examine how categorical rights and obligations are negotiated when seeking help for another. The analysis shows how location can inoculate against Rp responsibilities, and how rights and obligations associated with victim categories can trouble those associated with relationships.

7.1 FORMULATING ‘NO ONE TO TURN TO’ FOR ANOTHER

How can a caller – in the act of seeking help for someone in need – nevertheless formulate that person as having no one to turn to? As Sacks (1967) documented, ‘no one’ can be understood as no available members of proper relationship categories (Rp). In the first three cases below, callers refer to location to account for why incumbents of R(p) categories are not available as someone to turn to. The following two cases demonstrate how victimisation can remove a present R(p) incumbent from the category of people whom it is proper to turn to.

In the first case, the caller uses the category friends to invoke self-other relations and account for why he is seeking help on behalf.
The caller identifies who he is seeking help for and his relationship to them through categorical references. Referring to “two friends” (line 2) makes relevant the caller’s own membership in the category friend. The description of a relationship break-up and the use of gendered pronouns (line 8) provide the inference that the two friends are members of a couple (Kitzinger, 2005). The description of suicide threats made by one member of the couple (lines 8-9) and the caller’s subsequent request for help for “her” (line 12) display that he is seeking help on behalf of one member of the couple. Spouses are first position members whom it is proper to turn to first in a search for help (Sacks, 1972b). Yet leaving the relationship severs the category-bound rights and obligations associated with membership, and this
break-up is the very reason for the suicide threats (lines 8-9). Thus, it can be inferred that the spouse is not available as someone to turn to.

The caller’s request, “I’m just wondering if there’s any help here in Durwood hh I can get her” (lines 10-12) displays his orientations to the contingencies associated with getting help through the use of “wondering” (Curl & Drew, 2008) and the inclusion of “any” which ‘tilts’ the answer towards preferring a no-response (Schegloff, 2007b). The problem (a suicidal friend) is not clearly a ‘Victim Support-able’ problem. Although the organisation does provide support to friends and family after suicide, institutional policy treats suicide threats and attempts as the purview of mental health services. The caller thus accounts for why his friend needs help and why he is the one to ask for it. He establishes her need for help by describing her mental health problems (lines 9-10). His references to other members of relationship categories both heighten his friend’s need for help (by invoking the absence of other relational support networks) and account for why he is the one to call.

Although the caller, as a friend, is a member of an R(p) category, different categories within R(p) have hierarchically organised rights and obligations (Sacks, 1972b). The caller displays an understanding that other category members may have greater rights than he to seek help on his friend’s behalf. At lines 69-70, he produces an explicitly marked account, “cos she’s from Somerset she’s got no one you see,” which formulates location as the reason his friend has no one. The caller here orients to a distinction between where his friend is “from” (line 69) and where she currently resides (lines 11-12). This description invokes normative understandings of the home town, and the connections to family and belonging (Taylor, 2010). Although the caller may very well have incumbents of proper pair positions she could turn to in Somerset, the caller orients to this as too far away to provide the help needed. Thus, although he is not a first position R(p) member, by virtue of his location (in the same city
as his friend), he has the ability to provide help which first position members lack (cf. Hunt, 1991).

The caller in the case below also refers to someone threatening suicide, yet designs her request for help quite differently. Nonetheless, she likewise accounts for why the person needs help and why she is calling by reference to relationship categories from standardised relational pairs.

### 7.1.2 Samuel 43

CALLR: good morning um my name is Deb Larry I’m calling in regard to my son ~who is in~ Westmere Sherring, =hh he’s threatening suicide, =hh we recently lost my ~son and his brother to suicide~ =hh and his marriage is falling down a-(.) around him. =hh because I’m currently in Moorland there’s nothing I can do.=can you please get someone to him. [0.4]

CLTKR: =hh okay yes:. he’s in um (0.2) .h he’s in Westmere did you say?

By categorising who she is calling for as “my son” (line 2), the caller invokes her identity through membership in the category mother. These categories are part of the standardised relational pair child-parent, which is a locus for rights and obligations to help (Sacks, 1967). The caller’s relationship with her son – and the absence of other available members of proper relationship categories – accounts for why she is calling for help on his behalf.

Like 7.1.1, the caller describes the problem as her son “threatening suicide” (line 3). In contrast to the previous case, her request for help (line 7) claims entitlement to help from Victim Support through the interrogative format and use of the modal verb “can” (Curl & Drew, 2008). The caller presents the problem as institutionally relevant by invoking her (and her son’s) relationship with the organisation. The description “we recently lost my ~son and his brother to suicide~” (lines 3-4) performs three functions. First, it identifies both caller and her son as institutionally relevant victims –
people who have lost a family member to suicide. The caller later reveals that her son has already been allocated a support worker (not shown), and this description makes inferentially available his identity as a client. Second, the description identifies another member of a proper relationship category, a brother, who is unavailable as someone to turn to. Third, it provides a reason why the caller’s son may be suicidal, lending credence his threats (see Horne & Wiggins, 2009).

Despite the fact she is calling on his behalf, the caller claims there is “nothing” she can do (line 7). She accounts for her unavailability by formulating her location as “currently in Moorland” (line 6), a city over five hours’ drive from her son’s location. Using place names displays the caller’s expectation that the call-taker will recognise these locations, invoking a “common sense geography” (Schegloff, 1972, p. 85) in which the names of New Zealand towns and cities are presumed to be shared knowledge. The nature of this account displays the caller’s orientation to a distinction between seeking support (which she currently doing) and providing support (which she accounts for being unable to do). This displays the caller’s understanding that the kind of help needed is something which must be provided in person.

In the case below, the caller likewise accounts for calling by establishing that her friend has no one to turn to. In contrast to the prior cases, the caller establishes from the outset her friend’s identity as a victim and the institutional relevance of the problem. The analysis attends to how the caller orients to self-other relations and moral obligation when accepting the call-taker’s offer of help.
7.1.3 Adrian S3

CALLR: it's Laure speaking .hh :um (0.2) I'm phoning on behalf of my girlfriend hh she was assaulted a week ago [hhh] ah what is the procedure? = I mean=

CLTKR: [mhm ]

CALLR: the police haven't even contacted her.

((107 lines omitted))

CLTKR: .h alrighty so I don't think (0.6) Stace's in our system, (.) ah :h so what I'm presuming is happened is police haven't sent a referral through to victim support as of yet, .h just if I can ask would you wanting (0.2) to be: (0.8) w- (0.2) ah >w:ould you want to do th e: < th e: referral on her (0.2) behalf?

((13))

CALLR: yes: >yep< [yeah I would ]

CLTKR: [[sounds good]] so [just ah- ]

CALLR: [.hh >so] I- you know I mean I've-< hhh I raced down the other day >because I live in Moorland< she lives in Northington,

CLTKR: mhm,

CLTKR: .h goth[ca]

CALLR: [ o]kay?

((2))

CLTKR: just um (0.2) just as a quick note ah (0.4) because because y:ou >are the one< making the: referral on her behalf essentially [(when)]

CALLR: [ yeah ]

CLTKR: (0.4) the: (0.2) the: support worker wants wants to get in in contact with her (. ) they would advise her that (0.2) you were the person who (0.6) contacted us.=

CALLR: =yep! >yep< absolutely, =I told- I'm- I'm-=

CLTKR: []

CALLR: =yeah I said that something needs to be (. ) happening, 'cause I'm too far away I can't (0.2) .hh[hh ]

CLTKR: [awe]some,

CALLR: >I mean I can< talk to her on the ph one when she answers it,

((0.4))

CLTKR: gotcha ah just ah er- just after you you said that the victim is in Northington?
The caller opens with a complaint that her girlfriend was “assaaulted a week ago” but has yet to hear from police (lines 1-5). This establishes her girlfriend’s identity as a victim and displays the caller’s stance on the noticeable absence of help from police (see Watson, 1978). In the omitted lines, the call-taker explains what Victim Support can provide and searches the database for a possible casefile. In doing so, he ratifies the caller’s understanding that her girlfriend is a victim entitled to Victim Support. At line 6 of this extract, he announces the results of his search. Since proper police procedure has not been followed (to send a referral to Victim Support), he offers to take a referral from the caller. Although she accepts this offer, she orients to the accountability of enlisting institutional help, and both participants treat the referral as non-normative.

The caller’s accounts display her orientation to her rights and obligations as an Rp member. After accepting the referral offer (line 14), she describes her previous attempts to provide support. The description, “I raced down the other day” (lines 17-18) makes inferentially available that she visited (in a state of urgency) after the assault. With a lexically marked account (line 18) she names the cities where she and her friend live. Using place names provides inferential resources for her recipient to understand that she has travelled a considerable distance (over two hours’ drive), but because they live in different places, the caller cannot continue to provide this kind of support (see Schegloff, 1972).

The call-taker likewise displays an orientation to the caller’s help-seeking as potentially accountable, informing her that she will be identified as the one who enlisted her girlfriend for support (lines 25-32). This orients to the expectation that people in need may not welcome help provided by strangers (Sacks, 1972b). The caller provides an upgraded agreement (line 33) and claims her girlfriend is aware she is seeking help on her behalf. With reported speech, she conveys that the assertion “something needs to be (.) happening,”
(lines 35-36) was directed to her girlfriend as an account for why she is seeking help. The caller orients to the accountability of seeking help from Victim Support (strangers) rather than providing it herself with the claim “I’m too far away I can’t” (line 36).

As member of a proper relationship category, the caller has the right to be turned to in a search for help, and an obligation, once turned to, to provide help if she recognises the problem as serious (Sacks, 1972b). Here, the caller treats travelling to visit her girlfriend after an assault as a common-sense thing to do, but treats the provision of ongoing support as beyond her ability to provide. She treats the help she can provide - talking over the phone (line 39) – as insufficient, which accounts for her calling the helpline. Although she has the right (and obligation) to provide support over the phone, she orients to the provision of support in person as something she is unable to do, and thus turns to an institution to provide this.

In the following two cases, callers formulate their relationship with victims differently. These callers accomplish a shared understanding of ‘no one to turn to’ by categorising incumbents of proper relationship categories as perpetrators.

### 7.1.4 Samuel 55

01 CALLR: hello Samuel my name is Joe Lachlan and I’m a
02 CALLR: victims advisor at the Faracet district court,
03 CLTKR: yes Joe
04 CALLR: .hh right I:: (0.4) g- hh m- (0.4) got a um I’ve
05 CALLR: got a victim (0.2) um (0.4) of um (0.6) prolonged
06 CALLR: (0.4) um ((background noise)) offences again- o-
07 CALLR: on on her by her daughter, .hh now (0.2) um the
08 CALLR: daughter has just been er sent to (0.4) four
09 CALLR: months imprisonment. (0.8) or but of course the
10 CALLR: victim has now feeling really ab- she’s feeling
11 CALLR: really abused and quite alone.

The caller categorises himself as “a victims advisor” at a district court (line 2) and the person he is calling for as “a victim” (line 5). These categories are part of a membership categorisation
device. The activity of committing “offences” (line 6) is bound to the category offender, another member within that collection. Yet rather than using the category within this collection, the caller refers to the offender as “her daughter,” (line 7). Thus, the relationship between victim and offender is not one merely created by the act of crime, but is located within the collection of relationship categories. The standardised relational pair child-parent is a locus for a set of rights and obligations concerning helping, such that daughters can be understood as first position members whom it is proper to turn to (see Hunt, 1991). Yet here, an incumbent of the first position R(p) category is also an incumbent of the category offender (a decidedly improper person for a victim to turn to!).

Just because first position members cannot be turned to does not mean it is proper to turn to others (Sacks, 1972b). The caller articulates this common-sense upshot with “of course” (line 9). Not only is the victim “feeling really abused” and in need of help, she is also “quite alone” (lines 10-11) as she has no one to turn to. Similarly, the caller in 7.1.5 invokes his identity as a member of an occupational category. Yet, in contrast to the case above, he indicates that he is calling in a personal rather than professional capacity. Nonetheless, he treats his occupational membership as relevant for how the victim identified him as someone to turn to.
The categories “shift commander” (line 2) and “Asian lady” (lines 5-6) are not paired; nor are they relational. Thus, it is not by reference to relationship categories that the caller has been turned to and is now seeking help on behalf. The caller claims that the woman’s knowledge of his membership “in the police” (line 8) was the reason she approached him for advice. Why though, was police a relevant category for the woman to select someone to turn to?
After the call-taker prompts the caller to describe the problem (line 18), he describes the category “family violence” (line 20). Although he disavows it (notably, “at this stage” line 21), the category provides inferences to understand his subsequent description of a relationship break-up. The colloquial term “hubby” (line 23) references a member of a relationship category. Husbands and wives are members of standardised relational pairs, and the woman’s husband is a first position member of a category whom it is proper to turn to (Sacks, 1972b). As with Extracts 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, describing a relationship break-up provides for the unavailability of the husband as someone to turn to. However, when the husband is also a (potential) perpetrator of violence, the rights and obligations associated with relationship categories intersect with those associated with the categories victim and perpetrator. Perpetrators (irrespective of their relationship to victims) are not someone victims can turn to for help. The categorical organisation of the search for help thus provides an ideological dilemma for victims of domestic violence attempting to seek help.

When calling on behalf, formulating ‘no one to turn to’ is both a resource to demonstrate another’s need for help and an account for why the caller is the one to seek help. Thus, the link between identity and help concerns not only the victim’s identity (relative to the problem and the institution), but the caller’s identity and relationship to the one they are calling for. In the following section, I further explore how participants orient to the relationship between identity and help when callers seek help on behalf. Participants distinguish between arranging and providing help and orient to different self-other relations as relevant for these kinds of help.
7.2 Rights and Obligations of Seeking or Providing Support

Both callers and call-takers distinguish between seeking help on behalf and providing it directly. In the previous section, callers accounted for calling by describing their inability to provide help directly. In the cases below, participants likewise treat different identities and self-other relations as relevant for either arranging or providing help.

Extract 7.2.1 is a continuation of 7.1.1 where the caller is seeking help for his friend. Here, the call-taker’s recommendations display her understanding of the relative distribution of rights and obligations for people with different relationships to the person in need.

7.2.1 Ellie 1

01 CLTKR: "I mean if she’s that bad what you can do is
02 ring police and get the police to come do a
03 welfare check and they can do an assessment
04 on her (there)"
05 (0.6)
06 CALLR: yep
07 (0.6)
08 CLTKR: or um you could <you and your friend could take
09 her up to a and e,
10 (1.4)
11 CLTKR: and [ a:]h [(say you don’t)] want to leave=
12 CALLR: [yep ] [ no cool ]
13 CLTKR: =her (0.6) on her own there (0.4) um:
14 CALLR: yeah

The call-taker orients to the link between identity and action when she gives advice about different kinds of help that are available to the caller as a friend. She treats the activity of calling police as something the caller “can do” (line 1) – just as he is currently seeking help by calling Victim Support. In this first recommendation, she treats the caller as able to seek help, and names “the police” (line 2) as an occupational category who can provide the help needed. However, her second recommendation – to take the woman to the
accident and emergency department of the hospital (lines 8-9) – displays a different understanding of ability and obligation. The call-taker repairs from “you” to “you and your friend” (line 8), an aggregation repair which shifts responsibility from the caller to a collective (Lerner & Kitzinger, 2007). This collective comprises of the caller and his friend, the same person who is the soon-to-be-ex-spouse of the suicidal woman. Notably, the recommendation here is to “take” (line 8) the woman to the hospital, an activity the call-taker treats as a form of providing support.

In both recommendations, the call-taker orients to members of occupational categories (police and hospital staff respectively) as having special knowledge about how to deal with the problem of suicide. As professionals, members in these categories can be proper to turn to (Sacks, 1972b). Yet the caller’s role in connecting his friend to these professional involves either calling for help or directly participating in bringing her to hospital. By formulating the first activity as within the caller’s ability, the call-taker aligns with the caller’s tacit claim (enacted by calling Victim Support) that he has a right to seek help on his friend’s behalf. In contrast, by treating the second activity as a shared responsibility, she orients to the continuing obligations of the soon-to-be-ex-spouse, despite the relationship break-up. Thus, different relationships with someone in need make accountable different forms of help.

Participants negotiate both relational and institutional obligations to help victims. In 7.2.2, the participants orient to the caller’s professional identity and the kind of help her occupational category membership makes accountable. Caller and call-taker orient to her seeking support as beyond the normal kind of help she is obligated to provide.
7.2.2 Samuel 97

01 CLTKR: kia ora victim support Samuel speaking,
02 (0.6)
03 CALLR: oh hi Samuel good morning um my name is Lucy and
04 I’m a victim advisor at Omakau district court. how
05 are you,
06 (0.4)
07 CLTKR: oh good thank you Lucy,
08 CALLR: .hh that’s good .h um look the reason for my call
09 is I was just talking to: one of the victims and
10 she’s very distressed, .hh um and she would really:
11 be helpful if someone can give her a call from
12 victim support? .hh um if I give you her details
13 and other things er- y- is- can someone contact her
14 today if possible?
15 (0.4)
16 CLTKR: .HH okay erm .h yes ah so d-does she know that
17 you’re calling us to make a referral on her behalf.
18 (0.2)
19 CALLR: ah yes she did say that because I did (0.2) I did
20 got her permission and she agreed.

As in 7.1.4, the caller identifies herself as “a victim advisor” at a district court (line 4). Members of this occupational category have special knowledge about how to deal with victims as professionals (Sacks, 1972b). The caller categorises the person she is calling for as “one of the victims” (line 9). These two categories are not a relational pair, but an institutional pairing. While some rights and obligations concerning help are organised by the relationships between people, other rights and obligations to help are organised institutionally (Psathas, 1999). Here, the caller’s self-categorisation as “a victim advisor” infers certain rights and obligations concerning the provision of help to someone categorised as a victim.

Despite this, the caller treats emotional support as a form of help she cannot provide. She accounts for calling by describing a prior conversation that has occasioned her call. The assessment of her client’s emotional state as “very distressed” (line 10) accounts for why she has turned to Victim Support for help. The woman’s membership in the category victim grants her the emotional status to express emotion regarding this domain of experience (Stevanovic &
Peräkylä, 2014). However, this expression of emotion has been directed to the wrong recipient, and the caller orients to providing emotional support as an activity that is not bound to her institutional category membership. The relationship between caller and her client – their shared sense of who they are to each other – influences what kind of help can be given.

The caller is not a member of a proper relationship category, and her client has not turned to her seeking help. Instead, she has inferred a need for emotional support due to her client’s expression of emotion. The call-taker’s question (lines 16-17) treats the caller’s activity of arranging support as non-normative and potentially problematic if her client is unaware of it (see Sacks, 1967). By confirming that she explicitly sought permission (lines 19-20), the caller likewise displays an orientation that arranging support for her client is not a straightforward right or obligation of her category membership, but a marked activity beyond the normal remit of her role.

In contrast, in 7.2.3, the caller – who is likewise categorised within an occupational device – presents herself as able to both arrange and provide support. In contrast to the previous cases, the caller is not seeking help, but calling to cancel arrangements that may have been made for her client.
7.2.3 Molly 44

01 CALLR: I’m- I’m- (. ) ringing it’s Jessica Royden
02 Speaking from stopping violence services, .h
03 and I’m ringing on behalf of um someone that
04 I’m working with,
05 CLTKR: mhm
06 CALLR: who is a- (. ) um appearing- she’s been summoned
07 to court as a witness .hh and that is on the
08 ninth of:: September
09 CLTKR: mhm
10 CALLR: .h on thurs:day and: (. ) .h I’m not sure if a
11 Victim support person had been organised to: uh
12 um: go with her.
13
14 ((12 lines omitted – location confirmed))
.

24 CALLR: I’m not trying to organise somebody, I’m trying
25 to find out whether someone was organised
26 be[cause] .h I talked to: my client, and she=
27 CLTKR: [yeah ]
28 CALLR: =said she actually doesn’t want (. ) a stran:ger,
29 CLTKR: mm
30 CALLR: she said what’s the point (0.6) that person
31 doesn’t like know me (0.6) um:: (. ) I don’t know
32 if I really want someone who I’ve never met and
33 don’t know,
34 (0.7)
35 CALLR: which is fair enough so I’m actually going to
36 accompany her but .hh if there has been someone
37 orga:nised then I’ll need to can[cel ]
38 CLTKR: [yeah]

The caller orients to identity and self-other relations when accounting for calling. She identifies as an institutional representative (lines 1-2) and uses the non-recognitional description “someone that I’m working with,” (lines 3-4) to refer to the person she is calling for. This description infers the category client, and in this context, clients can also be understood as victims. The caller displays her understanding that her client’s victim membership may have been ascribed by other institutional representatives, and a support worker organised to accompany her to court (lines 10-12).

The occupational category of “a Victim support person” (lines 10-11) can be seen as a professional with special knowledge regarding how to support victims. As a victim, the client is entitled to
receive this kind of support. Yet, the caller re-categorises the support worker within the collection of relationship categories, as “a stranger” (line 28), to account for her client’s rejection of this offer. As Sacks (1967) documented, the same incumbent may be at once proper in terms of knowledge categories, but improper under a relational categorisation. For the client (much like callers to the suicide helpline), relationship categories are a resource to understand potential help-providers and reject strangers as improper to turn to. Using reported speech, the caller unpacks the predicates of the category stranger as someone who “doesn’t like know” the client because she has “never met” them and correspondingly does not know them (lines 30-31). The caller thus constitutes the link between identity and action, claiming that support cannot be provided by strangers.

When the caller reveals that she is “actually going to accompany her” (lines 35-36), she tacitly claims that she can provide the kind of help her client needs. The caller is not a member of a standardised relational pair with her client. Their relationship is institutional: that between professional and client. But by the criteria laid out in lines 30-33, caller and client do have an established relationship – she knows her client, her client knows her, they have met and talked together – and so at least is not a stranger. Thus, the caller configures self-other relations to account for why she, unlike the support worker, can provide help in this case.

While the callers in 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 do not have an obligation to help (because they are not members of proper relationship categories), they nonetheless orient to an opportunity to provide help. Even when callers are members of proper relationship categories, the nature of their obligation can be negotiated relative to other members of standardised relational pairs. Thus, different kinds of identities and social relations make available different forms of help. The moral accountability of providing help is inexorably linked to identity.
7.3 **Denying a Request for Help on Behalf**

In this final section, I analyse two extracts from a call in which the call-taker denies the caller’s request for help for her mother. The participants display competing understandings of the relevant self-other relations. The caller orients to the relevance of relationship categories to demonstrate her mother’s need for help and account for why she is seeking help on behalf. The call-taker, however, treats the rights and obligations bound to victim and offender categories as more relevant in assessing whether the request can be granted.

### 7.3.1 Samuel 54

01 CALLR: and um I’ve- (0.4) I’ll just take off, (0.2) .hh
02 yeah no just wondering what um "er-er-" (0.6) tch
03 like what you guys >can do cos I’ve got a bit of a<
04 um: (1.0) it’s been ongoing for about (. ) a month
05 but I’ve got a bit of a (0.4) ‘er-‘ (0.2) or (0.2)
06 .h (0.4) court policey kind of situation that I’ve
07 got myself into, and my mum: (0.6) is really really
08 quite upset about it?

((28 lines omitted – service explained))

36 CLTKR: .h so um .h (. ) ah (0.6) .h so ho- in what way
37 has sh: has-has ah your mother been affected by
38 what’s happened to you? .h
39 CALLR: o:h very much so um over my lifetime and (I-)
40 (0.2) like um she’s got (. ) “a-” a: partner
41 there but he’s very unwell he’s: (0.4) passing?
42 .hhh um (0.2) she’s just been through (. ) so
43 much lately like she’s just lost her mother. And
44 her partner’s passing away and she’s um .hh (0.2)
45 no she’s gotten to a stage where: (0.2) she: (0.2)
46 >sh- like she has< mental health (. ) problem (0.4)
47 j- just like I do it- >like at the moment< but
48 mine I-I’ve just become sick and it’s kind of
49 (0.2) got- (0.2) you know it’s really affected her?

The caller claims to be uncertain about “what you guys >can do” (line 3), displaying herself as a first-time help-seeker. She describes an ongoing problem which she formulates as a “court policey kind of situation.” (line 6) after marked perturbations which display difficulty in word selection (line 5). However, by describing the emotional impact on her mother (lines 7–8), the caller displays that she is seeking help on behalf. In the omitted lines, the caller describes
how her attempts to support her mother over the phone have been unsuccessful, accounting for her request for a support worker visit.

However, at line 36 the call-taker displays that he has not yet determined if the caller’s mother is eligible for help from Victim Support. His question displays a presupposition that the caller is a victim whose experiences have had an adverse effect on her mother (in institutional terminology, the mother would be listed as a ‘secondary victim’, see 5.1.3). In contrast to the caller’s attribution of personal responsibility (line 7), his reference to “what’s happened to you?” (lines 37-38) treats the caller as victim of events for which she is not responsible (Lindholm et al., 2014). Thus, the relevant social relations for the call-taker are those between primary and secondary victim – in other words, how the caller’s mother has been affected by the caller’s victimisation.

The caller, however, orients to quite different social relations. Although she claims that her mother has been “very much” affected by her own experiences (line 39), she orients to why her mother needs help rather than describing an experience of victimisation. As in the previous cases, she orients to members of relationship categories as possible people to turn to. One member of a proper relationship category is her mother’s partner, but he is “very unwell” (line 6) and “passing away” (line 9) and thus not available to turn to. Another member is “her mother” who is unavailable having died recently (line 8). The caller herself, as a daughter, has a proper obligation to provide help, yet her recent illness is a cause of her mother’s distress (lines 48-49), which suggests she is unable to provide help. By exhausting relevant other options, the caller makes understandable that her mother has ‘no one’ and thus accounts for turning to an institution on her behalf.

The call-taker, however, treats ‘no one to turn to’ as an insufficient reason for seeking help from Victim Support and pursues details from the caller in the following case.
7.3.2 Samuel 54

01 CLTKR: .H okay so um y- can you tell me more about um
02 uh th- the cri::me or the trauma that you’ve
03 been um .h that you’ve been subject to lately
04 that ah that—that’s happened to you?
05 (0.8)
06 CALLR: oh for me?=um it’s been ah I breached.=I went
07 away to a t-to: >another town< to visit and I
08 was too far away to make my probation .h and I
09 breached and um (0.2) got really worried and
10 started to try and avoid it over the last two
11 and half three weeks.
12 (0.4)
13 CALLR: .h [um]
14 CLTKR: [.H]
15 (0.6)
16 CALLR: I went ho:me a:nd well wasn’t in a (0.2) state
17 to be able to #um# (0.4) .h to settle down or do:
18 anything that I was meant to do? um (.) ye:ah .h
19 (0.4) that’s [my buzz]
20 CLTKR: [ i- ]
21 (0.4)
22 CLTKR: in-in which cas:e um that-that-that’s where
23 you’re um you’re .h the offender aren’t you?
24 like not ah: not so much the victim? (.) .h
25 it’s ah: (l-) it was your responsibility to
26 >y’know< to be where you were supposed to be
27 for the: um you know .h for the probation.
28 (.)
29 CALLR: .hhhh s[o um]
30 CLTKR: [yeah yeah I-<] "(exactly)" I’m not
31 trying to ask for support I’m trying to ask
32 (0.2) to see if there’s any support for my mum
33 being the victim >a-a- a- A victim of (.) of:
34 (0.2) you know m- what’s (0.4) [ g]one on.=
35 CLTKR: [(.)]
36 CALLR: yeah [exact]ly I’m (0.2) OWINg that that’s–
37 CLTKR: [(d-) ]
38 =why I’m ringing ya(h) hh
39 (0.2)
40 CLTKR: .h YE:ah yeah .h so victim support wouldn’t
41 unfortunately be: um the appropriate place to
42 offer support to your mother .h in that
43 situation.

The call-taker’s question makes explicit that the relevant aspect of the caller’s problem is the “the cri::me or the trauma” (line 2) she has experienced. The design of this question displays the call-
taker’s presupposition that the caller is a victim who has “been subject to” (line 3) events which have “happened” (line 4) to her for which she is not responsible. Associations of passivity have common-sense links to victimhood (see Lindholm et al., 2014). This question also displays the call-taker’s understanding that the caller’s identity as a victim is relevant for understanding her request for support for her mother.

The caller, however, treats her mother’s identity as relevant for her request. Her oh-prefaced response, “oh for me?” (line 6) treats the call-taker’s question as inapposite (Heritage, 1998), treating her identity as unrelated to the help she is seeking. Rather than describing a crime or trauma that has happened to her, the caller describes how she breached her probation (lines 6-11). Both participants orient to the way this description of events makes inferences available about the caller’s identity. The call-taker explicitly categorises the caller as “the offender” (line 23), marking this as the upshot of her description. The call-taker displays his understanding of victim-offender categories as mutually exclusive, claiming that her identity as an offender means she is “not so much the victim?” (line 24). He articulates the moral upshot of the caller’s category-bound “responsibility” to meet her probation conditions (lines 25-26). While the call-taker treats victims as lacking agency (lines 3-4), he attributes responsibility (and blame) to the caller as an offender (see Watson, 1983). By articulating her failure to fulfil her category obligations, the call-taker attributes blame (Watson, 1978), meaning her identity can be morally qualified into something like ‘bad offender’ (Cuff, 1993). Thus, different interpretative repertoires construct the caller’s identity as either a victim or an offender, making accountable the alternative actions of offering or denying support.

Rather than deny her category membership, the caller challenges the associated moral inferences. She disavows that she is seeking support for herself, instead describing that she is “trying to ask (0.2) to see if there’s any support for my mum” (lines 31-32). By
formulating her conduct in this way, she addresses the accountability of her action (Sidnell, 2017). She displays an understanding that, as an offender, seeking help from Victim Support for herself is morally accountable, and denies doing so. Instead, her formulation of seeking help on behalf displays her understanding of categories that licence help-seeking. The caller orients to her mother’s identity as relevant (as the person in need of help), rather than her identity as the one seeking help. Categorising her mother as “A_victim” (line 33), the caller establishes her mother’s entitlement to support – irrespective of her own categorical identity as an offender. For the call-taker however, the caller’s categorical identity as an offender invalidates her rights to seek help for herself or others, reflecting institutional policy that states Victim Support cannot assist offenders or their families.

Sacks (1967) demonstrated the way callers and call-takers used categories from relationship or knowledge collections, often coming up with different understandings of who was proper to turn to. For example, a call-taker is proper when categorised as a professional with special knowledge and competence about suicide; but improper when categorised as a stranger with no personal relationship with the caller. The analysis above adds a third collection of categories, which we may gloss as a ‘victimhood collection’. The paired categories of victim and offender can undercut or even replace the relevance of both relational and knowledge-based categories, which may result in denials of service.
7.4 **SUMMARY**

Seeking help on behalf of others highlights participants’ orientations to the moral accountability of help. Participants invoke self-other relations to make sense of who they are relative to others, and to organise rights and obligations to help.

When callers identified as members of relationship categories, they treated calling Victim Support as accountable. Callers accounted for why they were seeking help rather than providing it, orienting to their category-bound rights to provide help. Formulating their location as too far away to help was a key resource for callers to account for seeking help on behalf of others. Conversely, callers who identified as members of occupational categories accounted for seeking help on behalf by claiming the person they were calling for had no one else. This was particularly salient in cases of domestic or family violence where members of proper relationship categories were also perpetrators. As feminist research has documented, people who find themselves in such situations are often left with no one to turn to (Frías & Agoff, 2015; Sabina, Cuevas, & Rodriguez, 2014; Towns & Adams, 2009) as members of other categories do not have the same rights and obligations to be turned to for help (Sacks, 1972b).

Participants oriented to the way that calling on behalf structured the relationship between identity and help. Callers who identified themselves in different ways treated different kinds of help as part of their rights or obligations. Participants negotiated who could seek and provide help, and how help was rendered accountable through participants’ social relations. Some forms of help (such as calling support services) could be carried out by certain members of relationship categories, while others (such as taking someone to hospital) were treated as an entitlement of first-position pair members only. Yet the relevant basis of a relationship which renders help accountable was negotiated by participants.
Although rights and obligations organised by reference to relationships are a common-sense way to understand help, in the institutional context of Victim Support, rights between victims and institutions can trump those based on relationships. In the final section, a caller categorised her mother as a victim with no one to turn to, but the call-taker denied her rights to seek help. As discussed in the previous chapter, denying requests rejects claims of victimhood. In this case however, the call-taker did not deny the mother’s category membership, but explicitly categorised the caller to reject her rights to seek help from the service. This move made a strong epistemic claim to categorise the caller’s identity, which was consequential in the ultimate withholding of support. Thus, it is not only the kind of help requested, but the identity of the requester that can be at stake when seeking help in calls to Victim Support.
8 DISCUSSION

In this final chapter, I synthesise the findings of my analyses to argue for the mutually constitutive link between identity and help in calls to Victim Support. I begin by summarising the findings of each analytic chapter. Then, I discuss how my findings shed light on the psychological question of the relationship between identity and action. Although identity is particularly salient when seeking help in this institutional context, I argue that identity and help are always related in social interaction.

This thesis is the first interactional examination of a victim support organisation. In the final section, I discuss how my work contributes to the interactional literature on help in institutional contexts, and how the link between identity and help constitutes the institutional context of Victim Support. I highlight some limitations of the data, and end by suggesting implications for practice that could help the organisation improve service-provision.

8.1 IDENTIFYING AS A VICTIM IN REQUESTS FOR HELP

In the first analytic chapter, I documented how the nature of the help sought was part and parcel of participants’ identities. The kind of help callers sought – and how they asked for it – displayed their understanding of who they were relative to their recipient and the social context of the call (see Lindström, 2005).

On the Victim Support helpline, requests for help invariably invoked callers’ identities and help-seeking was rendered accountable through a shared sense of who participants were to each other (cf. Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). I am referring to both senses of accountable conduct here. Asking for help was account-able or intelligible (Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1990) through callers’ identities. Callers were understood as asking for help (even in the absence of a linguistic request) when they were understood as
victims. Asking for help was also accountable in the moral sense, explainable or justifiable (Robinson, 2016), with reference to identity. Callers oriented to the ways their identities as victims granted them the moral rights (or category-bound entitlements) to seek help from Victim Support. In this sense, identity and help are mutually constitutive. Asking for help constituted callers’ identities as victims; and callers’ identities as victims constituted their requests for help.

In this section, I discuss the different ways callers oriented to their identities as relevant and procedurally consequential. Callers oriented to identity through displays of knowledge, descriptions of experience, self-categorisation, and negotiations of category-bound rights.

8.1.1 Displaying knowledge and entitlement

Callers who sought support workers displayed an expectation of who their recipient was and what could be done for them. These callers designed their requests to display their entitlement to help and their knowledge that transfer was an available form of help. Using interrogative request forms with modal verbs like “can” (5.2.1) or “could” (5.2.2) displayed speakers’ understanding of their entitlement (Curl & Drew, 2008). By specifying the desired solution, callers also displayed their knowledge of the kind of help available (see Fox & Heinemann, 2017). Callers’ epistemic access – knowledge of what help was available – and their deontic rights – to determine how help would be provided – were two key ways they oriented to their identities as clients as linked to their rights to access help.

Participants jointly oriented to clients as victims whose eligibility for the service had been previously established. Call-takers conflated the categories victim and client, treating a case-file in the database as relevant predicate of victim category membership (e.g. 5.2.2). Although callers displayed similar understandings, the use of
alternative categories such as friend (5.1.2) or survivor (5.1.3) demonstrated that, for callers, the implications of a victim identity extended beyond institutional relevance. Interview research has suggested that people attempt to modify their identities as victims when seeking help from victim support services (Åkerström et al., 2011; Jägervi, 2014). My analyses demonstrate how participants orient to the relevance of identity in the act of seeking help. As the first interactional analysis of calls to a victim support service, my work shows that identity concerns are demonstrably relevant and procedurally consequential for callers when they seek help.

8.1.2 Describing experiences and displaying emotion

When callers described experiences of victimisation, they were understood as seeking emotional support. In the social context of Victim Support, call-takers understood descriptions of a relevant experience as requests for help. My findings complement research which has shown requests are social actions that can be built and understood from different resources in different contexts (Fox & Heinemann, 2016; Lindström, 2005; Stevanovic, 2011). On the Victim Support helpline, describing an experience of victimisation was sufficient to be understood as requesting emotional support.

Displays of emotion were another resource for building and interpreting requests for help (e.g. 5.2.1). The nature of the help available – emotional support – meant displaying or claiming emotional need presented callers as relevant service-seekers. When such displays were coupled with descriptions of institutionally relevant experiences, call-takers treated callers as potential clients. Thus, the rights to own and express emotions about victimisation configured self-other relations and made requests for help intelligible. This relationship between emotion, identity, and help demonstrates how the emotional order is a resource for participants to understand who they are and what they are doing (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014).
When call-takers treated descriptions of victimisation as requests for service, they treated callers as victims traumatised by their experience and entitled to emotional support. This link between experience, identity, and help was one way participants invoked and constituted common-sense knowledge that victimisation causes trauma (see Gavey & Shmidt, 2011). Yet callers also challenged the relevant ways to understand who they were and what they needed. For example, in 5.2.2, the caller described an experience of victimisation, but denied that she was seeking the kind of support offered. Although participants may treat relationship between identity and help as taken-for-granted, my analyses show that this relationship is a joint accomplishment.

8.1.3 Self-categorisation

Callers categorised themselves as victims when seeking practical advice for problems involving different institutions. Callers distinguished between their experience of victimisation and their current problems which distinguished them from callers seeking emotional support directly after being victimised (cf. 5.2.1). Claiming category membership makes relevant speakers’ category-bound rights to help (Watson, 1978). Callers categorised themselves to establish their rights to help from Victim Support (see 5.3.1 and 5.3.2), or comment on the noticeable absence of help they were entitled to (e.g. 5.3.4).

When callers categorised themselves as victims, they displayed their understandings of the people and problems the organisation recognises. Although prior research has documented the importance of establishing a joint understanding of a ‘doctorable’ problem for medical help (Heritage & Robinson, 2006), a ‘policeable’ problem for emergency assistance (M. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990), and a ‘mediatable’ problem to access mediation services (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007), seeking help from Victim Support requires both an institutionally relevant problem and an institutionally relevant
identity. By claiming membership in the category victim and by categorising their experiences as domestic violence (5.3.1), assault (5.3.2) or burglary (5.3.3), callers oriented to crime as the kind of experience which made them eligible for help from Victim Support. Thus, callers oriented to who they were and what had happened to them as relevant considerations when seeking help.

8.1.4 Claiming rights to information

Through requests for help, participants negotiated which rights, predicates, and activities were associated with victim category membership. Predicates “which reference motives, rights, entitlements, obligations, knowledge, attributes and competencies” can be linked to different categories to describe and reason about members’ conduct (Psathas, 1999, p. 144). My analyses show that participants built the link between victim categories, activities, and predicates in relation to different interactional demands. Callers displayed an understanding that membership in different categories provided different rights to certain kinds of information. For example, members of the category ex-partner lack rights to knowledge about ex-partners’ whereabouts, while members of the category victim are entitled to know whether perpetrators are still in custody (5.4.2).

Callers displayed their understanding of the link between identity and action when they oriented to (and constituted) category-bound activities. Sacks (1972b) argued that simply seeing or describing someone carrying out an activity is enough to infer their category membership. Callers displayed an understanding that pressing charges (5.4.3) or reporting money stolen (5.4.4) was enough for others to ascribe their membership as victims. By contrast, they treated the activities of dropping charges or finding lost money as lacking common-sense associations with victim membership. Thus, the nature of the help sought could undermine callers’ identities as victims. Callers oriented to the moral accountability of seeking help while disavowing victimhood by attempting to neutralise the
inferences available in the request for help (5.4.3) or apologising directly (5.4.4).

When participants negotiated which activities or predicates were associated with being a victim, they constituted shared common-sense knowledge in what Hester and Eglin (1997) called culture in action. My work contributes to research in membership categorisation analysis which has shown that activities, predicates, and categories are not linked in some objective way, but are locally produced and managed by cultural members in response to different interactional demands (see Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015; Stokoe, 2012; Watson, 1978). In this setting, participants oriented to the way that different category-bound activities or predicates could be consequential when seeking help.

8.2 Helping victims

The second analytic chapter examined how call-takers oriented to the relationship between identity and help as procedurally consequential. When carrying out routine tasks like denying requests, enlisting callers for support, or offering transfer, call-takers determined who callers were for institutional purposes. Negotiating whether or how callers could be helped involved epistemic and deontic considerations. Determining if callers were (legitimate) victims was necessary for access to help. Yet even if call-takers understood callers as legitimate victims, they negotiated what kind of help they needed and which institutions were obligated to support them.

8.2.1 Gate-keeping access to help

Call-takers’ denials were an instance of institutional gate-keeping. When call-takers denied callers’ requests, they displayed their understanding of the relationship between identity and help. Call-takers denied that callers (or those they sought help for) were victims (6.1.2) or formulated callers’ problems as beyond the remit of
service (6.1.1). In many contexts, institutional representatives orient to their deontic rights to determine callers’ eligibility for service. For example, in emergency calls, call-takers determine whether callers’ problems warrant emergency assistance and may directly question callers regarding the basis of their knowledge or their motives for calling (Heritage & Clayman, 2010a). Victim Support call-takers are involved in similar judgements about whether callers’ problems warrant help. In contrast to other gate-keeping contexts, determining eligibility for Victim Support inescapably involves judgements regarding callers’ identities. My analyses demonstrate how call-takers negotiated epistemic and deontic rights when determining who callers were and how they should be helped.

Ordinarily, people are treated as having privileged rights to define and describe their experiences, feelings, thoughts and identities (Sacks, 1984). However, institutional representatives regularly claim rights to determine others’ identities, experiences, and needs. For example, in medical consultations, patients may have greater knowledge about their feelings and experiences, but doctors claim epistemic authority to determine patients’ symptoms and diagnoses (Heritage & Clayman, 2010b). The management of knowledge – and the associated rights to describe or evaluate events – is a resource to constitute identity and social relations (Raymond & Heritage, 2006). Call-takers oriented to their identities as institutional representatives when they claimed rights to make judgements about callers’ identities and experiences. For example, in 6.1.1, the call-taker deferred to the caller’s epistemic rights to assess her experience as “not a nice thing”, but claimed the rights to categorise her problem as “not a (. ) cri:me?” Although the call-taker treated the caller as able to formulate her emotional stance towards her experience, he claimed the rights to determine (and in this case, deny) her eligibility for help. Call-takers oriented to the way that their identities as members of Victim Support gave them epistemic rights to determine who callers were, and by extension, deontic rights to determine who could help them.
8.2.2 Identifying potential clients

When call-takers offered referral (the first step in allocating a support worker), they treated callers as relevant people with relevant problems. In some cases, call-takers deferred to callers’ epistemic rights to describe their experiences and the deontic rights to determine what help they needed. For example, in 6.2.1, the call-taker’s request for confirmation oriented to the caller’s rights to describe her experience and determine what help she needed. In contrast, the call-taker in 6.2.2 claimed the epistemic rights to define the caller’s experience, applying the category “verbal dispute” which she had not previously used. In both cases, call-takers linked the nature of callers’ experience with their need for help.

Call-takers are accountable – not merely to callers, but to other members of the organisation. Just as emergency call-takers enter details into a database accessed by dispatch personnel (J. Whalen, 1995), Victim Support call-takers enter callers’ details into casefiles that are later accessed by support workers and other staff. Call-takers’ decisions to offer help to callers can thus be scrutinised by other members of the organisation. Call-takers must record and potentially transform callers’ descriptions to fit the constraints of the institutional casefile (see J. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1998). To render their offers of help accountable, call-takers must record an institutionally relevant experience for callers, which is operationalised with police incident codes. The procedural consequentiality of the link between experience, identity and help was particularly salient in 6.2.2 where the call-taker transformed the caller’s description into an institutionally relevant category to make her offer of help accountable.

8.2.3 Negotiating an obligation to help callers

Call-takers oriented to support as an activity that could be bound to different categories. Call-takers treated support as a category-bound activity for themselves (as members of Victim
Support) when they understood callers to have relevant problems for the organisations. Call-takers displayed this understanding by offering referral, fulfilling their category-bound obligations to provide this form of support. When call-takers determined callers were not victims, they denied callers’ category-bound entitlement to help, and at the same time their own category-bound obligation to provide it.

Yet call-takers also separated callers’ entitlement to help from their obligation to provide it. When offering transfer, call-takers affirmed callers’ identities as victims and their category-bound rights to help, while nonetheless denying Victim Support’s obligation to help them. Call-takers accounted for transfer offers by formulating callers’ problems as beyond the institutional remit of service (see 6.1.1). These formulations presented the moral obligation to help callers as bound to another organisation. For example, describing a breached protection as a properly police matter accounted for transfer by presenting police as the institution obligated to help the caller (6.3.1). Explicitly formulating callers’ rights to help from other institutions (6.3.2) also accounted for transfer offers. In these cases, call-takers treat transfer (rather than support) as a form of help they can legitimately provide.

On one hand, aligning callers with service-providers might seem a technical matter of service-provision. Yet on the other hand, negotiating rights and obligations involves moral judgements about who victims are, what they need, and who is obligated to help them. Thus, broader socio-political arguments about victims’ needs or rights (Dunn, 2007; Simmonds, 2009) are invoked as interpretative repertoires and used practically to account for actions like seeking, offering, or denying help.
8.3 SEEKING HELP ON BEHALF OF OTHERS

The final analytic chapter examined participants’ orientations to the relationship between identity and help when callers sought help on behalf of others. My analysis drew upon Sacks’ (1967, 1972a) categorical framework to demonstrate how callers treated identity categories and social relations as relevant when seeking help for others. Although Sacks noted the accountability involved in turning to strangers on another’s behalf, my analyses have provided the first systematic investigation of how people orient to self-other relations, identity, and accountability when seeking help for others.

8.3.1 No one to turn to

Sacks (1967) was primarily concerned with how suicidal callers could claim they had ‘no one to turn to’ while speaking with a helpline counsellor. When calling on behalf, the paradox of ‘no one to turn to’ seems even stranger. Sacks showed that callers concluded they had no one if they had no available members of proper relationship categories (Rp). My analysis demonstrated that callers drew similar conclusions on behalf of others, even when categorising themselves as members of proper relationship categories, such as friends or family members. In these cases, the person in need does have someone to turn to, and callers sometimes described being turned to as motivating the current call. How, then can claims like “she’s got no one” (7.1.1) be understood?

Callers invoked three different ways victims could have available Rp members who were nonetheless unable to turn to. First, callers treated relationship troubles as reasons spouses or partners were unavailable (e.g. 7.1.1 and 7.1.2). If a relationship break-up is the reason someone feels suicidal, an ex-partner is not available as someone to turn to (Sacks, 1967). Second, when callers categorised perpetrators as first position pair members, they treated them as unavailable to turn to (e.g. 7.1.4 and 7.1.5). People who have been
victimised by a spouse or family member may have no one to turn to, because the search for help does not licence turning to other members of Rp if a first position member is available (Sacks, 1972b). This problem has long been documented in feminist research, where women who experience violence from partners or family members feel unable to tell others, even those whom they are close to (e.g. Othman, Goddard, & Piterman, 2014; Towns & Adams, 2009). Third, some callers claimed they themselves were unavailable members of Rp categories (e.g. 7.1.2 and 7.1.3). Callers accounted for being unavailable by formulating their location relative to the person in need. Thus, when members of standardised relational pairs were leaving a relationship, the perpetrator of violence, or too far away to help, callers treated them as unavailable, leaving the person in need with effectively no one.

8.3.2 The rights to provide help to others

One key finding was that participants distinguished between seeking and providing help. In this section, I discuss participants’ orientations to the entitlements and obligations associated with providing help, and in the following section I discuss how participants understood the rights and entitlements for seeking help on behalf of others.

Sacks (1967) argued that the search for help is organised around category-bound rights and obligations for giving help. As members of a proper relationship categories, callers who identified as friends (e.g. 7.1.1 and 7.1.3) or family members (e.g. 7.1.2 and 7.3.1) oriented to their rights and obligations to help members of paired categories. Category members who do not enact their category-bound obligations can be held accountable (Watson, 1978). Callers oriented to their obligations by accounting for why they were unable to provide help. No-fault accounts that describe inability rather than unwillingness orient to social relations (Heritage, 1990). By formulating their location as “too far away” (7.1.3), callers accounted
for their inability to provide help, and in so doing, justified calling the helpline. By referring to place names, callers invoked a “common sense geography” (Schegloff, 1972, p. 85), relying on their recipients’ understandings of New Zealand towns and cities to build recognisable accounts like “because I’m currently in Moorland there’s nothing I can do” (7.1.2). The nature of these accounts also displayed callers’ understandings that face-to-face support was preferable to that provided over the phone (e.g. 7.1.3).

Participants distinguished between the help different members of relationship categories could rightfully provide. Sacks (1972a) documented that members of proper relationship categories have hierarchically organised rights and obligations. Participants oriented to this normative hierarchy when they treated different kinds of help as relevant for different category members. For example, participants treated spouses as having greater rights than friends to provide direct intervention. Some forms of help (such as calling support services) could be carried out by certain members of relationship categories, while others (such as taking someone to hospital) were treated as entitlements of first-position pair members (e.g. 7.2.1). Notably, in 7.2.1, the call-taker treated a partner as having first-position rights even though the relationship break-up was the cause of the problem. Thus, participants jointly established what counted as sufficient Rp membership and how rights and obligations could be distributed between members of relationship categories.

Certain kinds of help can be understood as either an obligation for members of relationship categories or for members of professional categories. For example, care-giving is, at times, treated as a common-sense obligation for family members, and at others, as an obligation for members of the medical profession (Hunt, 1991; Izumi, 2017). My analyses suggest that participants orient to Victim Support in a similar way. The organisation treats supporting victims as a proper role for trained support workers. Yet these support workers are volunteers, which suggests emotional support and
practical advice are forms of help normatively available to competent members of a community (Roose et al., 2012). Callers seeking help for others oriented to the way that supporting victims can be a proper obligation for members of either professional or relationship categories. Callers seeking help on behalf of others (in contrast to those who have directly experienced victimisation) can be understood as competent members with a potential ability to provide the kind of help they are seeking for another. By accounting for why they were unable to provide help, these callers treated support as normatively associated with friends or family members.

Members of proper relationship categories are obligated to provide help to pair members, while members of other categories have an opportunity to provide help. Thus, callers who identified as friends and family members accounted for not fulfilling their category-bound obligations to help and arranging Victim Support instead, while callers who identified in other ways (such as institutional representatives) oriented to help as an opportunity rather than an obligation (e.g. 7.2.3). Thus, the moral accountability of help depends on participants’ sense of who they are to each other.

8.3.3 The rights to seek help for others

Callers who identified as members of relationship categories accounted for seeking help they might otherwise be expected to provide themselves. The same category membership that grants friends and family members rights to provide help made seeking help from Victim Support morally accountable. Callers displayed the understanding that it was only in the absence of their ability to provide help (i.e. being too far away) that they could accountably seek help for others. However, callers who constituted different self-other relations between themselves and who they were calling for oriented to the accountability of seeking help differently.
Callers who identified as institutional representatives negotiated their category-bound rights to seek help for others through the ways they configured self-other relations. Callers who identified as court victim advisors (7.1.4 and 7.2.2) oriented to a different set of categories as a locus for rights and obligation to help. Yet even then, participants negotiated what kind of help callers were entitled to seek. In 7.1.4, the caller treated seeking support (by calling the helpline) as a proper entitlement of his institutional role. Yet in 7.2.2 both participants oriented to the caller’s activity as non-normative. The caller accounted for seeking support by formulating her client’s emotional state as “very distressed.” In contrast to callers who identified as members of relationship categories, this caller demonstrated that the provision of emotional support was not a category-bound right. Instead, by calling Victim Support, she displayed her expectation that Victim Support was obligated to provide support to an emotionally distressed victim. By describing her previous conversation with her client as occasioning her call, the caller accounted for why she was seeking help. Here then, the rights and obligations associated with the expression of emotion in the emotional order (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014) intersected with categorically-organised rights and responsibilities to provide help (Sacks, 1972b).

Call-takers also claimed the rights to determine callers’ entitlements to seek help on behalf of others. In 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, the caller oriented to her relationship with her mother as providing the category-bound rights to seek help on her behalf (cf. 7.1.1 – 7.1.3). Yet, by categorising her as an offender, the call-taker denied her rights to seek help for herself or others. In this case, the rights organised with reference to the categories victim and offender took precedence over those organised with reference to the categories mother and daughter. Although relationship categories provide one common-sense way to reason about the moral accountability of help (Sacks, 1967), relational rights and obligations to help can be superseded by
different institutional frameworks. A key feature of institutional help-seeking is that institutional representatives claim the rights to determine which identities and self-other relations are relevant to understand and respond to callers’ requests (Heritage, 2004). In calls to Victim Support, call-takers claimed the rights to determine who callers were relative to others, which was consequential in the provision or withholding of support.

8.4 DISCURSIVE PSYCHOLOGY, HELP, AND SELF-OTHER RELATIONS

8.4.1 Self-other relations in action

The nature of the self and its relation to others is a fundamental question for the social sciences. Social psychologists have theorised the cognitive basis for self-other relations using Social Identity Theory or Self-Categorisation Theory to explain how individuals see themselves and others as members of groups (Hogg et al., 1995; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). However, my work demonstrates the potential of a discursive psychology of self-other relations. Contemporary interactional research theorises that the social organisation of knowledge, power, and emotion are fundamental facets of self-other relations (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). Although identities and experiences are often treated as belonging to individuals (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006), participants negotiate ownership of these psychological phenomenon in interaction. My analyses have shown that participants observably constitute and use self-other relations to build interpretable actions. Thus, my work demonstrates how identities and action can be analysed as intertwined phenomena.

Although the mutually constitutive relationship between identity and action is particularly salient for victims seeking help, I argue that identity and action are always inexorably linked. Identity is not fixed, but constituted in different ways at different moments of interaction (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006). In interaction, identity is
inseparable from self-other relations. People identify themselves in different ways depending on who they understand their recipient to be and what they are doing at any given interactional moment. In other words, who participants are to each other shifts and changes with the sequential unfolding of interaction.

The social organisation of knowledge, power, and emotion are key facets of the “momentary relationship” between participants that is a resource for building recognisable actions (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014, p. 186). My work demonstrates how this theoretical framework of social relations provides a grounded approach to the relationship between identity and action. Although this framework was developed to explain how actions are built and interpreted in interaction, I argue for the productive possibilities for discursive psychology.

The way people use and orient to knowledge, power, and emotion are fundamental psychological concerns. The distribution of knowledge and how rights to knowledge configure social relations are intrinsic social psychological matters (see Raymond & Heritage, 2006). Analysing deontics in interaction provides an interactional demonstration of psychological concepts like authority and coercion (see Clift, 2016). My analyses contribute to interactional research which has shown the importance of epistemics and deontics in determining how help is sought and provided in institutional contexts. Likewise, emotion is a key site of psychological inquiry. This thesis advances interactional analyses of emotion by demonstrating the consequential relationship between emotion, identity, and help in calls to Victim Support.

Discursive psychology has examined how emotions are described or formulated (Edwards, 1999), and how emotions are displayed and responded to in interaction (Hepburn & Potter, 2007, 2017). Research in institutional contexts has demonstrated how different ways of responding – such as displaying empathy or offering
advice – can configure self-other relations (e.g. Pudlinksi, 2005) and social contexts (Weatherall & Stubbe, 2015). Yet the way emotions are associated with different identity categories, and how emotions and help are interrelated deserves further investigation. On the Victim Support helpline, emotion has common-sense associations with both a victim identity and the kind of help available. The analyses demonstrate that displays of emotion can accomplish a request for help and constitute a caller’s identity as a victim (e.g. 5.2.1). The rights to express different emotions to different participants is tied to the moral accountability of help-seeking. For example, in 7.2.2, the expression of emotion to the wrong institutional recipient occasioned seeking help on behalf. My work thus demonstrates the productive possibilities for analysing the relationships between emotion, identity, and help.

By integrating Sacks’ (1967, 1972a, 1972b) insights with recent developments in the interactional organisation of social relations (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014), I have demonstrated how rights, entitlements, and obligations to help are constituted and understood through participants’ sense of who they are to each other. Membership categorisation analysis has demonstrated how different predicates like rights, obligations, and knowledge can be bound to different category membership (e.g. Psathas, 1999; Stokoe, 2012). My analyses show that participants orient to different category-bound rights to know about themselves and others, determine how help will be given, and express or respond to emotion. Thus, moral rights and obligations to help are grounded in participants’ orientations to self-other relations.

My work contributes to research on help as social action by explicating how identities and self-other relations are demonstrably relevant considerations for participants when seeking, giving, or withholding help. Research on requests in interaction has demonstrated that the nature of what is being requested is consequential for how requests are built, interpreted, and responded
to (Drew & Couper-Kuhlen, 2014), while my work has shown that that the nature of what is being requested is consequential for how identities are constituted and used. The development of recruitment has demonstrated how different methods of recruiting help can configure self-other relations in terms of obligation or opportunity to help (Kendrick & Drew, 2016). In this thesis, I argue that the mutually constitutive relationship between self-other relations and help is a resource for participants to negotiate the moral accountability of seeking or providing help on the Victim Support helpline.

Calls where help is sought on behalf provide a unique perspective on participants’ orientation to the moral accountability of help. Seeking help on behalf of others is a social action which has received limited analytic attention (see Gordon & İkizoğlu, 2017). This social action seems a fruitful area for discursive psychology, which offers potential for developing new ways to conceptualise how help is sought and provided in social interaction. The social configuration of participants in these calls complicates the analytic concepts of self-other used in recruitment, where self refers to help-seeker and other as help-provider (see Kendrick & Drew, 2016). In these cases, the one seeking help (the caller) is not the one in need and the immediate recipient (the call-taker) is not the help-provider, but a conduit to service – although callers may not always be aware of this.

### 8.4.2 Participants’ orientations to identity

In this thesis, I adopted a grounded approach to identity. Following Schegloff (1997), I aimed to show how identities were demonstrably relevant and procedurally consequential for participants. In my analysis, I did not presuppose callers’ identities as victims, nor did I approach the data with hypotheses or expectations about how or where common-sense conceptions of victims would shape the interaction. Instead, I analysed how callers made different identities relevant for themselves and others and how these identities
were deployed for the practical goal of accomplishing help. This approach allowed me to examine identity as it mattered for participants.

My findings also contribute to the ongoing analytic project of documenting what participants’ orientations to identity look like in practice. When participants used the word *victim* (e.g. Section 5.3) they seemed quite clearly to be orienting to identity as relevant. Yet, explicit references to a victim identity were comparatively rare in the data. Prior research has demonstrated that category terms (such as *man* or *woman*) do not always demonstrate an orientation to identity (Kitzinger, 2007), while non-categorical references, such as ‘I’, can at times be used to invoke identities like gender (Jackson, 2011). My work has likewise demonstrated that callers orient to identity through a range of different practices including explicit categorisation, descriptions of experience, and displays of knowledge. The mutually constitutive link between identity and help means callers’ requests for help constitute – and are rendered accountable through – their identities as victims.

Although I followed Schegloff’s (1997) mandate to analyse those identities participants treated as relevant, my analyses were sensitive to the ways that common-sense and ideology could pose dilemmas for victims seeking help.

### 8.4.3 The dilemma of seeking help as a victim

Ideology and common-sense are made up of contrary themes which allow people to puzzle over everyday life and experience dilemmas about how to act in certain situations (Billig et al., 1988). Seeking help as a victim is one such ideological dilemma. On the one hand, society has a moral obligation to help victims (Mawby, 1988). Someone who is a victim has been harmed by forces beyond their control, with common-sense rights to seek and receive public sympathy, support, and justice. These shared forms of social knowledge suggest identifying as a victim is beneficial to receive
access to help (see Åkerström et al., 2011; Jägervi, 2014). On the other hand, victims may be blamed or shamed for what happened to them. People whose experiences do not fit cultural conceptions of victims may find themselves subject to hostility, disbelief, or moral judgements (Jordan, 2004; MacLeod, 2016; Othman et al., 2014) that has been termed secondary victimisation (Campbell & Raja, 1999). Social knowledge about how certain victims are treated provides common-sense reasons to avoid identifying as a victim or seeking help from support services.

Shared social knowledge represented by maxims or proverbs express moral evaluations and allow opposing moral judgements (Billig et al., 1988). For example, the proverb ‘God helps those who help themselves’ suggests people should engage in self-help before turning to others. This social norm has been documented in the organisation of recruitment methods (Kendrick & Drew, 2016) and the way people account for calling institutions by explaining their prior attempts to fix the problem (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007). Opposing maxims, like ‘ask and you shall receive,’ provide different ways of understanding the moral accountability of seeking help. This kind of social knowledge has been demonstrated in the ways participants ask for help in different contexts and display different expectations or entitlements to receive help (e.g. Heinemann, 2006; Heritage & Clayman, 2010a).

Returning to discursive psychology’s theoretical roots, the analytic concepts of ideological dilemmas and interpretative repertoires can demonstrate how negotiating rights and obligations to help victims are associated with broader social moral systems of common-sense knowledge (e.g. MacLeod, 2016; Towns & Adams, 2009). My analyses showed that different ways of describing people and events made certain conduct accountable, such as offering or denying help, and constructed certain versions of reality, such as the criminal nature of callers’ experiences (e.g. 6.2.2 and 6.3.3) or different category members’ obligation to help (e.g. 6.3.2 and 7.2.1).
An analytic focus on how versions of reality are constructed (Edwards, 1997) can demonstrate how identities and actions are linked in consequential ways.

The relationship between interpretative repertoires and sequential analysis has been a source of contention within conversation analysis and discursive psychology (Schegloff, 1997; Weatherall, 2016; Wetherell, 1998). In an attempt to reconcile these two analytic frameworks, I started with close analysis of the turn-by-turn unfolding of the interaction. Many of the patterns in the ways help was sought and given connect to broader social-moral understandings of what it means to be a victim. Thus, interpretative repertoires provide an analytic framework to examine how victimhood was constructed at different interactional moments to account for actions like seeking, offering, or withholding help. However, the language of interpretative repertories can suggest an either/or logic. For example, participants often display orientations to two alternative versions of reality (e.g. the caller as a victim or offender, 7.3.1; or the situation as criminal or simply unfortunate, 6.1.1, 6.3.2). I do not mean to suggest that there are only two ways to understand callers and their problems. There are potentially infinite possible descriptions available. However, participants descriptions themselves are often built with an orientation to an alternative (Edwards & Potter, 1992) and in this institutional context, the categories of victim and offender are omnirelevant categories that provide inferential frameworks for understanding who the participants are and what they are doing (see Housley & Fitzgerald, 2015).

The relationships established between categories, activities, and predicates “often gain a normative quality, making the links significant in the reproduction of what is societally seen as moral and normal” (Stokoe, 2003, p. 429). When participants negotiated category-bound rights and obligations to seek and provide help to victims, they maintained and policed common-sense boundaries
regarding who victims are and how they should be helped. Constituting links between categories, activities, and predicates allows participants to make claims about the world, organise social relations which is central to how politics are accomplished in everyday life (Baker, 2000). Thus, the political struggle over what kind of people are treated as victims and how help should be provided to them can be observed in participants’ interactional practices on the victim helpline.

My attention to the importance of common-sense reasoning and the dilemmas associated with Victim Support demonstrate the productive possibilities for integrating analytic concepts like interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas into interactional analysis of help as social action. Although conversation analytic research recognises the moral accountability of seeking help from others (e.g. Clayman & Heritage, 2014; Kendrick & Drew, 2016), particularly from institutions (Edwards & Stokoe, 2007), my analyses show that certain kinds of help have common-sense associations with identity that can pose ideological dilemmas. I suggest that attending to the common-sense reasoning about identity and help might usefully inform further studies of the interactional accomplishment of help in different settings.

8.4.4 Feminist interrogation of victimhood

Although I did not approach the data with an expectation of the gendered construction of victimhood (see Schegloff, 1997), I am sensitive to the ways cultural understandings of victimhood are located in broader gendered systems of meaning (Lamb, 1999b). By documenting how common-sense knowledge can be consequential in the delivery of help, my analyses contribute to the feminist interrogation of social-cultural understandings of victims.

Feminists and critical victimologists recognise that “victim services mirror the views and attitudes of the larger society” and so “they are bound to share the prejudices and biases of the society in
which they operate.” (Fattah, 2010, p. 76). I argue that support services not only mirror social understandings of victims, but are a key site in which these understandings are constituted. Calls to Victim Support are a consequential site where participants use and constitute common-sense reasoning about who victims are and what help they need. Conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis offer unique tools for feminist research by demonstrating how cultural common-sense is built and used in consequential ways in interaction (Tennent & Weatherall, in press). My analyses of calls to Victim Support sheds new light on feminist questions regarding the relationship between victims and help.

Feminists have long documented the impact of common-sense cultural knowledge on victims’ understanding of their experiences and access to support. Research has examined why victims avoid seeking help, with one commonly cited reason that people do not understand their experiences as victimisation and thus fail to identify themselves as victims (Fohring, 2015; Kelly & Radford, 1990; Weiss, 2011). Although post-structuralist critique points to the ways violence against women and minorities is normalised (Lamb, 1999b), Gavey (1999) argued that feminist research should attend to how and why people might avoid a victim identity, rather than imposing labels onto their experiences. My analytic focus on participants’ orientations allowed me to attend to how callers understood themselves and their experiences, without presuming their identities as victims. Documenting participants’ orientations is one grounded way to produce research that honours the voices of participants (Kitzinger, 2000).

Further reasons people may not seek help is fear of how others will respond, or a lack of confidence in institutional responses (Jordan, 2011; Meyer, 2015). Interview research has documented the reasons people give for choosing not to disclose their experiences to others (e.g. Othman et al., 2014). My research documents the reasons people give for or against seeking help – as they seek help from a
Victim Support call-taker. For example, in 6.3.3, the caller claimed if she were to talk to police, her husband would kill her. Rather than simply responding to an interviewer’s question, the caller’s disclosure accounted for rejecting the call-taker’s offer to transfer the call. Analysing situated actions demonstrates how descriptions are produced in particular ways in response to interactional demands (Wiggins, 2016). Furthermore, her distinction between seeking help from Victim Support and turning to police demonstrates that cultural members can have different understandings of where to turn to and the consequences for doing so.

For “feminists and other critical scholars who want to change the world for the better, an essential prerequisite is an accurate understanding of how the world is now” (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2014, p. 154). Analysing social interaction provides an empirical basis of knowledge about the social world and how participants understand it. My work documents the practical ways people can seek help as victims. Examining real-life cases where people turn to an institution for help can demonstrate whether or how common-sense knowledge shapes how callers see themselves and understand their rights to help. I pick up the implications for improving services in 8.5.3. Below, I first discuss how my findings shed light on the institutional context of Victim Support.
8.5 **TALKING THE INSTITUTION INTO BEING**

In this section, I discuss how the relationship between identity and help constituted the social context of the Victim Support helpline. The mutually constitutive link between identity and help was a key way the institution of Victim Support was talked into being (see Heritage & Clayman, 2010d). Below, I first justify my choice of audio recordings, before discussing how my analyses can elucidate the organisation of help in institutional contexts. I end with some implications for practice.

8.5.1 **The limitations of audio recordings**

One limitation of my research is that the analyses are based solely on audio recordings of calls. Conversation analytic research using video recordings has demonstrated how call-takers’ work is made up of parallel activities (Mondada, 2008) including interactions with callers, computers, and colleagues (J. Whalen & Whalen, 2011). Even simple tasks like putting the caller on hold can involve a sophisticated coordination of verbal and embodied conduct (Näslund, 2016), while decisions about how or whether help will be provided can be accomplished through both callers’ descriptions and call-takers’ interactions with computer databases (Larsen, 2013; J. Whalen, 1995).

In the early stages of the project, my supervisor and I considered the possibilities of video recording the call-taker and their computer screen. My observations of the Contact Service had demonstrated the importance of the interface between what callers said and what call-takers did on the computer. However, in the end we settled on audio recordings for both pragmatic and theoretical reasons. For one, incoming calls were routinely recorded by the Contact Service, and thus an easily accessible form of data. I was particularly conscious of the need for a manageable data corpus. As it stands, I have managed to transcribe just over half of the 394 calls.
That number of video recordings would have been untenable for the detailed multi-modal transcription needed to capture the coordination of verbal and embodied action (see Mondada, 2014b).

As the project developed, I moved away from initial attempts to document the work of the Contact Service. Some conversation analytic research documents how organisations work (e.g. Psathas, 1999; Watson, 1986; J. Whalen, 1995). However, my focus was on how the psychological matters of identity, help, and self-other relations were negotiated in social interaction. Victim Support calls provide a perspicuous setting for this investigation (Garfinkel, 2002), but the setting – its procedures and how it operates – was not the primary focus of my investigation.

Although the lack of recording limits the observations that can be drawn about call-takers’ conduct, it means as an analyst, I have access to the same level of detail as callers. Some non-verbal conduct is observable from the recordings, such as the sound of call-takers’ keyboards (e.g. 6.2.1 and 6.3.1). Although I cannot tell what call-takers are writing or where, this is precisely the same position callers are in. Likewise, excluding those calls where call-takers accessed clients’ casefiles, call-takers understandings of who callers are and what they need is also derived from callers’ conduct during the call. Thus, to analyse how participants use the relationship between identity and help, audio recordings have proved sufficient.

**8.5.2 Getting institutional help**

In calls to Victim Support, participants regularly displayed different understandings of what counted as support and how it should be provided. Just like emergency calls, if participants were unable to establish a joint understanding of who they were to each other and how help would be given, misunderstandings could have serious consequences (J. Whalen et al., 1988). Not only do denials of help disavow callers’ identities as victims, callers who are directed
elsewhere may not access support in potentially life-threatening situations (e.g. 6.3.3). When callers have overcome the ideological dilemma of choosing to call for help, the ways call-takers respond carries implications for who they understand themselves to be, what they are entitled to, and whether they end up getting help.

Many institutions are characterised by mutual orientation to participants’ relevant identities as service-seekers and service-providers. Yet as Jefferson and Lee (1992) demonstrated, these identities (and the sub-categories of advice-seeker and advice-provider) do not always align with callers’ presentation of their troubles. Responding to troubles-tellings as a troubles-recipient displays an interest in the teller and their experience, while responding as an advice-giver focuses on the problem and its properties. When callers use narrative descriptions on helplines, call-takers may be faced with a dilemma: attempt to solve the problem by giving advice or respond to the caller’s troubles by providing empathy. Different institutional call-takers handle this dilemma differently (e.g. Butler et al., 2010; Feo & LeCouteur, 2013; Pudlinksi, 2005). Victim Support call-takers are not trained to provide support, and so largely respond as advice-givers. Yet callers regularly oriented to the relevance of other kinds of help.

When callers rejected offers of transfer, they displayed expectations of receiving other kinds of help (see 5.3.4 where this is made explicit). However, the kind of help call-takers can provide is constrained by their institutional role. If they understand callers as legitimate victims with relevant problems, they can enlist them as clients (which occurs when they offer referral). Yet in many cases, call-takers oriented to callers as people with problems that could not be solved by the help available. In this situation, offering to connect callers to other organisations was the only form of help call-takers could relevantly provide. The implications of the institutional constraints on help are particularly salient in 6.3.3 where, despite providing compelling reasons why she does not want to talk to police,
the caller is repeatedly offered transfer. The call-taker’s offers display his understanding that the caller needs help from police. Yet by continuing to offer the same form of help in response to her rejections, he suggests she can only be helped by police. This stance on the caller’s needs ultimately resulted in her ending the call without receiving help in any form.

To accountably seek institutional help, callers must present themselves as relevant people with relevant problems. In the case of Victim Support, the name of the institution is also a description of the activity – support is provided to victims. Victim Support bears similarities to helplines like Kids Help Line and MensLine that specify a category of person who can be helped. Although these services suggest that anyone with a relevant identity can access support or help, in practice, callers require a relevant institutional problem fitted to the kind of help the organisation can provide (see Butler et al., 2010; Danby et al., 2005; Feo & LeCouteur, 2013, 2017). For Victim Support, callers who seek help beyond the emotional support and practical advice the organisation offers are inevitably directed elsewhere.

My analyses show that call-takers on the victim helpline do not act merely as a conduit to service. Instead, call-takers determine whether callers are victims and whether they are entitled to help. Thus, in the course of routine workday tasks, call-takers are involved the political, moral, and psychological enterprise of determining who callers are and who is obligated to help them. Below, I discuss how my empirical analysis of helpline calls might improve the delivery of service.

8.5.3 Implications for practice

Although service-providers operate with the assumption they have unique and special competence for dealing with problems like victimisation, categorically organised common-sense knowledge
about who can be turned to shapes how services are approached and understood by members of a community (see Sacks, 1972b). Understanding the common-sense rights and obligations associated with help is important for services and policy makers to provide meaningful social support (Broadhurst, 2008).

One problem that regularly occurs on the Victim Support helpline is that callers ask for kinds of help which cannot be given. The mismatch between the kind of help callers seek and what institutional representatives can provide has been documented in a range of other settings including counselling helplines (Butler et al., 2010), dispute resolution services (Weatherall, 2015), and medical information lines (Butler, Danby, Emmison, & Thorpe, 2009b). Difficulties can arise when callers lack familiarity with the service. For example, callers to a neighbourhood mediation service faced difficulty designing relevant requests because they lacked knowledge of the kind of help available (Stokoe, 2013a). Like mediation services, what ‘Victim Support’ is and how it operates is less widely known than, for example, police services. Yet even though participants generally share common-sense knowledge about when and how to call police, callers may not always be aware of what constitutes a relevant police matter (Rønneberg & Svennevig, 2010).

In some cases, the name of the service can exacerbate the mismatch between the help callers ask for and what can be provided. For example, callers to the Child Health Line regularly seek medical advice which nurse call-takers cannot provide. Butler and colleagues (2009b) noted that callers’ requests displayed an expectation nurses that have professional authority and expertise to give advice when in fact, nurses are trained only to provide information and support. On the Victim Support helpline, callers display similar expectations of receiving support from call-takers directly, while call-takers are not trained to provide this form of help.
In nearly a fifth of the sample, callers displayed an expectation that the call-taker was ‘someone to talk to.’ In some cases (such as 5.2.1 and 6.2.1), call-takers corrected callers’ displayed misunderstanding of the service by identifying themselves as contact service workers, specifying that support available was delivered support workers, or explaining the process of referral. Yet in others, callers treated call-takers’ details-gathering questions (such as “could you tell me about what happened?”) as story-solicitations, producing troubles-tellings that could substantially disrupt the progress of the call (see Jefferson & Lee, 1992). Callers’ misunderstandings of the help available not only interfere with the accomplishment of institutionally relevant tasks, but are potentially traumatising for both participants. Call-takers are not trained to provide support, and largely avoid giving affiliation, meaning a caller’s telling may be met with minimal responses or abrupt returns to business. It seems fair to suggest that callers who recount their experience of victimisation to an unsympathetic recipient may not feel supported.

Callers’ expectations of receiving help in the here and now of the call seem exacerbated by the advertisement of 0800 Victim as a helpline and the way that call-takers answer the phone by identifying as “victim support”. One solution would be to change the routine opening, such as by identifying as the Victim Support Contact Service, or for call-takers to explain their role to callers when offering referral. This could be accompanied by clearer advertising about the role of the 0800 Victim line.

A different solution would be to broaden the scope of the activities call-takers are trained to provide during calls, such as explanations of service or affiliative responses. Using research findings to develop evidence-based training can provide call-takers with grounded ways of responding to callers, rather than the taken-for-granted concepts currently used in training like ‘active listening’ or ‘being empathetic’ (see Hepburn, Wilkinson, & Butler, 2014). One internationally recognised training programme is the Conversation
Analytic Role-play Method (CARM) which develops research findings into evidence-based training (Stokoe, 2014). In contrast to traditional role-play training, CARM uses recordings of real interactions to provide practical strategies for call-takers to deal with the kinds of real problems which occur in their calls (Stokoe, 2013b).

Interactional research offers a grounded way to assess effective practice. Researchers do not need to contact callers later to ask them how satisfied they were; but can examine their responses in the moment of the interaction, often to a level of detail that would be impossible to recall. A sound first step to develop processes that effectively meet the needs of victims is to document what actually happens when they seek help.

8.6 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Asking for help is a morally accountable action that necessarily constitutes self-other relations. When someone asks for help, they inevitably display their understanding of who they are to their recipient and the relevant basis upon which they are entitled to ask. In calls to Victim Support, asking for help is rendered accountable through callers’ identities as victims and the social context of the institution. Likewise, the ways that help is given or denied constitutes who participants are to each other and their relative entitlement and obligation to help.

In this thesis, I examined how participants negotiated moral accountability and self-other relations when callers sought help for themselves or others, and call-takers granted or denied callers’ requests. My findings demonstrate the importance of analysing the relationship between identity and help as it is constituted by participants in interaction. By negotiating their relative rights to knowledge, power, and emotion, participants determine who they are to each other and how these self-other relations matter for help. When participants link different activities and predicates with victim
category membership, they display their understanding of who victims are and how they should be helped.

How members of society respond to victims demonstrates who they understand themselves to be. In the wake of the Christchurch terror attacks, the outpouring of love, grief, rage, and support showed New Zealanders grappling with who they were relative to the victims, and what kind of nation we want to be. I argue that these same socio-political tensions are apparent in calls to Victim Support. Far from a straightforward conduit to service, calls to the helpline are a consequential site where society’s moral obligation to victims is constituted.
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## 10 Appendix: Transcription Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLTKR CALLR</td>
<td>Speaker identification for call-taker and caller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.2)</td>
<td>Numbers in brackets represent silences in seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.)</td>
<td>Silence less than one-tenth of a second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[word] [word]</td>
<td>Square brackets represent overlapping talk – talk by different speakers that occurs at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word= =word</td>
<td>Equals signs represent ‘latched’ talk. This can be a continuation of talk within a turn or across different lines on the transcript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo:::rd</td>
<td>Colons indicate a sound-stretch; more colons represent a longer stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;word&lt;</td>
<td>Arrows surrounding talk indicate faster speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-</td>
<td>Dash represents a sound cut-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORD</td>
<td>Capitalisation indicates greater volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>°word°</td>
<td>Speech between degree signs is quieter relative to the rest of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>Underlining represents emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><del>word</del></td>
<td>Words within tildes represent ‘wobbly voice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#word#</td>
<td>Words within hashes represent ‘creaky voice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word.</td>
<td>Full-stop indicates falling intonation at the end of a unit of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word,</td>
<td>Comma indicates continuing intonation at the end of a unit of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbol</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word?</td>
<td>Question mark indicates rising intonation at the end of a unit of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word!</td>
<td>Exclamation mark indicates sharply rising intonation at the end of a unit of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑word</td>
<td>Upward arrows before talk indicate a sharply increased pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo:rd</td>
<td>Underlining and colons represent intonation contours within words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.hh hhh</td>
<td>Breathiness is represented with the letter ‘h.’ The length indicates the relative length of breathiness. Preceded by a full-stop indicates an in-breath; without this an exhalation is represented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo(h)rd</td>
<td>‘h’ within words represents breathiness (often laughter or crying) within a spoken utterance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.snih Huhh</td>
<td>These represent sniffing and sobbing respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(          )</td>
<td>Empty brackets represent spoken words unable to be transcribed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(word)</td>
<td>Words in brackets represent uncertain hearings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((ring))</td>
<td>Double brackets represent transcriber comments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>